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Abstract 

Burnout is defined as a multidimensional syndrome that results from chronic exposure to 

interpersonal stressors on the job. Despite maintaining a conceptual focus on the 

interpersonal aspects of working in an organization and its influence on burnout, current 

research on this topic fails to provide a complete picture of the role played by the social 

dimension of work and how it is related to burnout. There are three particularly important 

gaps in the literature. First, there is a lack of evidence that social relations act as conduits 

for demands and resources for workers. Second, extant research neglects to examine the 

role of those social relations that are the direct result of how work is organized. Third, a 

clear link is yet to be established between social relations and the evolution of burnout over 

time. This study aims to understand the connections that exist between the social dimension 

of work and burnout, where the former is understood as the multiplexity of social relations 

that individuals manage in their work environment. To achieve this, a two-wave panel 

study was designed to assess the social networks that are relevant to task interdependence, 

social support and incivility, and their relationship to experience of burnout in employees. 

The results suggested that, first, the positions individuals occupy in task-interdependency 

networks are related to two dimensions of burnout, and second, experiencing burnout might 

trigger changes in the way that individuals perceive their social networks. Future studies 

should examine the social, organizational and individual factors that may be involved in 

complex experiences of burnout, which is understood as the simultaneous experience of its 

three dimensions. 

Keywords : Burnout, Social Networks, Task Interdependence, Social Support, 

Incivility.
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Introduction 

After chronic exposure to stressful conditions at work people often feel exhausted and 

disengaged, and experience low professional efficacy. This extreme state of discomfort is 

known as job burnout and is related to an impairment in employee well-being, ultimately 

leading to detrimental outcomes for the organization (Ahola & Hakanen, 2014; Suñer-Soler 

et al., 2014). The Job Demands-Resources Theory (JD-R) posits burnout as a consequence 

of untenable working conditions in which the demands placed on employees are out of 

balance with the resources they have access to in order to accomplish their work (Bakker & 

Demerouti, 2017). It has been proposed that burnout is social in origin (Donaldson & 

Grant-Vallone, 2002a) and that social relations act as conduits that allow transferring 

resources and demands from one person to the other. This implies that through social 

relations individuals have access to useful assets such as knowledge, skills and information; 

or could receive from their social contacts demands such as unpleasant social interactions 

that threat one’s wellbeing (Day & Leiter, 2014). Despite extant research implicitly 

assuming that social relations affect job burnout by acting as conduits for demands and 

resources, there is no evidence for this. More generally, the mechanism that relates 

characteristics of social relations to the experience of burnout is still unclear.  

Consequently, this study aims to understand the mechanism that link social relations 

in organizations to burnout experience. In doing so, I will consider three aspects: first, 

previous studies provide evidence for a relationship between expressive social relations and 

burnout dimensions and assume that this link exist because social relations are conduits for 

resources and demands (Day & Leiter, 2014; Leiter, Nicholson, Patterson, & Spence, 

2011),  however they do not examine this mechanism.  Studies of expressive ties, such as 
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social support and incivility relations, and burnout use surveys based on the overall 

perception of relations. Nonetheless, because such instruments are based in general 

perceptions about relations between all colleagues and superiors in the workplace, they do 

not allow for an analysis of the particular social relations that transmit resources or 

demands to the individual. Therefore, we still do not understand if all social relations in the 

workplace act as conduits for resources and demands, under what circumstances they might 

act as such, or whether what really matters for the prevention or controlling of burnout is 

the individual’s overall perception of the quality of social relations in their particular 

workplace. 

Second, these studies fail to examine the social relationships that result from the 

ways in which workflow is designed; thus, a relevant component of the social dimension of 

work and its relation to burnout is still ignored. This refers to the coordination of work; that 

is to say, how to achieve collective performance people must coordinate their work with 

each other within the organization, as well as the tasks they need to complete (Okhuysen & 

Bechky, 2009). One way to examine this is through the study of task interdependency, 

which defines the network of social relations that individuals must manage in an 

organization in order to complete their work (Kiggundu, 1981). Task-interdependence 

networks represent the degree to which two or more employees are connected because of 

the tasks they perform (Brass, 1981), such that the performance of  one worker in one task 

depends on the performance of another. These kinds of relationship lack an expressive 

component because they connect tasks, as opposed to expressive relations, which transmit 

interest or affect toward the other. However, task interdependence relations, and indeed 

how individuals coordinate their tasks as part of their job, are key to organizations 

achieving their aims. As such, they constitute a relevant component of the social dimension 
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of work. In many cases, interdependency in the completion of a task is what prompts an 

initial social interaction between two employees. In this dissertation, I propose that 

managing task-interdependent relations is cognitively (Bechky, 2003; Faraj & Xiao, 2006), 

socially and emotionally demanding, and therefore related to the experience of burnout.   

Third, research on the relation between social relationships and job burnout has 

focused on predicting burnout dimensions separately, without considering the 

multidimensional and developmental nature of this phenomenon. Thus, burnout is 

characterized by three related but independent dimensions that represent: an exhaustion in 

the employees’ energetic resources –named emotional exhaustion-, attitudes of indifference 

regarding their job –named cynicism-,  and an experience of low efficacy at the job –named 

low professional efficacy (Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001). Previous research shows 

that  burnout develops over time and this evolution implies not only an increase in the 

experience of each dimension separately, but also qualitative changes in the way 

individuals experience the syndrome, such that they may pass from experiencing only one 

dimension to experiencing the three dimensions (Mäkikangas & Kinnunen, 2016). 

Understanding the relationship between social relations and burnout does not only imply 

understanding how social relations may be related to each of the burnout dimensions 

separately; but also examining how characteristics of the social relations of individuals are 

related to qualitative changes in the burnout experience of these individuals. 

This project focuses on workers in the  health care sector because empirical evidence 

has shown that in these settings, workers are at high risk of experiencing burnout (Shanafelt 

et al., 2012) and because in this setting the consequences of burnout are potentially very 

harmful for healthcare recipients. A study conducted with a large (n=11.530) sample of 

Spanish and Latin-American healthcare workers showed that the prevalence of burnout was 
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higher than 11% (Grau, Flichtentrei, Suñer, Prats, & Braga, 2009); another study with 

Colombian psychiatrists showed that 9,9% of the sample experienced high burnout (Tejada 

& Gómez, 2012). Finally, a study in the USA  with a sample of  over 7000 medical doctors 

showed that 37.9% experienced high emotional exhaustion, 29.4% high depersonalization 

and 12.4% low professional efficacy (Shanafelt et al., 2012). 

In health care professionals, burnout has been associated with consequences for 

workers’ health (Ahola & Hakanen, 2014), organizational wellbeing and quality of service 

(Suñer-Soler et al., 2014). Studies relate the experience of one or more dimensions of 

burnout to higher substance abuse (Lee, Brown, & Cabrera, 2017), health complaints 

(Consiglio, 2014), suicidal ideation (Lee et al., 2017) absenteeism (Suñer-Soler et al., 

2014), intentions to quit, low professional satisfaction (Dewa, Jacobs, Thanh, & Loong, 

2014) and perception of making medical mistakes (Suñer-Soler et al., 2014). As with other 

occupations, in the health care sector job characteristics such as workload, autonomy, and 

specific aspects of the occupations such as the interactions with patients (Montgomery, 

2014) have been related to burnout. However, in this population as in others, the links 

between social relationships in the workplace and burnout remain unclear.  

In this dissertation, I explore social relationships in health care organizations, how 

they can bring demands and resources to the individual and thus increase or diminish the 

experience of burnout dimensions and burnout syndrome using social network analysis 

(SNA). This perspective allows for the study of different types of relationship, how social 

relations act as conduits that allow different things to flow through the network (Podolny, 

2001), and how patterns of social relations among individuals influence their possibility of 

being reached by the elements that flow through the network (Burt, Kilduff, & Tasselli, 

2013). Social network analysis is a theoretical and methodological approach that focuses on 
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understanding how the patterns of social relations between actors impact upon individual 

outcomes (Borgatti, Mehra, Brass, & Labianca, 2009). It posits that individuals are 

embedded in networks of social relations, in which both the position that the individual 

occupies and the structure of the network provide individuals with constraints and 

opportunities when working to achieve outcomes (Burt et al., 2013), while at the same time 

influencing other aspects of individuals’ lives, such as their mental and physical health 

(Fowler & Christakis, 2008; Smith & Christakis, 2008). I propose that the social dimension 

of work can be understood as a network of ties that links employees within the working 

environment because of job-related aspects or because of affect and interpersonal interest. 

Theories related to SNA propose that social networks act as conduits through which 

elements such as information and resources flow (Podolny, 2001; Podolny & Baron, 1997).  

With this dissertation, I aim to contribute to burnout literature from a theoretical, 

empirical and methodological perspective. From a theoretical perspective, I focus the 

attention on social relations that are created because of the design of work and build theory 

on how the position employees occupy in task interdependence networks may be related to 

the experience of burnout dimensions. From an empirical perspective, I aim to provide 

evidence that expressive social relations act as conduits that allow accessing resources and 

demands. I also aim to examine the relation between social relations and burnout 

understood as a multidimensional phenomenon. Finally, from a methodological perspective 

I aim to contribute to the adoption of a relatively novel methodology on burnout research -

Social Network Analysis- to understand the relation between social relations in the 

organization and burnout. Furthermore, though previous studies have used this 

methodology in burnout research (Anderson, 1991; Estévez-Mujica & Quintane, 2018; 

Meredith et al., 2019), this is the first study that explores at the same time expressive and 
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task interdependence social networks in an organization exploring in greater depth the 

relations between the social dimension of work and burnout. 

 The research question of this project is as follows: how does the social dimension of 

work relate to burnout dimensions and the development of burnout syndrome? The main 

aim of this dissertation is therefore to examine the links that exist between patterns of task 

interdependence, social support and uncivil social relations at work and burnout syndrome 

in a particular healthcare organization. The specific aims of this project are: i) to examine  

the relationship that exists between the specific positions occupied by employees in task-

interdependence networks and burnout dimensions; ii) to examine how expressive social 

relations of social support and incivility act as conduits that transfer resources and demands 

to the individual; iii) to analyze how burnout evolves over time; and  iv) to analyze how the 

positions employees occupy in task.-interdependency and social support networks are 

related to changes in burnout syndrome.  

 This document is organized as follows. First, the theoretical background to the 

dissertation and the development of the hypotheses are presented. The first subsection of 

this component provides a review of the literature for job burnout and social network 

analysis. Once these two major topics have been explained, the following subsections 

present a review of and develop the hypotheses for the specific topics discussed within this 

study. Task-interdependence networks – which have not yet been examined in the burnout 

literature – are the first elements to be discussed. The literature is examined, and 

hypotheses constructed regarding how expressive networks within organizations can act as 

conduits of demands and resources in the lead up to burnout syndrome. Once these 

hypotheses have been developed, the development of burnout as a multidimensional 

phenomenon is discussed. The third section of the document is the methods section and 
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presents the study developed herein to test the hypotheses, followed by the results, 

discussion and conclusion.   
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Theoretical Background and Hypotheses 

Job Burnout  

Job burnout is a psychological outcome of prolonged exposure to emotional and 

interpersonal stressors in the working environment (Maslach et al., 2001). Burnout is 

characterized by three main dimensions: the depletion of employees’ emotional and 

physical resources, known as emotional exhaustion; a negative change in attitude towards 

relevant aspects of the job, known as cynicism; and the negative evaluation of employees’ 

ability to work, known as low professional efficacy (Leiter & Maslach, 2016). The term 

burnout comes from the metaphor of a burning fire that is extinguished if the resources that 

keep the fire going are not replenished. Accordingly, burned-out employees feel 

emotionally drained by their job and are unable to contribute to it in any meaningful way 

(Schaufeli, Leiter, & Maslach, 2009). Correspondingly, organizations with burned-out 

employees often witness the impairment of employee health and well-being (Ahola & 

Hakanen, 2014) and negative organizational outcomes, such as higher absenteeism, 

increased sick leave and lower job satisfaction (Maslach et al., 2001; Suñer-Soler et al., 

2014).  

JD-R conceptualizes burnout as the result of employees’ chronic exposure to an 

imbalance in the demands of the job and the resources available (Demerouti, Bakker, 

Nachreiner, & Schaufeli, 2001). Job demands are defined as the physical, psychological, 

social and organizational aspects of the job that require sustained physical, cognitive and/or 

emotional effort and lead to the exhaustion of physiological and psychological resources 

(Demerouti et al., 2001). Job resources are the physical, psychological, social and 

organizational aspects of the job that are functional in achieving goals, increasing 
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engagement and reducing job demands (Demerouti et al., 2001). According to JD-R, 

resources and demands interact such that resources buffer the relationship between 

demands and burnout. Thus employees who have enough resources available are able to 

better cope with job demands and experience lower levels of exhaustion (Bakker & 

Demerouti, 2017; Bakker, Demerouti, & Sanz-Vergel, 2014). 

Empirical studies demonstrate that job characteristics such as excessive workload, 

role overload, role conflict and job complexity are job demands that increase burnout, 

particularly in terms of emotional exhaustion (Alarcon, 2011; Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; 

Nahrgang, Morgeson, & Hofmann, 2011). Also, characteristics such as job control, 

knowledge, perceived autonomy and perceived relatedness are job resources that have been 

related to decreased emotional exhaustion and cynicism, as well as to increased 

professional efficacy (Fernet, Austin, Trépanier, & Dussault, 2013; Nahrgang et al., 2011). 

As the studies cited above describe, demands and resources might be related to different 

factors: the tasks that individuals must accomplish (workload), the conditions under which 

these tasks are developed (control, decision latitude, autonomy), and individual 

characteristics (job crafting and self-undermining). Alternatively, they might emerge from 

social relations within the organization (social support and feedback).  

Previous studies of demands and resources in social relations have focused on the 

quality of social relations that individuals may establish and maintain in the working 

environment. These studies have found that relationships that provide support and feedback 

from coworkers and superiors prove positive for workers and are thus negatively related to 

burnout dimensions (Crawford, Lepine, & Rich, 2010; Fernet et al., 2013; Halbesleben, 

2006; Nahrgang et al., 2011). Also, sustaining difficult social relations with coworkers and 
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superiors, for example, those characterized by uncivil behaviors, are related to an increase 

in burnout (Leiter et al., 2011).  

A different set of studies leaves out an exploration of the quality of social relations, 

but does investigate the link between social relations and burnout by focusing on how 

burnout may be transferred from one person to another, or indeed to a whole group. This 

perspective suggests that individuals that sustain relationships with people who experience 

burnout can develop the syndrome via emotional contagion. For example, individuals who 

are not burned out ‘tune-in’ with the emotions of burned-out coworkers through the 

conscious process of showing empathy for their concerns or through the unconscious 

process of synchronizing with their facial expressions, vocalizations and movements 

(Westman & Bakker, 2008). Bakker, Westman and Schaufeli (2007) found, using an 

experimental design, that teachers who were exposed to an interview with a burned-out 

colleague who talked negatively about his work reported higher levels of exhaustion and 

cynicism. From this perspective, burnout is also understood as a group phenomenon that 

can be transmitted from the group to an individual. González-Morales, Peiró, Rodríguez 

and Bliese (2012) examined the construct of perceived collective burnout, defined as “the 

shared perceptions about how burned out are the co-workers of the same workplace” 

(González-Morales et al., 2012, p. 44). Using a longitudinal study, the authors found that 

perceived collective exhaustion and cynicism at Time 1 predicted reports of individual 

exhaustion and cynicism at Time 2, even when controlling for previous exhaustion and 

cynicism. 

Approaches to the study of links between social relations and burnout syndrome 

have allowed for relevant progress to be made in the field; for example, by establishing that 

higher perceived social support from coworkers and supervisors is related to a decreased 
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experience of burnout (Halbesleben, 2006). Other studies have found that higher levels of 

incivility instigated by coworkers and supervisors is related to an increase in experiences of 

emotional exhaustion and cynicism (Leiter et al., 2011), and that exhaustion and 

professional efficacy at the team level explain a unique proportion of variance in the same 

dimensions of burnout at the individual level (Bakker, Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2006). 

While these studies allow for an understanding of some of the links that exist between 

social relations and burnout, they exhibit two problems. First, they are focused on the 

general perceptions that employees have about their social relations with coworkers and 

superiors. Participants in these studies rate the perceived support they receive from their 

coworkers or supervisors or the extent to which they perceive uncivil behavior in their work 

setting, without clarifying which particular relations provide support or result in demands 

because of a lack of civility. Second, these studies do not account for the social relations 

that are created within the organizational environment because of the jobs that individuals 

perform. 

The present study aims to overcome the abovementioned problems by using a novel 

methodology for burnout research, namely social network analysis. This methodology 

allows for an understanding of the configuration and characteristics of each participant’s 

social relationships by not only comparing their general perceptions of social support or 

incivility, but also by analyzing the social relations that each participant perceives as 

providing support or entailing uncivil behavior. In addition, this methodology allows for an 

exploration of the social relations that are created because of the tasks that individuals must 

accomplish as part of their job.  

To understand the extent to which social relationships explain part of the variance 

within burnout dimensions, this study also considers as control variables other variables 
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that are related to burnout as identified in previous research. First, sociodemographic 

variables are considered. Gender is taken into account because previous research shows that 

women tend to gauge higher scores for exhaustion and men show higher scores for 

cynicism (Maslach et al., 2001). Age is considered because previous studies show that 

younger employees report higher scores for the burnout dimensions of exhaustion and 

cynicism (Maslach et al., 2001).  

Second, job-related characteristics are relevant to understanding burnout. In this 

study, the time that employees spend with patients is controlled since previous studies 

suggest that contact with the public places employees at a greater risk of experiencing 

burnout dimensions (Maslach et al., 2001; Schaufeli, Maassen, Bakker, & Sixma, 2011). 

The department in which employees work is a relevant control variable since multilevel 

models of burnout show considerations regarding the department an employee works in to 

be relevant when the data is nested within organizations, as is the case for the present study 

(Halbesleben & Leon, 2014). Previous studies show that the departments in which 

employees work may change their experiences of burnout. For example, in the healthcare 

setting, one study showed that employees working in Intensive Care Units are at a greater 

risk (twice the risk) of experiencing burnout than employees in Palliative Care Units due to 

the practices required in each department and the types of care that they provide to patients 

(Pereira, Teixeira, Carvalho, Hernández-Marrero, & Salazar, 2016). The participants’ 

occupations are also considered since burnout has been described as being worse in service 

occupations, and that even within service occupations there may be differences (Maslach et 

al., 2001; Schaufeli & Enzmann, 1998). 

Third, the psychosocial characteristics of job demands experienced at work, such as 

time pressure, overload, role ambiguity and job resources, such as control, have been 
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reported in the literature as being related to burnout (Lee & Ashforth, 1996; Nahrgang et 

al., 2011). These characteristics must also be controlled for as the JD-R model states that 

they are the antecedents of burnout experience.  

 

Social Network Analysis  and Burnout 

Social network analysis is a theoretical and methodological approach that focuses on 

understanding social relationships and how patterns in social relations among actors impact 

upon individual and organizational outcomes (Borgatti et al., 2009; Schorch & Quintane, 

2018). SNA posits, on the one hand, that individuals are embedded in networks of social 

relations in which both the position that the individual occupies and the structure of the 

broader network provide the person with constraints and opportunities when achieving 

relevant outcomes (Burt et al., 2013). On the other hand, the SNA perspective proposes that 

individuals show agency when modifying their own networks by pursuing or discontinuing 

social relations (Tasselli, Kilduff, & Menges, 2015). SNA has been used to understand a 

wide range of organizational and health phenomena by providing a contextual approach 

that not only looks at the individual, but also examines how social relations may affect 

individual and group phenomena. Some of the aspects studied via a predominantly social 

network lens are innovation (Burt, 1987), performance (Sparrowe, Liden, Wayne, & 

Kraimer, 2001), obesity (Christakis & Fowler, 2007), mental health (Smith & Christakis, 

2008) and stress (Kalish, Luria, Toker, & Westman, 2015). 

SNA proposes that social units can be understood in terms of sets of actors (for 

example, employees) that are linked through ties or relationships (for example, trust). A 

social network therefore comprises a number of actors that are connected by a number of 

ties that exist among them (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Within a network the focal actor is 
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also known as the ego and the surrounding actors are known as alters. Networks can be 

directed such that the ties in the network have a direction, for example, actor A trusts actor 

B, but B does not trust A, or they can be non-directed (Borgatti & Brass, 2020), for 

example, two actors can be siblings. The ties that link actors have a function. For example, 

trust, support or dislike are all ties that connect individuals yet bring about different 

functions. Such functions are known as the relational contents of a tie (House, Umberson, 

& Landis, 1988). The structure of a network refers to the pattern of social relations that 

exists among a set of actors (House et al., 1988), while the position within a social network 

refers to the place that an actor occupies in that network and the characteristics of his or her 

social relationships in terms of their structure. Two different kinds of position are examined 

in this project: central positions and brokering positions. 

Central positions broadly refer to individuals who stand in the middle of the 

network, as opposed to more peripheral positions where individuals are located at the limits 

of the network. Occupying a central position in a social network can provide advantages, 

such as having early access to information, or disadvantages, such as being subject to 

conflicting influences (Borgatti, Everett, & Johnson, 2012). However, the consequences 

that derive from being in a central position depend on the functions of the relationships 

measured in the network (Borgatti & Brass, 2020). Being central in a friendship network 

may provide many resources and positive outcomes, while being central in a network of 

aversion may cause multiple difficulties for the individual.  

Centrality can be measured in a vast number of ways to include the dimensions of 

degree, closeness and betweenness mentioned by Freeman (1979). For practical purposes, I 

only refer to the two measures of centrality that are used in the empirical component of this 

project: degree centrality and beta centrality. Degree centrality is the simplest measure of 
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centrality and refers to the number of ties an actor has. In a directed network each actor or 

node has two different degrees. Indegree denotes the number of incoming ties or how many 

alters send a tie to an ego, whereas outdegree denotes the number of outgoing ties or how 

many alters an ego sends ties to (Borgatti et al., 2012). In SNA, different kinds of tie are 

kept separate such that even when talking about the same set of actors an actor can have a 

different degree measure for each of the studied networks (Borgatti & Brass, 2020). For 

example, an actor can have a certain degree measure in an advice network and a different 

degree measure in a task-interdependence network. There are multiple interpretations 

available for degree, all of which depend on the content of a network. In the case of 

positive affective ties, such as friendship, indegree is interpreted as popularity and 

outdegree as gregariousness (Borgatti & Brass, 2020). Degree is a measure that only 

accounts for direct connections between actors (Freeman, 1979) and does not therefore 

consider the links that exist between alters, thus ignoring the rest of the network.  

A second measure of centrality, and one that does consider connections between 

alters when accounting for ego centrality, is known as beta centrality (Borgatti & Brass, 

2020).1 This measure computes an actor’s centrality as a “function of the statuses of those 

to whom he or she is connected” (Bonacich, 1987, p. 1170). For this particular measure, an 

actor’s centrality is proportional to the sum of centralities of the actors to whom he or she is 

connected (Borgatti & Brass, 2020), while considering the degree of those actors to whom 

the first actor is connected. This kind of centrality can be interpreted as a measure of the 

                                                             
1 In this project I use Beta Centrality as the centrality measure that accounts for the centrality of an actor’s 
direct contacts. This property of Beta Centrality is equivalent to the eigenvector centrality measure which is 
and older and more established term (Borgatti & Brass, 2020). However, because Beta Centrality can be 

calculated in directed and disconnected networks, and beta centrality cannot, the appropriate indicator for this 
project is beta-centrality. 
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potential influence that an actor may have on others (or receive from others) through direct 

or indirect channels (Borgatti et al., 2012). 

Regarding the position of brokerage in social networks, this refers to a position in 

which individuals link otherwise disconnected contacts (Stovel & Shaw, 2012). Brokers are 

also seen as a bridge between groups; they connect structural holes in the network where 

alternative ways to make connections across contacts are absent (Burt, 2004). Because 

brokers connect different groups they often have access to information about each of the 

groups and are thus able to convey and control that information, as well as controlling the 

goods and opportunities that cross the bridge (Burt, 2005; Stovel & Shaw, 2012). Access to 

diverse information and the possibility of control is seen as a form of social capital that 

brings multiple benefits to brokers (Burt et al., 2013; Stovel & Shaw, 2012), including 

promotions, better performance evaluations and the opportunity to find a job in advice and 

trust networks (Burt, 2004, 2005). There are multiple ways to measure brokerage. One of 

these is constraint, which constitutes an inverse measure of brokerage and measures the 

extent to which an actor is concentrated in a group of interconnected coworkers (Burt, 

2008). In other words, constraint can be calculated for each actor in a network and refers to 

how closed the network is around him or her; the higher an actor’s constraint, the fewer 

opportunities there are to bridge disconnected contacts. 

A review of the literature on social networks and burnout available to date shows 

that only three published studies examine burnout using a social networks approach. In a 

seminal study, Anderson (1991) proposed an investigation into how social networks may 

act as support systems that buffer the effects of organizational stress in a sample of nurses. 

This study drew relevant conclusions and found that nurses formed supportive ties with co-

workers with similar backgrounds, while nurses who experienced stress, burnout and low 
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satisfaction looked to one another for support (Anderson, 1991). The second study aimed to 

use e-mail communication networks to predict emotional exhaustion and disengagement, 

which is comparable to the cynicism dimension of burnout (Estévez-Mujica & Quintane, 

2018). The authors found that a higher degree in the email network was related to lower 

levels of exhaustion, which was then interpreted within the context of the study as a higher 

number of communication partners having a buffering effect on employee job demands. 

The third and most recent study aimed to examine burnout contagion in a sample of school 

teachers using a social network approach (Meredith et al., 2019). The aim of this study was 

to examine interpersonal interactions in the workplace and demonstrate that social 

interactions act as conduits for negative feelings, therefore driving burnout contagion 

among coworkers. To achieve this, the authors examined interactions that were aimed at 

achieving work-related goals (instrumental interactions) and interactions that focused on 

affective and emotional components (expressive interactions). The authors found that 

emotional exhaustion and depersonalization were subject to a contagion process when 

coworkers shared both instrumental and expressive interactions.  

Based on these preliminary studies into burnout and social networks, and in the 

context of the JD-R, I propose that the position an individual occupies within a network of 

relationships within the workplace makes him or her either vulnerable or resistant to 

experiencing burnout. The position an employee occupies will provide the individual with 

demands, constrain access to resources and bring about opportunities for building 

professional efficacy. I also propose that, over time, changes in the network of social 

relations will be associated with changes in the experience of burnout. 
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Job Design, Task Interdependence Networks and the Coordination of Work 

Job design is an area of industrial and organizational psychology that focuses on  

increasing employee efficiency and productivity by improving their motivation within the 

organization (Hackman & Oldham, 1976; Humphrey, Nahrgang, & Morgeson, 2007; 

Parker, 2014). The Job Characteristics Model of Job Design proposed by Hackman and 

Oldham (1976) suggests five characteristics of the job that enhance employee motivation. 

These characteristics are job variety, autonomy, feedback, significance and identity.  

A meta-analysis that tests the relationship between the job characteristics model and 

psychological outcomes provides evidence for these relations (Humphrey et al., 2007) and 

expands the theory by proposing that social interactions also have an impact upon job-

related outcomes. The social aspects that Humphrey et al. (2007) consider to be job 

characteristics that are related to job outcomes are task interdependence, feedback, social 

support from supervisors and coworkers, and interactions outside the organization (as part 

of the job, for example, with suppliers or customers). In this dissertation I examine task-

interdependence relations, which can be defined as the analysis unit of the social dimension 

of work: it is through these relations that collective work is achieved. Task 

interdependencies influence the nature, frequency and quality of interactions among 

workers (Gittell, Weinberg, Bennett, & Miller, 2008) such that employees relate to one 

another in order to achieve their own aims.  

Both task interdependencies and the ways in which work is coordinated among 

employees are the central components of job design because they not only capture how 

tasks relate to each other, but also how the employees who perform these tasks depend 

upon one another. That is, task interdependencies define the networks of social 

relationships that individuals must manage in an organization in order to complete their 
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tasks (Kiggundu, 1981), while coordination is an interaction process that integrates 

interdependent tasks (Okhuysen & Bechky, 2009). Task-interdependence networks 

represent the degree to which two or more workers are connected to each other because of 

the tasks they need to perform and deliver to other workers (Brass, 1981), such that the 

performance of one worker in one task is dependent upon the performance of another. In 

task-interdependence networks, employees receive inputs from the employees with whom 

they are task interdependent and deliver outputs to employees who need them to be able to 

continue their work. Accordingly, within task-interdependent contexts employees have to 

interact with, coordinate and depend upon numerous coworkers in order to be able to 

complete their own work (Welbourne & Sariol, 2017). Therefore, an employee’s ability to 

manage task interdependencies with their coworkers is an essential aspect of working in an 

organization and the coordination of these interdependencies is a central aim for 

organizations.  

Using JD-R (Demerouti et al., 2001), I argue that employees’ task-interdependence 

relations constitute a type of job demand and that an employee’s position in the task-

interdependence network is related to burnout. Please see Figure 1 for an explanation of 

task-interdependence networks, in which an example of a task-interdependence network is 

depicted. The left side of the graph represents a surgical team. When performing surgery 

many task interdependencies are clear: the principal surgeon and the entire surgical team 

depend on the anesthesiologist’s assessment of the patient, the application of the anesthesia 

and constant monitoring of the patient. The principal surgeon also depends on the medical 

residents and other surgeons performing cuts, cleaning and removing tissue. All of the 

medical doctors in the theater depend on the surgical technicians passing the instruments, 

sponges and other items needed during the procedure, as well as on the nurses having 
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provided information about and having adequately prepared the patient. The right side of 

the graph represents an interdisciplinary oncology team where the oncologist is the 

principal doctor who treats the patient. In this team, the oncologist depends on the 

radiotherapist’s assessment of the patient and decision as to whether this kind of treatment  

is suitable. The oncologist also depends on the nurse responsible for coordinating the 

chemotherapy treatment having verified the schedules for the patient and making sure she 

will receive the treatment. The oncologist also depends on the palliative care specialist in 

terms of assessing and explaining to the patient how secondary reactions and pain will be 

managed during the treatment of the disease. However, in this case the radiotherapist does 

not depend on the chemotherapy nurse or the palliative care doctor. The structure of the 

task-interdependence networks is different for each case. While the principal surgeon 

experiences a denser and more closed network, the oncologist coordinates and connects 

individuals who would otherwise be disconnected, either brokering between them or 

joining them together.  

Figure 1 Example of task-interdependency networks 
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Previous research suggests that coordinating relationships between individuals who 

are interdependent is challenging, even when individuals share the same goal (Finkel et al., 

2006). I would like to add to this statement that when an employee is interdependent with 

other employees when working towards achieving a task, they face cognitive, social and 

emotional demands that can lead to dimensions of burnout. From a cognitive perspective, 

employees who connect other employees through the tasks they perform will communicate 

among themselves and learn the different points of view from their interdependent contacts 

about the same task-related situation, including aims, needs and constraints when 

performing a task. These interactions and the information received imply higher cognitive 

demands, increasing the probability of experiencing the dimensions of burnout. In the 

previous example, the oncologist receives information before delivering it to other medical 

specialists (radiotherapy and palliative care); he then depends on their assessment of 

patients and their definition of possible treatments. The oncologist also needs to 

communicate with the chemotherapy coordinator, making sure that treatment is available 

for the patient and making sure the patient will receive the different treatments at the 

appropriate time. In this example, the oncologist needs to communicate with his 

interdependent coworkers in order to understand their perspectives, integrate the relevant 

information, negotiate with them, and coordinate tasks and actions in the interest of the 

final aim.   

The proposition that task interdependence implies cognitive demands has its roots in  

knowledge coordination, which suggests that in order to coordinate specialists with 

different points of view a process of knowledge transformation must take place (Bechky, 

2003; Faraj & Xiao, 2006). Knowledge coordination implies that individuals need to create 

and adopt a common ground with their task-interdependent contacts, from which they can 
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then understand the situation and effectively coordinate actions between coworkers towards 

the shared aim (Bechky, 2003). Receiving multiple inputs and information about the tasks 

to be completed, transforming this information and knowledge into a common language, 

and conveying it to the task-interdependent contacts all constitute higher cognitive demands 

for task-interdependent individuals than if they simply received information about the task 

from one single source of information.  

From a social point of view, relating to several coworkers in order to achieve 

collective performance is a job demand for two main reasons. First, social network analyses 

theory and research show that when an individual is highly embedded in a network, he or 

she will be subject to prescriptive social norms about how to behave in that network 

(Coleman, 1988), which requires aligning his or her own behavior to group norms. In 

addition, an actor with multiple task-interdependent contacts who receives information 

from them and conveys his own outputs to achieve an outcome will need to communicate 

effectively with his contacts (Fernet et al., 2013). The conditions needed to adjust an 

individual’s own behavior to a set of social norms, and to the needs and expectations of 

multiple contacts, require the focal individual to make efforts in their daily social 

interactions that are directed at fitting into each social group (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2010), 

as well as communicating and negotiating with contacts in order to accomplish a task. In 

other words, in a task-interdependency setting the focal individual is not only fixated on 

accomplishing an aim, but also spends time and energy persuading other people to 

accomplish that aim.  

Second, when an employee is interdependent with his coworkers, he may need to 

adapt the quality, quantity and timing of his own work as a function of the work of multiple 

workers in the organization over whom he has little or no control. In this situation, the 
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employee is not autonomous when developing tasks and ideas but depends on the pace and 

rhythm of his coworkers to complete his own work. This situation is demanding because 

the individual needs to understand and adjust his own behavior to that of his coworkers’ 

expectations and his work to their rhythms, thus losing autonomy and control over how to 

do his own work. The loss of a psychological resource such as control constitutes a job 

demand since individuals will make significant efforts to recover the lost resource 

(Holmgreen, Tirone, Gerhart, & Hobfoll, 2017). Previous research has shown that a lack of 

control, understood as low decision latitude, is related to higher values in the dimensions 

that constitute burnout syndrome (Taris, Bakker, Schaufeli, Stoffelsen, & Van 

Dierendonck, 2005). 

Finally, task interdependence may be emotionally demanding for employees as they 

depend on other individuals to achieve their own aims. In cases of poor coordination or aim 

misalignment between interdependent contacts, emotionally tense and conflicting 

interactions may emerge between coworkers as each individual is focused on achieving 

their own aims and may perceive task-interdependent contacts as interfering (Tjosvold, 

1988). Task interdependencies are related to increased role stress as actors are subject to 

conflicting expectations from their interdependent parties (Wong, DeSanctis, & 

Staudenmayer, 2007). These characteristics make the task-interdependence setting an 

emotionally demanding one, as employees may perceive that their task-interdependent 

contacts interfere or hinder the achievement of their own aims.   

As stated above, the interdependent worker needs to make cognitive, social and 

emotional efforts to manage relationships with multiple coworkers, asking them to develop 

their job efficiently in order to achieve their own aims. Following this logic, individuals 

who are interdependent with coworkers in the development of their own work receive 
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multiple demands when executing tasks and delivering inputs, thus losing control over how 

to develop their own work and likely resulting in higher levels of burnout. Therefore: 

H1a: The higher the number of contacts that depend on an actor to develop his/her 

own job, the more likely he/she will experience burnout dimensions. 

H1b: The higher the number of contacts that an actor depends on to develop his/her 

own job, the more likely he/she is to experience burnout dimensions. 

 

Moreover, the number of direct task-interdependent contacts may not capture all of the 

demands related to task-interdependence networks since the tasks to be developed with 

such contacts may be similar, thus implying lower cognitive effort than if they were diverse 

tasks. Instead, if an employee has to develop different tasks with each of his interdependent 

contacts then this employee would face greater demands in terms of task diversity and job 

complexity, both of which have been related to burnout (Nahrgang et al., 2011). To study 

the diversity of task-interdependent contacts, I examine the extent to which an employee’s 

contacts are interdependent or not. Following the logic of a task-interdependence network, 

if an employee’s contacts are interdependent among themselves then they would also 

perform related tasks or subtasks that would lead to the completion of a greater task. As 

such, the content of these tasks would be similar and directed at the same aim. However, if 

an actor’s task-interdependent contacts are not connected, then each of the contacts may be 

performing a different task that might not present any relation in terms of content or final 

aim. The literature on coordination shows how individuals who connect otherwise 

disconnected coworkers provide information about the different groups in the organization 

and bring a common perspective that helps them to coordinate their tasks (Gittell, 2002; 
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Okhuysen & Bechky, 2009). In order to achieve its job-related objectives, an actor who 

connects otherwise disconnected contacts in the task-interdependence network – a broker or 

bridging position, according to Burt (2007) – would need to relate to actors who master 

different tasks, respond to their demands and coordinate the relations between them. In the 

previous example, the oncologist relates to three different contacts (the radiotherapy 

specialist, the palliative care specialist and the chemotherapy coordinator). Each of these 

contacts are experts in different areas, have different needs and interests, and the oncologist  

needs to conciliate these different perspectives to achieve the aim of delivering 

consultations to patients.2 Using her position, the broker connects teams of workers who 

develop different tasks and activities. She would have to develop knowledge and expertise 

about the varying sets of tasks (Gittell, 2002), as well as strong communication skills to 

relate to the different contacts’ needs on each side of the bridge.  

I predict that the disconnection between individuals who develop different sets of 

tasks would entail additional demands for the individual bridging the different groups. The 

underlying argument is twofold. First, the bridging individual would need to adapt her 

behavior, language and attitudes to each of the groups to be able to communicate with each 

of them (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Bechky, 2003). This situation would entail an effort 

additional to that of being in a central position, because the individual would need to adapt 

to different sets of rules and behaviors, as well as asking many different people to develop 

their jobs, be aware of the progress of each third party, negotiate periods, deliverables and 

coordinate an otherwise divided team to achieve a goal. A second argument is that because 

of the different specialized tasks within each of the groups, the bridging individual would 

                                                             
2 Note that in this example even when the oncologist coordinates action between unconnected tasks, his role 
does not imply a higher hierarchical level, as he is not a superior for the other medical doctors. 
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need to develop specialized knowledge about the different sets of tasks that they are 

required connect. Previous research on coordination across boundaries shows that the parts 

participating in the process must transform their knowledge and create a common 

perspective to effectively communicate with other parties (Bechky, 2003; Okhuysen & 

Bechky, 2009). Because of this, an employee who acts as a bridge between different groups 

would face even higher cognitive and social demands in order to accomplish their own job, 

thus experiencing higher burnout indicators (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Karasek et al., 

1998). Therefore: 

H1c: The higher the number of contacts in the task-interdependency network 

coming from disconnected employees, the higher the probability that the individual 

experiences burnout dimensions. 

 

Expressive Social Networks and Burnout 

The previous section focused on the connections between employees because of the tasks 

they performed within the organization and the interdependence between those tasks. This 

focus provides insights into how the organization of work affects the social dimension of 

work. However, task-interdependence networks alone do not account for the multiplexity of 

relationships that employees create and sustain between them in their working 

environments. On the contrary, organizations are spaces in which employees interact with 

each other and build social relations based on their job functions – as in the task-

interdependence case. Yet they are also based on interpersonal attraction and trust (Podolny 

& Baron, 1997). These social relationships are known as expressive ties that are normative 

and affect-based ties between individuals (Umphress, Labianca, Brass, Kass, & Scholten, 

2003). They imply the expression of either positive (friendship) or negative affect (dislike) 
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towards another individual and are relevant to conveying normative expectations about 

behavior in a social setting (Coleman, 1988; Podolny & Baron, 1997). Expressive ties 

differ from task-related ties in their content. In task-related networks, the contents of 

relations are tasks and how to accomplish them. Therefore, two individuals may be linked 

by information or activities relevant to the completion of a task. In expressive networks, 

such as friendship or social support (Fang et al., 2015), the content of the relationship is 

related to an expression of affect or interest toward the other individual, which can be 

understood on a cognitive or behavioral basis (Casciaro, 2014), that is to say, providing 

instrumental resources to an individual, showing care, concern or dislike for another 

person.  

Previous research based on JD-R examines how expressive social relations in the 

workplace are related to burnout according to the core assumption that “constructive 

relationships with people at work serve as conduits for accessing a variety of useful 

assets/resources…In contrast, negative social encounters become demands or threats to 

one’s resources” (Day & Leiter, 2014, p. 61). Social relationships as conduits is a notion 

that has been developed extensively in management and SNA literature and refers to the 

idea that social networks act as a plumbing system and social ties are channels through 

which things like information and resources flow (Podolny, 2001). This perspective 

suggests that actors can access resources that are allocated in their network if they have a 

direct tie to an alter who possesses the resource or if they are indirectly tied to this alter 

through connections with other alters in the network (Podolny & Baron, 1997). If social 

relationships act as conduits, then employee A would not only have access to the resources 

that her direct connections (B, C and D) have, but also to the resources that their 

connections have. Based on this notion, the expressive ties that an employee has and her 
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position in the social network affect her possibility of accessing resources and demands 

from direct or indirect social relations. Following JD-R theory, this access to resources and 

demands would then affect the experience of burnout.  

Despite dependable evidence that a relationship between positive social relations 

and burnout, and negative social relations and burnout exists (Day & Leiter, 2014), there is 

little evidence within the context of burnout research that social relationships act as 

conduits through which social resources and demands flow. The only study based on a 

similar idea is that of Meredith et al. (2019), as explained above. In this project, the authors 

aimed to examine burnout contagion and proposed that social interactions act as conduits 

for negative feelings, not for demands or resources. Results from the study show, through a 

SNA approach, that the contagion process of burnout was present when coworkers had 

instrumental and expressive interactions at the same time. According to their findings, an 

individual perceives the negative emotions of burned out colleagues with whom he shares 

instrumental and expressive interactions and, as a result, has a greater possibility of 

experiencing burnout. This study provides insight into social relations as conduits. 

However, according to this study negative emotions are transferred through these conduits 

as opposed to resources or demands.  

Other studies that focus on social relations and burnout are based on the individual’s 

overall perception of the quality of their relationships with coworkers and superiors, where 

these relations are seen as constructive when they provide support in the form of feedback, 

information or emotional support, and negative when they imply negative feelings (Day & 

Leiter, 2014). Because these studies are based on the overall perceived quality of 

relationships, that is to say, they ask for support from all colleagues and superiors without 

identifying the colleagues and superiors that provide support (Halbesleben, 2006), they do 
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not allow for the identification of any specific social relations that employees sustain, or 

how demands and resources can be transferred from one individual to the other. This 

section of the dissertation focuses on two types of expressive social network, namely social 

support and incivility, and examines how they act as conduits for demands and resources, 

as well as how some of these demands and resources can flow through direct or indirect 

paths in the social network.  

Social support networks and burnout. 

Social support is broadly understood as the social resources that are received through social 

interaction (Cohen, Gottlieb, & Underwood, 2000) and it is often viewed as a form of social 

capital in that it provides multiple resources for the individual in order for them to achieve 

their interests (Coleman, 1988). From a health psychology perspective, social support 

relations refer to the content of social relationships where different types of supportive 

behaviors might be present and how these relationships might be related to health outcomes 

(Heaney & Israel, 2008). Thoits (2011) has proposed three types of supportive behavior: (1) 

emotional support implies providing empathy, trust, love and caring; (2) instrumental 

support refers to the provision of behavioral or material assistance or resources; and (3) 

informational support refers to the provision of advice and information. There is a long 

stream of research that shows that social support protects individuals from the adverse 

effects of stress on health (Cohen et al., 2000; Cohen & Lemay, 2007; Thoits, 2011; 

Uchino, 2006), with the assumption that social support provides the psychological and 

material resources required to cope with stress, or that social support buffers the effects of 

stress on health (Cohen, 2004). For example, Beck (2007) proposes that social support 

provides control over situations, such that it prevents the occurrence of stressors, but also 
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reduces the physiological response to stressors and helps to decrease the impact of stress-

related health problems in daily life. 

Regarding the relationship between social support and burnout, different studies 

show a relationship between both variables across different samples. In a meta-analysis 

about sources of social support and burnout, Halbesleben (2006) found that perceived 

support from work sources (colleagues and superiors) was related to lower emotional 

exhaustion. When studying a sample working in a research funding organization, 

Baeriswyl, Krause and Elfering (2017) found a negative relationship between perceived 

emotional coworker support and emotional exhaustion. In a sample of long-care nursing 

staff, Woodhead, Northrop and Edelstein (2016) found that perceived support from 

superiors was negatively related to exhaustion and Baruch-Feldman et al. (2002) found 

similar results in a sample of traffic-enforcement agents. Finally, Setti, Lourel and 

Argentero (2016) found that perceived support from colleagues and superiors was 

negatively related to both exhaustion and depersonalization in a sample of Italian rescuers. 

In conclusion, perceiving social support from coworkers and superiors in the organization 

matters for the prevention of burnout.  

However, these studies assess the individual’s global perception of social support 

coming from coworkers or superiors (Lakey & Cohen, 2000), such that it is not possible to 

identify through which social relations the individual receives support and if this support is 

available to the individual through direct or indirect paths. To illustrate the idea of an 

indirect path we could think, for example, of an alter (Xavier) in Maria’s network, to whom 

Maria is not directly connected. Xavier knows how to perform a task that Maria needs to be 

performed. However, because Maria doesn’t have a direct relation with Xavier she can’t 

ask him to develop it or to give her information about it. Instead, Maria asks her friend 
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Jane, who is friends with Xavier, to ask him to develop the task. In this example, Maria 

receives support from Xavier even though she does not have a direct relationship with him; 

and having this kind of indirect relationship may provide resources that prevent Maria from 

experiencing emotional exhaustion, cynicism or loss of professional efficacy. Examining 

whether indirect paths convey resources that prevent burnout is relevant because it 

facilitates an understanding of the characteristics in an organizational social support 

network that matter to the prevention of burnout, namely providing support to the 

individual. From an applied point of view, it would allow for the proposal of effective 

social network interventions (Valente, 2010) focused on enhancing social support structures 

that are effectual in the prevention of burnout.  

Aligned with this idea, and from a social network analysis perspective, House, 

Umberson and Landis (1988) have suggested that to truly understand social support 

networks and their consequences we need to examine the additional characteristics of these 

networks beyond the number of available direct contacts that may provide support to an 

individual. These authors have proposed the investigation of properties such as the extent to 

which individuals in a network are connected between them (density) and examining 

reciprocal relations where individuals give support and receive support from others. 

Following this suggestion, and in an effort to understand how social support structures are 

created, Martí, Bolívar and Lozares (2017) examined social support network cohesion, 

understood as network connectedness, and found that individuals receive higher social 

support when they are connected to cohesive sub-sets of alters. This implies that received 

support does not only depend on the number of direct social support ties that an actor has; 

but also on the links that alters have between them; therefore, both direct relations and 
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indirect relations, as well as the structural properties of networks, are relevant to an 

individual when successfully receiving support from his or her network.  

In this section of the dissertation I propose that the resulting suggestions and 

knowledge from social network analysis be applied to a study of the relationship between 

social support and burnout. I will test the supposition that social support relations act as 

conduits of resources and thus prevent the experience of burnout. Furthermore, I will test 

how some resources are able to flow through the network using indirect paths, while other 

resources are only conveyed through direct relations. In the case of emotional social 

support, which refers to the provision of empathy, trust, love and caring (Thoits, 2011), 

only direct relations, in which an individual expresses this kind of support to another, 

would be related to burnout. This is because emotional support relations, such as trust, 

depend on deep connections that individuals create between them through shared values, 

attitudes, moods and emotions (Jones & George, 1998). In the case of instrumental and 

informational social support, I propose that they could be conveyed both through direct and 

indirect paths, as in the example of Maria, Xavier and Jane’s networks. I propose that 

individuals who are central in their social support networks ask for support from 

individuals who themselves ask for support from other individuals, thus providing access to 

resources through direct and indirect connections. Here individuals would be able to take 

advantage of the resources provided by the people that their direct connections are 

connected to. In this way, central individuals in the network would access more resources 

both through direct and indirect sources, and they would therefore experience lower 

burnout than coworkers with lower levels of centrality in the social support network.  

H2a: The higher the number of direct and indirect connections that bring support to 

an individual, the lower the experience of this individual’s burnout dimensions.  
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Furthermore, I don not only examine how being a receiver of social support may be related 

to an employee’s burnout, but also how being a provider of instrumental support may be 

related to an increased sense of professional efficacy. This is because being asked to give 

support to develop tasks or solve problems would imply that the individual has instrumental 

resources that are valuable to doing these things efficiently and could transfer these to other 

workers in the organization. Being asked to bring support would provide positive feedback 

and act as a sign that the individual is efficient not only at his own work but also at other 

people’s tasks, increasing beliefs about efficacy at work. However, when requests for 

support are excessive, the worker could face high social demands via coworkers requests, 

which would have the direct effect of draining his resources and lead to the development of 

emotional exhaustion. Therefore: 

H2b: The higher the number of direct and indirect connections asking for support 

from an individual, the higher this individual’s professional efficacy and the 

emotional exhaustion.  

 

Moreover, I consider that social relations may affect the experience of burnout and that 

burnout experience may influence the way people relate to one another. Considering the 

definition of cynicism, which implies detachment from work, and negative attitudes toward 

relevant aspects of it, including coworkers (Leiter & Maslach, 2016), people who 

experience high levels of cynicism will be less disposed or would have fewer resources 

available to establish social relations with coworkers and provide them with social support 

than people who are not experiencing cynicism. Therefore, people who experience high 
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levels of cynicism would not be identified as people coworkers can ask for support of any 

kind from: 

H2c: The higher the cynicism of an individual, the lower the number of contacts 

that identify an actor as someone they can ask for support from. 

 

In addition, I examine reciprocity in social support networks in the organization and its 

relation to burnout. According to equity theory, people pursue reciprocity in their 

relationships and a lack of reciprocity results in negative affective and motivational 

outcomes (Taris, Peeters, Le Blanc, Schreurs, & Schaufeli, 2001). Previous research has 

already shown that a perceived lack of reciprocity at the interpersonal level, understood as 

“the equality of one’s perceived investments in and benefits from an exchange relationship, 

relative to the person’s own internal standards regarding this relationship” (Schaufeli, 2006, 

p. 81), is related to the three dimensions of burnout. However, as the definition of 

reciprocity presented by Schaufeli (2006) suggests, to date only an individual’s perception 

of reciprocity based on this individual’s personal standards and expectations has been 

examined. Taking a different approach, and based on the assumption that social support 

networks act as conduits for resources, I propose that dyadic social relations, in which 

individuals receive and deliver support, act as upward spirals that increase available 

resources and prevent the individual from experiencing burnout. Following this 

proposition, I examine the perception of received support that the two members of a dyad 

have about each other as opposed to perceptions of reciprocity and equality. When in a 

dyad the two members give support to and receive support from each other; as such they 

invest in and replenish social resources and build stronger social support relations that 

allow for investing in resources with greater confidence. In the example of Maria, Xavier 
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and Jane, we can think of Maria as asking Jane to talk to Xavier. Once Jane does this, she 

may feel that she can ask Maria for a favor such as covering a shift for her. If Maria covers 

the shift then Jane would feel disposed to continue providing support for Maria when 

needed, and so on and so forth, thus increasing the amount of available resources in the 

dyadic relation. On the contrary, a lack of reciprocity in this social support relationship 

would imply that one part of the dyad is pushing demands, investing resources and 

receiving low outcomes from these social interactions. This position would leave the 

individual feeling exhausted by the efforts invested, cynical because of the loss of 

resources, and inefficient because of the difficulty to obtain the required resources despite 

the investment. Therefore, I predict that: 

H2d: The higher the reciprocity in social support relations in the working 

environment, the less likely it is that actors involved in such relations experience 

high emotional exhaustion, high cynicism and low professional efficacy. 

 

Finally, following the findings of Marti et al (2017), who found that individuals receive 

higher social support when they are part of cohesive networks and not only when they have 

direct connections, I predict that cohesion in the social support network is negatively 

related to the experience of burnout. I further predict that the connectedness of an 

individual’s social support network will provide more resources since the individual would 

be immersed in a strong network of social support where individuals provide and ask for 

support in relation to the people around them. In line with JD-R, since these individuals 

have access to more resources they would experience less burnout. For example, a group in 

which people don’t relate to one another in order to accomplish goals, but in which each 

individual works on their own and cannot find support in their coworkers, would be a group 
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with fewer social resources. On the other hand, people in cohesive groups with many social 

support relations and where social resources flow through the network would have greater 

access to resources and experience lower burnout. Thus, I predict that: 

H2e : The greater the cohesion of an individual’s social support network, the lower 

the burnout dimensions.   

Incivility networks and burnout. 

The second type of expressive social tie that I address is that of uncivil relations, which 

implies a negative emotional component (Andersson & Pearson, 1999) and has a negative 

effect on coworkers. Incivility is defined as low intensity, rude and discourteous behavior 

with disregard for others, which violates formal and informal organizational policies, rules 

and procedures related to the treatment of and respect for others (Andersson & Pearson, 

1999; Day & Leiter, 2014). Incivility is different from aggression in that there exists an 

ambiguous intention to harm the other person (Andersson & Pearson, 1999); it is also a 

more frequent behavior that tends to be reciprocated by the recipient.   

Research on incivility shows that it is not only prevalent in organizations – to the 

extent that between 70% and 96% of employees report experiencing uncivilized behavior in 

the workplace (Cortina, Kabat-Farr, Magley, & Nelson, 2017; Rahim & Cosby, 2016; 

Schilpzand, De Pater, & Erez, 2016) – but that it is also related to negative outcomes for 

targets. A recent review of the literature on incivility shows that it has been related to work 

withdrawal, stress reactions, depression, work-family conflict, lower job satisfaction, 

reduced creativity and lower task performance, among others (Cortina et al., 2017). 

Previous research also relates perceived incivility in the workplace to an increase in 

exhaustion and cynicism (Leiter et al., 2011; Miner-Rubino & Reed, 2010). 
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Research into workplace mistreatment, which includes incivility, suggests the need 

to examine these behaviors from a fluid perspective, going beyond the idea that one 

individual is the instigator and the other the target (Hershcovis & Reich, 2013). Instead, 

scholars propose adopting a different perspective on the phenomenon, suggesting that 

individuals might be the target of uncivil behavior one day and the next, they themselves be 

the instigators of uncivil behavior. Cortina et al. (2017) have suggested adopting a SNA 

approach to address the problem. Specifically, they have proposed that SNA “may help us 

track which individuals within a network are senders of rude behavior… receivers or 

reciprocators” (Cortina et al., 2017, p. 304). Furthermore, they have predicted that SNA 

will allow for the measuring of the number and frequency of experiences of incivility, thus 

enabling a more precise measurement of these behaviors. 

Following previous findings in research into incivility, and in addition to the 

suggestions made by Cortina et al. (2017), in this section of the dissertation I examine the 

relationship between incivility and burnout from an SNA perspective. From a theoretical 

point of view, I propose that incivility relations at work act as conduits for demands for the 

individual, draining their psychological and emotional resources and leading to burnout. 

Therefore, I aim to examine not only global perceptions of incivility, but, as Cortina et al. 

(2017) suggest, take an SNA approach to identify the perpetrators and targets of uncivil 

behavior. 

Moreover, I aim to go beyond the findings of Leiter et al. (2011) for perceived 

incivility and burnout, and suggest that it is not only the global perception of incivility that 

matters, but also how many coworkers behave in this manner in the workplace. From a 

social network perspective, a worker who identifies numerous coworkers and supervisors as 

behaving in an uncivil manner towards them would be immersed in a hostile environment 
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in which the possibilities for accessing social resources (such as advice, feedback or 

information) would be limited. He would thus need to work to find such resources by 

himself, instead of accessing them through social exchange. This position would imply 

coping with higher emotional demands and fewer resources when working to access 

relevant information, leading to exhaustion and cynicism. Also, because of such 

discourteous relations, the actor would have reduced access to feedback and positive 

information about his performance, which would lead him to feel low professional efficacy. 

As a result: 

H3a: The higher the number of contacts that behave with incivility towards an 

actor, the higher emotional exhaustion and cynicism and the lower professional 

efficacy. 

 

Taking as a starting point the fluid perspective suggested by Hershcovis and Reich (2013), I 

examine the victims of incivility and understand the antecedents of uncivil behavior. I 

propose that behaving with incivility towards others in the workplace may be a 

consequence of burnout. This may be so because a worker who behaves in an uncivil 

manner towards other coworkers and supervisors may be showing symptoms of the 

cynicism dimension of burnout through their behavior, a dimension in which people tend to 

show “indifference and cynical attitudes” (Maslach et al., 2001, p. 403) towards their job 

and other people in their work setting. Incivility includes both rude behaviors performed 

towards others, such as spreading rumors, being irritated when someone asks for a favor, or 

using demeaning language or tone of voice, and behaviors that ignore or show indifference 

towards other people, such as failing to return phone calls or respond to emails, avoiding 

someone, and texting or checking emails during meetings (Montalvo, 2013). In this case, 
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being identified by coworkers as someone who behaves in an uncivil manner towards them 

would not be a predictor of cynicism but a symptom of it. Thus: 

H3b: The higher the number of contacts who name someone as being uncivil 

towards them, the higher the probability that this person is experiencing the 

cynicism dimension of burnout. 

 

Burnout Development and the Social Dimension of Work 

As explained above, burnout has been defined as a chronic multidimensional syndrome, 

with dimensions that are related but independent (Schaufeli et al., 2009). Researchers do 

not always agree about which dimensions of burnout are related and how burnout as a 

process develops over time. One of the most cited perspectives has proposed that burnout 

comprises the three dimensions of emotional exhaustion, cynicism and low professional 

efficacy (Maslach et al., 2001). A second group of  researchers, who posit JD-R theory, 

have suggested that the experiences of emotional exhaustion and cynicism constitute the 

core of burnout, while professional efficacy shows a weaker relationship with these core 

dimensions and can therefore be removed from the burnout construct (Demerouti et al., 

2001). Finally, a third group of scholars has suggested that burnout isn’t any different from 

exhaustion and that it represents exhaustion in a combination of physical, emotional and 

cognitive domains (Shirom, 2003).  

Following Maslach’s et al. (2001) proposal, burnout syndrome is understood herein 

in relation to the three dimensions of emotional exhaustion, cynicism and low professional 

efficacy. There are two reasons for adopting this approach. First, from a theoretical 

perspective the burnout dimensions of cynicism and low professional efficacy reflect the 

psychological crisis that employees experience following exposure to chronic stressors in 
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the workplace (Leiter & Maslach, 2016). Thus, burnout doesn’t simply represent a lack of 

energy or the emotional resources to cope with the job, but also an attitude of detachment 

and a feeling of self-doubt regarding the relevance of an employee’s work and his/her 

capacities to develop it. Second, and from an empirical perspective, even where the JD-R 

model proposes the exclusion professional efficacy from the burnout construct, research 

typically reports significant correlations between this dimension and the dimensions of 

exhaustion and cynicism; which are often higher than .25. For example, Lee and Ashforth 

(1996) have reported meta-correlations of -.18 to -.29 between these dimensions, thus 

indicating a relevant (and not simply a significant) correlation between professional 

efficacy, exhaustion and cynicism. Therefore, the experience of low efficacy covariates 

with the experience of exhaustion and cynicism.  

Considering burnout as a multidimensional syndrome allows us to focus on the 

qualitative changes in burnout experience that reflect its development over time. 

Accordingly, burnout development does not simply imply an increase in the intensity or 

frequency with which an individual experiences exhaustion, cynicism or professional 

efficacy, but also indicates the presence of a different combination of these dimensions. In a 

recent systematic review, Mäkikangas and Kinnunen (2016) examined studies that use a 

person-centered approach, which is often used in psychopathology and developmental 

psychology research (Bergman & Wångby, 2014). They did so in order to understand two 

particular aspects of burnout research: the multidimensionality of burnout as a syndrome 

and the long-term development of burnout. The person-centered approach focuses on the 

individual as the unit of analysis and its aim is to understand how variables are grouped 

within  individuals, such that it is able possible “to reveal intra-individual heterogeneity in 
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the burnout syndrome and its development over time” (Mäkikangas & Kinnunen, 2016, p. 

12).  

With respect to the first topic, Mäkikangas and Kinnunen (2016) found that burnout 

dimensions may indeed combine at the intra-individual level to form different profiles. 

Using this person-centered approach, and based on latent profile analysis, Leiter and 

Maslach (2016) identified five burnout profiles in two independent samples of across a 

thousand participants. A burned-out profile, which reflects the full experience of burnout, is 

characterized by high exhaustion, high cynicism and low professional efficacy. Three of the 

profiles each showed the predominance of one particular dimension: an overextended 

profile describes individuals who only scored highly for exhaustion; a disengaged profile 

describes those individuals who only scored highly for cynicism; and an ineffective profile 

that applies to people who weren’t exhausted or cynical, but who were experiencing low 

professional efficacy. Subsequently, Leiter and Maslach (2016) described an engaged 

profile, for people with low emotional exhaustion and cynicism and high professional 

efficacy.  

Regarding the long-term development of the syndrome, Mäkikangas and Kinnunen  

(2016) have proposed the use of the person-centered approach for constructing an 

understanding of individual developmental trajectories, identifying burnout profiles for 

individuals at multiple points in time, and determining the stability or variability of the 

profile of each individual over time. Following this approach, Boersma and Lindblom 

(2009) found that individuals with a burned-out profile at Time 1 tended to show an 

improvement in the dimensions of exhaustion and cynicism one year after the baseline. In 

addition, individuals with a profile comprising high exhaustion, high cynicism and high 

professional efficacy at Time 1 had a worse level of efficacy at Time 2. A broader 
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conclusion of this study showed that the risk factors for each individual may differ 

depending on their profile (Boersma & Lindblom, 2009).  

Similarly, in a piece of intervention research for the rehabilitation of burned-out 

individuals, Hätinen, Kinnunen, Pekkonen and Aro (2004) found that changes in clients’ 

burnout profiles after the rehabilitation program depended on their original burnout pattern. 

Results from both studies imply that the profile of the individual influenced what might 

improve or worsen their experience of burnout. Therefore, analyzing the variables that 

trigger its development from a simpler profile (an overextended or cynical profile) to a 

complete burned-out profile would allow for an understanding of the conditions that 

promote burnout development or the change from a one-dimension profile to a full-blown 

syndrome.  

To date, there exists a lack of research into how social relations contribute to 

burnout development, understood as a qualitative change from a simpler profile to a more 

complex one. One of the aims of this dissertation is to shine a light onto this topic by 

examining the patterns of social relations present in task interdependence, social support 

and incivility networks for participants and look to see if they are related to changes in the 

burnout experience. Considering the hypotheses previously developed in this project – 

which suggests that the positions of individuals within their work-related social networks is 

related to the burnout experience – when examined across time it is expected that changes 

in the social networks of individuals will relate to changes in their burnout profile. 

H4: Changes in social-network indicators of task interdependence, social support 

and incivility are related to burnout profile changes over time. 
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Methods 

The main aim of this dissertation is to examine the links between the patterns of task 

interdependence, social support and uncivil social relations at work and burnout syndrome 

in a healthcare organization. I propose a two-wave panel study for the assessment of whole 

social networks in different departments at a large university hospital, burnout, and how the 

positions that employees occupy in each of the networks are related to burnout dimensions 

and burnout syndrome. This section presents the design of the study. 

 

Empirical Setting 

This study was performed in a large university hospital in Bogotá. The hospital in question 

has over 2,500 employees and treats patients across 17 clinical specialties and 22 surgical 

specialties, as well as providing diagnostic and therapeutic support. It has inpatient services 

with bed-occupation levels of between 91% and 98% each month, and outpatient services 

with a monthly average of 15,500 consultations. As a university hospital, this institution is 

focused on providing healthcare services, teaching undergraduate and graduate students in 

the fields of medicine and its specializations, nursing, psychology and other health-related 

professions.  

The participating units in the study provide services and attention to patients with 

different healthcare needs. The Oncology Department provides mostly outpatient attention 

through the services of medical consultation and treatment for chemotherapy and 

radiotherapy. It also includes an inpatient unit for hematology patients who receive 

diagnostic and therapeutic treatment during hospitalization. This department is closely 

related to the Palliative Care Unit (PCU), which provides outpatient services for patients 
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with pain and discomfort secondary to medical treatments and chronic diseases. The PCU 

started as a small unit in the Oncology Department to provide services to cancer patients, 

however, in the year 2016 (before this study began) it moved to a nearby building and 

opened its services to patients with a medical diagnosis different from that of cancer. Since 

most of the patients that receive attention in the PCU are oncology patients and the 

institution aims to bring integral attention to them, the two units are linked: multiple 

activities and decisions involve employees from both the PCU and the Oncology 

Department (for example, medical board meetings).  

The Psychiatry Department is a small mental healthcare unit with 10 beds for 

patients who need hospitalization. However, most of the patients receive outpatient 

attention via therapy, and medical and psychological consultation. The Memory Clinic is an 

outpatient facility for neurological patients located outside the main hospital building and 

brings psychiatric, neurological, therapeutic and psychological consultation to patients. The 

Nephrology Unit is located in the main hospital building. It offers outpatient attention for 

patients with chronic kidney disease who need dialysis, and assessment for patients who 

need a kidney transplant. The Infectiology Unit was located inside the main building during 

Wave 1 of this study and moved to a nearby building before Wave 2. It provides services to 

other inpatient units at the hospital and is aimed at preventing infections. It also offers 

outpatient services for HIV patients who must receive their treatment on a monthly basis. 

The Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and the Internal Medicine Department, the latter of 

which only participated in Wave 2, are located in the main hospital building. Both provide 

inpatient services, including medical assessment, therapeutic treatment and diagnostic 

services. Patients can move from one of these units to the other depending on the severity 

of their health problems. However, the ICU and Internal Medicine Department work as 
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independent units: each has a pool of nurses, therapists and doctors that provide attention to 

the patients hospitalized in the relevant unit. 

Conducting the study in this setting is relevant because it allows for a better 

understanding of the social structures that exist in the varying units of a healthcare 

organization and how they influence burnout. It is well known that burnout is prevalent 

among healthcare workers (Laschinger & Montgomery, 2014; Suñer-Soler et al., 2014). 

Multiple studies have investigated the prevalence of burnout in relation to medical 

specialties, for example in oncology (Cañadas-De la Fuente et al., 2018), palliative care  

(Koh et al., 2015), psychiatry (Tejada & Gómez, 2012) and intensive care units (Pereira et 

al., 2016). Results from these studies show that physicians who work on the front line with 

patients are at the highest risk of experiencing burnout (Shanafelt et al., 2012). 

 

Participants 

Wave 1 

Two hundred and thirty-seven employees were invited to participate in Wave 1 and a 

response rate of 76.37% was reached (see Table 1). These respondents included 181 

healthcare employees from five different departments within the university hospital: 

Oncology (n=87, 48.07% of the sample), Memory Clinic (n=29, 16.02%), Psychiatry 

(n=16, 8.84%), Nephrology (n=17, 9.39%) and Infectiology (n=32, 17.68%).  

A wide range of clinical, administrative and technological support areas were 

included within each department. Nursing comprised the largest occupational group (n=74, 

40.88%), followed by physicians (n=44, 24.3%), administrative staff (n=31, 17.1%) and 

other occupations (n=21, 11.60%). Forty-two of the participants were male (23.1%) and 
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one hundred and thirty-nine (76.8%) were female. The mean age was 34.97 years (sd= 

9.71) and the mean tenure in the organization was 5.81 years (sd=6.63).  

Table 1. Sample descriptive statistics and response rates for each department 

 Wave 1 Wave 2 

 N n Response 

rate (%) 

N n Response 

rate (%) 

Department       

Oncology 110 87 79.09 119 111 93.28 

Memory clinic 35 29 82.85 40 20 50.00 

Psychiatry 26 16 61.53 24 15 62.5 

Nephrology 25 17 68 28 21 75.00 

Infectiology 41 32 78.04 35 21 60.00 

Palliative Care Unit    34 32 94.12 

Intensive Care Unit    129 102 79.08.74 

Internal Medicine    113 68 60.18 

       

Total 237 181 76.37 522 390 74.71 

Note: N refers to the total number of employees in each department and n to the total number of 

respondents.   

Hierarchical level was classified according to the human resources structure within 

the hospital: department director (n=5, 2.8%); coordinating roles reporting to the director 

(n=12, 6.6%); specialized doctor and nursing chief (n=59, 32.6%); professionals (n=32, 

17.7%); technicians (n=6, 3.3%); and auxiliary roles (n=67, 37%). 

Wave 2 

A total of 522 employees were invited to participate in Wave 2 and a response rate of 

74.71% was reached. Respondents included 390 healthcare employees from eight different 

departments across the same university hospital: Oncology (n=111, 28.46%), Memory 

Clinic (n=20, 5.12%), Psychiatry (n=15, 3.84%), Nephrology (n=21, 5.38%), Infectiology 

(n=21, 5.38%), Palliative Care Unit (n=32, 8.21%), Intensive Care Unit (n=102, 26.15%) 

and Internal Medicine Department (n=68, 17.43%). In this wave, more departments were 
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invited to participate in the study with the aim of increasing the sample size. Because the 

Palliative Care Unit and the Oncology Department are interconnected, the social network 

information for both departments was analyzed as a single unit. Here, the interconnection 

between the two departments is considered because the employees provide care to the same 

patients simultaneously and related to other employees in both departments, for example, in 

activities such as medical board meetings held for the taking of decisions about patients 

treatments. This interconnection is not seen among other departments in the sample. In the 

case of the Internal Medicine Department and Intensive Care Unit, employees may treat the 

same patient but not simultaneously, such that one patient may be transferred from one unit 

to the other depending on their severity, but responsibility for their treatment will depend 

on the unit where they are hospitalized at the time. 

As with Wave 1, a wide range of clinical, administrative and technological support 

areas where included for each department. Nursing was the largest occupational group 

(n=225, 57.69%), followed by physicians (n=74, 18.97%), other occupations (n=39, 

10.0%), administrative staff (n=38, 9.74%) and technicians (n=14, 3.59%). Ninety-seven 

participants were male (24.8%) and two hundred and ninety three (75.20%) female. The 

mean age was 33.70 (sd= 8.32). Regarding the hierarchical level of participants, 8 of the 

participants were department directors (n=8, 2.1%); 18 (% 4.6) had coordination roles; 130 

(33.3%) were specialized doctors and nursing chiefs; 43 (11%) were professionals reporting 

to coordination teams; 12 (3.1%) were technicians; and 179 (45,6%) had auxiliary roles. 

Wave 1 and Wave 2 participants 

One hundred and twenty-two employees participated in Waves 1 and 2. Thirty-one (25.4%) 

were male and 91 (74.6%) were female. Fifty-nine participants (48.4%) worked in the 
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Oncology Department, 20 (16.4%) in the Memory Clinic, 12 in Psychiatry (9.8%), 12 

(9.8%) in Nephrology and 19 (15.6%) in Infectiology. The mean age was 35.52 (sd=9.26) 

and tenure showed a mean of 6.60 (sd=6.63).  

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for sociodemographic variables 

 Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 1 and 2 

 

 n Percentage n Percentage n Percentage 

Sex       

Male 42 23.2 97 24.8 31 25.4 

Female 139 76.8 293 75.20 91 74.6 

Educative Level       

Primary 0 0 1 .26 0 0 

Secondary 3 1.7 4 1.03 1 .8 

Technical Career 57 31.5 168 43.08 46 37.7 

College 40 22.1 69 17.69 19 15.6 

Graduate level 81 44.8 148 37.95 56 45.9 

Marital Status       

Single 74 40.9 172 44.10 51 41.8 

Consensual Union 38 21.0 84 21.53 25 20.5 

Married 64 35.4 114 29.23 43 35.2 

Divorced 5 2.8 17 4.35 3 2.5 

Widow/Widower 0 0 3 .77 0 0 

Occupation       

General practitioner 

(Physician) 

8 4.4 8 2.05 3 2.5 

Specialized Doctor 36 19.9 66 16.92 25 20.5 

Auxiliary Nurse 43 23.8 134 34.36 28 23.0 

Nurse 31 17.1 91 23.33 25 20.5 

Administrative Staff 31 17.1 38 9.74 19 15.6 

Technician 11 6.1 14 3.59 6 4.9 

Other 21 11.60 39 10.00 16 13.1 

Total 181  390  122  
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Measures 

Burnout. 

Burnout was assessed using the Spanish version of the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), 

as distributed by MindGarden (Maslach, Jackson, & Leiter, 1996). Several versions are 

available in Spanish via the tool provided, but a reference for each of the versions isn’t 

available in the document offered by the distribution company. In order to choose the most 

appropriate version for Colombian participants, I performed a pilot study (see the section 

on procedures) and conducted focus groups where participants indicated which version was 

easier to understand.  

The MBI assesses three independent but related dimensions of burnout syndrome: 

emotional exhaustion, depersonalization or cynicism, and personal accomplishment or 

professional efficacy. It is important to note that these three dimensions are independent 

and their mathematical aggregation in order to calculate a total score for burnout is not 

recommended by the authors of the tool (Schaufeli, Leiter, Maslach, & Jackson, 1996). The 

main argument of the authors is that knowledge about the relationship between these 

dimensions is limited and not completely understood. However, the authors indicate that a 

high degree of burnout is present when individuals simultaneously show high scores on the 

emotional exhaustion and depersonalization (cynicism) subscale and low scores on the 

personal accomplishment (professional efficacy) subscale. In the fourth edition of the 

survey manual, the authors propose critical cut-off points that allow for a definition of 

when an individual is experiencing high emotional exhaustion, high cynicism and low 

professional efficacy. An individual is considered to have a burnout profile when 
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simultaneously experiencing high emotional exhaustion and high cynicism (Maslach, 

Jackson, & Leiter, 2018; Maslach & Leiter, 2016).  

 Two different versions of the MBI exist: the MBI-HSS (Maslach Burnout 

Inventory – Human Services Survey) was designed for employees working in human 

services and healthcare, whereas the MBI-GS (Maslach Burnout Inventory – General 

Survey) was designed for any working population. Both versions were used in the first 

wave: participants who evaluated the time they spent with patients as being higher than 

30% of their weekly working time answered the MBI-HSS, while workers who believed 

that they spent less than 30% of their time with patients answered the MBI-GS. This 

threshold was adopted because the human resources area of the hospital explained that 

since the employees worked at a hospital most of them would interact with patients to some 

extent. However, only those who spent more than one third of their time with patients 

would be significantly exposed to the demands that working in human services implies for 

workers (dealing with emotional situations). Alternatively, employees who spent less than a 

third of their time with patients would be more exposed to other kinds of job demands that 

would not include emotional situations involving patients. 

Burnout measures for Wave 1. 

 The MBI-HSS comprises 22 items with the available answers covering a 7-point Likert 

scale that varies from “Never” to “Every Day”. Psychometric analysis for the MBI-HSS 

included exploratory factor analyses (see Table 3). To test the structure of the 

questionnaire, principal component analysis with varimax rotation was performed, as 

suggested by Maslach, Jackson and Leiter (1996).  
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Table 3. Principal Component Analysis for the MBI-HSS Wave 1 

     Factor Loadings 

    Item Emotional 

Exhaustion 

Depersonalization Professional 

Efficacy 
 

 
 

Emotional 
Exhaustion 

   1 .751   

   2 .627   
   3 .694   
   6 .538 .489  
   8 .786   

   13 .789   
   14 .703   
   16 .348 .713  
   20 .600   

Depersonalization    5  .585  

   10  .792  
   11  .685  
   15  .237  
   22  .652  

 
Personal 

Accomplishment 

   4   .622 
   7   .737 

   9   .705 
   12   .644 
   17   .453 
   18   .612 

   19 -.411  .607 
   21   .416 

Note: Principal Component Analysis with varimax rotation limited to three factors. 

Exploratory factor analysis showed a similar solution to that reported in the 

literature (Maslach et al., 1996). However, cross-loadings were observed for items 6, 16 

and 19. Item 6 loaded both emotional exhaustion (.538) and depersonalization (.489); item 

16 showed loading in its theoretical dimension, emotional exhaustion (.311) and 

professional efficacy (.735); and item 19 showed double-loading for the scales of 

depersonalization (.606) and emotional exhaustion (-.411). Finally, item 15 showed low-

loading for the factor that it is supposed to load (depersonalization =.231). Maslach et al. 

(1996) warn about cross-loadings for items 12 and 16 and suggest that they be omitted 

where research analyses are sensitive to mild departures from the predicted factor structure; 
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they should be kept to report subscale means computed from the 22 items of the MBI-HSS. 

Following this recommendation, and considering that cross-loading for item 6 in the 

depersonalization subscale was lower than loading in the emotional exhaustion subscale, 

just as cross-loading for item 19 in the emotional exhaustion subscale was negative, I 

decided to keep the items with double loading (6, 16 and 19).  

Regarding item 15, and following recommendations made both by the creators of 

the survey (Schaufeli et al., 1996) and other researchers who have validated the MBI-HSS 

in Spanish (Fernández-Arata, Juárez García, & Soto, 2015; Fernández-Arata & Merino-

Soto, 2016), I decided to remove it from the scale since it didn’t load enough for its own 

factor (.237). I conducted reliability analyses for the remaining items. Emotional exhaustion 

with 9 items showed a Cronbach alpha of 0.872, while personal accomplishment with 8 

items showed an alpha of 0.758. The scale for depersonalization, with all its original items, 

showed an alpha of 0.654, while the scale without item number 15 showed an alpha of 

0.698. This last result presented an additional reason for removing item number 15 from the 

scale. The total variance explained for this model was 48.75%.  

The MBI-GS was created to measure the burnout of workers with jobs that are nort 

related to human services and comprises 16 items that reflect the three dimensions of 

burnout: exhaustion (5 items, (=.92), cynicism (which is equivalent to depersonalization, 

5 items, ), and professional efficacy (equivalent to personal accomplishment, 6 items, 

=.51) (Schaufeli et al., 1996). Due to the small sample size for this survey at Wave 1, 

factor analysis was not performed. Different authors suggest that principal component 

analysis and factor analysis are techniques reserved for large samples, sized with a ratio of 
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at least 5 subjects per item (Field, Miles, & Field, 2013). Factor analysis for the MBI-GS 

was performed with data from Wave 2.  

Burnout measures for Wave 2. 

 In Wave 2, all of the participants were administered the MBI-GS. Reliability analyses were 

performed for each subscale: emotional exhaustion showed a Cronbach’s alpha value of 

.85, cynicism of .695 and professional efficacy of .684. The principal component analysis 

showed three factors explaining 50.73% of the total variance (see Table 4). Cross-loadings 

between factors was only observed for item 9, which showed a loading of .665 in its factor 

(cynicism) and a loading of .458 in emotional exhaustion. The rest of the items showed a 

factorial loading of higher than .580 in the corresponding subscale.  

Table 4. Principal Component Analysis for the MBI-GS Wave 2 

  Factor Loadings 
  Emotional 

Exhaustion 
Cynicism Professional 

Efficacy 

Emotional 
Exhaustion 

1 .738   
2 .797   
3 .740   

4 .720   
6 .708   

Cynicism 8  .694  
9 .458 .665  

13  .369  

14  .605  
15  .675  

Professional 
Efficacy 

5   .552 
7   .662 

10   .611 
11   .580 

12   .621 
16   .667 

Note: Principal Component Analysis with varimax rotation. limited to three factors. 
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Social Network Measures 

Four different social networks were assessed in this study: task interdependence, emotional 

social support, instrumental social support and incivility in the workplace. All of the 

networks were measured by presenting an item that described each kind of social relation 

(see below for a description of each one), followed by a roster with the names of all the 

employees within the respondent’s department. The respondent then indicated with which 

of their colleagues they had held this kind of relation. Blank spaces were provided such that 

participants could nominate other coworkers who might not be present in the original roster 

(for example, if they worked in a different department). 

Task interdependence was assessed using an item that asked respondents to select 

from the roster those coworkers who they depend upon to develop their job because they 

need input or information from them or need to relate to them in order to accomplish their 

aims (see Appendix 1). This item followed Kiggundu’s (1983) definition of task 

interdependence, which refers to “the connectedness between jobs such that the 

performance of one depends on the successful performance of the other”  (Kiggundu, 1983, 

p. 147).  

Social support was assessed using two different items, one for emotional support and 

the second for instrumental and informational social support (Heaney & Israel, 2008). The 

first item asked the respondent to select the coworkers that he or she would approach for 

emotional support, such as when venting emotions or looking for appreciation and 

understanding. The second item asked respondents to select on a 3-point Likert scale how 

often they would ask each one of their coworkers in the department for instrumental support, 

such as asking for a favor, information or feedback (Heaney & Israel, 2008). 
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Relations of incivility were measured using a single question, in which respondents 

were asked to assess on a 3-point Likert scale (Never, Sometimes and Often) how frequently 

each of their colleagues in their department had behaved in an uncivil manner towards them. 

Incivility was defined as disrespectful, rude and discourteous behavior, such as not greeting 

a coworker, interrupting others’ conversations, using an inadequate tone of voice, or not 

paying attention to coworkers (Schilpzand et al., 2016). 

Control Variables 

Sociodemographic and job-related variables. 

In the survey, respondents were asked to indicate their gender, date of birth (used to 

calculate age), level of education, occupation, position at work and an estimate of the 

percentage of time spent with patients as part of their work. The hierarchical level was 

codified based on the position at work and according to a scale provided by the human 

resources department. The highest level was codified as 1 and was assigned to the director 

of each department; 2 was assigned to coordinators; 3 to specialized doctors and nursing 

chiefs; 4 to professionals; 5 to technicians; and 6 to auxiliaries. 

Job demands, control and social support 

The validated and translated version of the Job Content Questionnaire (JCQ) (Gómez Ortiz, 

2010b, 2010a) was used. The JCQ (27 items) comprises the subscales of control 

(Cronbach’s  for Waveand for Wave as composed of skill discretion (6 

items), job decision (3 items) and the job demands subscale (5 items, Cronbach’s  for 

Wave 1= .536 and Wave 2=.536).) These low internal consistency values are common in 

international validations of the survey showing values between .51 and .66 (Gómez Ortiz, 

2010a). Social support, as measured using the JCQ, was also included in the questionnaire. 
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Here 8 items were used to ask respondents about support received from coworkers and 

superiors. Cronbach’s  for Wave 1 was .859 and for Wave 2 it was .837. 

Procedure  

Pilot study 

A pilot study took place one year before the actual study began, with the aim of calibrating 

the survey and social-network questions. This pilot study was performed in a small 

construction company with sixteen employees. Every employee received, via email, an 

invitation to participate in the pilot study, the informed consent form and a survey with the 

MBI-GS questionnaire and a previous version of the social-network items.  

Some problems with the version of the MBI-GS were identified in the pilot study. 

Specifically, item 14 was not clearly understood by participants, such that 5 out of the 16 

participants left these items without a response. Because the instrument provided by the 

distributor had different versions of the MBI-GS, I tested a different version of the survey 

with the participants in the pilot study which noted that the alternative item did not present 

comprehension problems.3 Participants in the pilot study also showed difficulty 

understanding the incivility item and suggested the addition of some examples of uncivil 

behavior, which was done, as explained in the incivility item section. 

Focus group 

 Three months before starting the data collection process, a focus group with eight 

volunteers took place. The aim of this focus group was to evaluate any possible problems 

with access to the survey, the quality of the survey and its items, and assess approximately 

                                                             
3 The ítem was “Más cínico acerca de si mi trabajo sirve para algo” and was changed for a version of the 
survey were it said “Dudo de la relevancia de mi trabajo” 
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how much time the participants would take to answer the complete survey. Participants in 

the focus group were provided with an electronic device (either an iPad, a tablet or a 

computer), and both instructions on how to respond to the questionnaire and the survey 

itself were sent via email. No problems were found with survey accessibility, the new 

version of the MBI-GS and the survey used to evaluate control variables. The participants 

made suggestions as to how to present the rosters for each social network and affirmed that 

they understood each item correctly. Following the focus group, no further changes were 

made to the survey. 

Social networks and burnout study 

This study consisted of two waves of data collection. Different time lags have been used in 

longitudinal studies for burnout development and span eight months (Lee & Ashforth, 

1993) to ten years (Schaufeli et al., 2011). A precise estimate of how long burnout 

syndrome takes to develop has not been established, yet burnout is known to be the result 

of long-term exposure to stressful conditions (Maslach et al., 2001), such that individuals 

need to be exposed to stressors for several months for symptoms of burnout to show. 

Considering this, and information from human resources department of the participant 

hospital about employee rotation,4 a time lag of ten months between the first and the last 

wave was proposed in the design of the study.   

First wave 

After approval from the Institutional Review Board, contact was made with the human 

resources department of the hospital. I asked this department to provide information and 

                                                             
4 According to the contact in human resources, nearly 40% of employees who work as auxiliary nurses rotate 
their job in a time span of two years.  
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contacts (name of the director, emails address and phone number) about the different 

departments that could participate in the study. The human resources department suggested 

offering a participation-only option to those departments that had not participated in 

organizational internal evaluation processes in the past three months. Following this 

suggestion, I contacted the directors of seven departments (Oncology, Psychiatry, Memory 

Clinic, Nephrology, Infectiology, Surgery and Radiology) via email, phone or through the 

human resources departments and invited them to participate in the study. I explained the 

design of the study in meetings with the head of each department and, once participation 

was accepted, I requested information about each department employee, including 

forenames, surname, email address and position. This information was used to reach 

potential participants, explain the study, create the rosters for the social-network surveys 

and to send the surveys via email. Of the seven invited departments, five sent the required 

information within the proposed timeframe.  

Data collection for wave 1 took place between November 2017 and January 2018. 

Following suggestions from the Institutional Review Board, oral and written invitations to 

participate in the study were offered to potential participants two to seven days before 

starting data collection. The information provided to participants included ethical 

considerations, such as the confidential management of their information, and the 

possibility of having a phone consultation with the principal investigator in case of 

requiring guidance in job stress management. After this initial presentation of the study, 

participants received an email with a link to the informed consent document and the survey 

available via the Qualtrics platform. Time slots for responding to the surveys during 

working hours where organized with the head of each department and electronic devices 

(tablets and computers) were available to potential participants for responding to the 
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survey. As a reward for their participation, at the end of Wave 1 the participants each 

received a booklet via email with information about job burnout prevention and stress 

management techniques. 

Second wave 

Data collection for the second wave of the study started in September 2018 and finished in 

December 2018. The head of each department was asked to update information about new 

and retired employees so that the rosters in the social-networks instrument could be 

updated. In order to achieve a bigger sample for this wave, three more departments were 

invited to participate: Palliative Care Unit, Intensive Care Unit and Department of Internal 

Medicine. To invite these departments and their employees, the same procedure was used 

as in Wave 1. In Wave 2, a meal voucher was offered to participants in acknowledgement 

of their participation. The individuals who had participated in Wave 1 were contacted so 

that they could receive the same meal voucher as an acknowledgement of their 

participation. 

Burnout variables scoring 

Because in Wave 1 two groups of participants answered different versions of the 

questionnaire (22 participants answered the GS version and 159 the HSS version)  and it 

was important to use a comparable score for each burnout dimension as dependent 

variables, I calculated a standard measure for each burnout subscale. To achieve this, I 

computed a measure for each dimension comprising the scores of both the GS and HSS 

version, by aggregating the mean centered values obtained through each one of the versions 

of the questionnaire. In the second wave, all participants answered the MBI-GS version. 

The reason for this being that in Wave 1 only 22 participants were eligible to answer the 
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MBI-GS, whereas 159 answered the MBI-HSS; thus, the proportion of participants for each 

version was not balanced. To prevent this misbalance in Wave 2, I decided to present only 

the MBI-GS, which has been successfully used within the healthcare population (Leiter & 

Maslach, 2016).  

Considering that one of the aims of this project was to identify burnout change over 

time, it was necessary to classify participants as cases and non-cases of burnout in both 

waves. To achieve this I used recommendations from the authors of the survey, who had 

identified different burnout profiles where an individual’s experience of burnout is related 

to a higher experience of one of the burnout dimensions than the others (Leiter & Maslach, 

2016). Following indications from the survey’s fourth edition manual (Maslach et al., 

2018), and based on Leiter and Maslach’s (2016) study, four burnout profiles were 

calculated. The ineffective profile indicates low professional efficacy, the overextended 

profile indicates high emotional exhaustion, the disengaged profile indicates high cynicism, 

and the burnout profile indicates a combination of high emotional exhaustion and high 

depersonalization. To achieve this, in each of the waves standardized (z) values were used 

to calculate the critical boundaries of burnout dimensions; these define the critical point at 

which an individual scores highly in each burnout dimension.   

High emotional exhaustion: z= Mean + (SD * 0.5) 

High cynicism: z= Mean + (SD * 1.25) 

High professional efficacy: z= Mean + (SD * 0.10) 

The ineffective profile used the high professional efficacy critical boundary by 

inverting the scores such that the individuals with ineffective profiles were those that 

exhibited low professional efficacy. 
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Social network variables computing 

Task interdependence network indicators 

In the task-interdependence network, the number of contacts that depend on an actor was 

measured with outdegree centrality, which counts the number of alters that an actor 

mentions as someone he or she depends on. The number of contacts that an actor depends 

on was measured with indegree centrality, which refers to the number of contacts that 

mention an actor as someone they depend on. Both measurements are based on degree 

centrality, which is computed as (Borgatti et al., 2012) 

𝑑𝑗 =∑𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑗

 

Where d is the degree of ego j, and xij is 1 when there is a tie between actors i and j. 

Indegree and outdegree centrality are the directed versions of this measurement. Outdegree 

counts the number of ties j sends to alters, or the number of alters that j mentions, and 

indegree counts the number of ties j receives from alters, or the number of mentions j 

receives from alters. 

The disconnection between an actor’s alters in the task-interdependency network, 

also known as brokerage, was measured using constraint. Constraint is a measure that 

“describes the extent to which a person’s network is concentrated in redundant contacts .” 

The higher the constraint, the higher the network closure and the lower the disconnection 

between an actor’s alter,5 such that constraint is an inverse measure of brokerage. In the 

following formula, Ci is network constraint on actor i, and cij is a measure of i’s dependence 

on contact j. 

                                                             
5 Constraint is high if contacts are directly connected to each other or indirectly connected through a central 

contact. 
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𝐶𝑖 =∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑗

 

Expressive network indicators 

 In social support networks direct connections between alters were measured using degree 

indicators, which were calculated as explained above. In these networks outdegree refers to 

the number of alters that an actor can ask for support from, and indegree refers to the 

number of alters that ask for support from an actor. The indicators of indegree and 

outdegree were also used in the incivility network to indicate the number of contacts that 

behave with incivility towards an actor (outdegree) and the number of contacts that name 

someone as being uncivil towards them (indegree). 

 To calculate access to indirect resources, beta-centrality indicators were used. Here 

an actor’s centrality is proportional to the sum of the centralities of the actors to whom he 

or she is connected (Borgatti & Brass, 2020), in other words, the centrality of each actor is 

determined by the centrality of the actors that he or she is connected to. As such, beta 

centrality refers to an actor’s access to indirect resources because he/she asks for support 

from alters who, at the same time, ask for support from other actors. To score this indicator, 

the following formula is used: given and adjacency matrix A, the centrality of an actor i 

(denoted ci), is given by 

𝐶𝑖 = ∑𝐴𝑖𝑗(𝛼 + 𝛽𝑐𝑗) 

Where and  are parameters. The value of  is used to normalize the measure, while the 

value of  is an attenuation factor that defines the amount of dependence for each actor’s 

centrality on the centralities that this actor is adjacent to (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 

2002). 
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Reciprocity was calculated with the arc-based method, which counts the number of 

arcs (directed ties) and calculates the proportion of arcs that are reciprocated in the actor’s 

network. This measure corresponds to the number of reciprocated arcs divided by the total 

number of arcs in the actor’s network (Borgatti et al., 2002). Density refers to the number 

of ties among the alters of an actor. This is expressed as a proportion: of all the possible ties 

in an actor’s network, how many are actually present (Borgatti et al., 2002). 

 

Data Management and Analysis Plan 

Outlier Analysis 

Outlier analyses were performed according to Aguinis, Gottfredson and Joo’s (2013)  

guidelines. As a first step, error outliers were identified using visual techniques such as 

scatterplots and boxplots. Error outliers are defined as “data points that lie at a distance 

from other data points because they are the result of inaccuracies” (Aguinis et al., 2013, p. 

275). Once these cases were analyzed and corrected, an analysis of interesting outliers was 

performed. Interesting outliers are “outlying data points that are accurate… but not 

confirmed as actual error outliers… these cases may contain potentially valuable or 

unexpected knowledge” (p. 287). Because of these characteristics, Aguinis et al. (2013) 

recommend performing a qualitative analysis of the cases, comparing them to the rest of the 

sample to understand if they are typical or atypical cases and using this information to 

inform the researcher about the best decision to take regarding the management of cases.  

In the task-interdependence network indicator of constraint, three error outliers were 

found for Wave 1 by using boxplots and visual exploration of data (see Figure 2). These 

cases show a score of 1 in constraint, which is assigned when the participants are either 
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isolates (they don’t mention anyone and aren’t mentioned by anyone as people they depend 

on) or pendants (they either mention or were mentioned by one alter as people they depend 

on).  

 
Figure 2. Scatterplot of constraint and Emotional Exhaustion in Wave 1. Pendants and Isolates in the network 
were assigned a score of 1 in Constraint. 

However, according to Burt et al. (2013) constraint is undefined for isolates, who do 

not have access to brokering opportunities as they are not connected to anyone; therefore 

the value of 1 assigned by the software does not accurately represent the fact that these 

individuals are not embedded in a closed network. Consequently, these cases were excluded 

from the bivariate analyses (correlations and ordinary least square regressions). For 

constraint network indicators in Wave 2, no values of 1 were found, showing that there 

were not any isolates or pendants, and the maximum value of constraint was .55; no error 

outliers were detected via visual exploration. 
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Data Analysis 

Analysis of the data included a variety of statistical techniques and approaches. First, 

descriptive analyses were performed for burnout and control variables using frequencies 

and descriptive routines. Analyses comparing the results of burnout variables by gender, 

department and occupation were performed using t-tests and analysis of variance (anova). 

Psychometric analysis for burnout variables included principal component analyses with 

varimax rotation, as suggested by previous literature on the topic. These analyses were 

performed using SPSS 25 for windows. 

Regarding social network indicators, using UCINET 6 for windows (Borgatti et al., 

2002) the data from each department was arranged in a square matrix indicating the 

presence of a tie between two actors. The horizontal and vertical axes corresponded to the 

identifying code of each participant, with a 1 indicating a tie that participant j in the 

horizontal axis sent to participant i in the vertical axis. The diagonal of the square matrix is 

not taken into account as it represents an actor sending a tie to him or herself. In Wave 1, 

five square matrices, one per department, were created for each social network: task 

interdependence, emotional social support, instrumental social support, and incivility. In 

Wave 2, seven square matrices were created for each social network. Task interdependence 

and emotional social support networks were non-valued networks, where individuals 

selected from the roster those who they depended on and looked to for support. In these 

networks a 1 between a pair of actors indicated a tie and a 0 indicated no ties. Instrumental 

social support and incivility networks were valued, such that participants indicated the 

frequency with which they approached other people to ask for support and the frequency 

with which others exhibited incivility towards them. However, because the hypotheses that 

were tested using these network indicators referred to the number of individuals who they 
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asked for support and the number of individuals exhibiting incivility towards them, the data 

for these networks was dichotomized. In the instrumental social support network the 

answers that showed an individual looking for other individual with any frequency was 

assigned a value of 1, indicating that a tie between the pair of actors existed. In the 

incivility network, a tie was considered if one actor referred to the other as exhibiting 

incivility towards them with any frequency. 

Once the data was arranged into the matrices, network indicators for each network 

in each department were created using UCINET 6 for windows. Centrality network 

indicators of indegree, outdegree and beta-centrality were calculated using the multiple 

centrality measures routine in each type of network. In the task-interdependence network, 

constraint was calculated with the Structural Holes routine. Density and reciprocity in 

social support networks were created using their corresponding routines. Each of these 

routines created an individual score for each participant, such that a variable for each 

indicator in each network could be elaborated. Once the network indicators for each 

participant were created, data was imported and aggregated into the dataset, which included 

the sociodemographic, burnout and control variables for each participant.  

Bivariate analyses, including correlation analyses and ordinary least square 

regression (OLS) analyses, were performed to examine relations between predictive and 

predictor variables. The control variables included in the OLS regressions models were 

selected according to previous literature (see subsection Job Burnout in the theoretical 

development section), suggesting that they are related to burnout dimensions, and also after 

performing descriptive analyses that showed differences in burnout dimensions related to 

the control variables. As an initial step, the networks indicator was introduced by itself to 

the model to see if it was directly related to burnout dimensions. In a second model only the 
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control variables were introduced: sociodemographic variables (gender and age), job-

related characteristics (time spent with patients, hierarchical level, department and 

occupation), and psychosocial work characteristics (job demands and control). This second 

model was intended to measure the extent to which the control variables explained burnout 

dimensions. Finally, the third model included first all of the control variables and then the 

network indicator that was tested in the hypothesis. The idea of introducing the network 

indicator in this step was to test if the network indicator explained additional variance of 

the burnout dimensions, meaning that it could provide additional demands and resources 

for the individual, besides traditionally measured job demands and resources. 

The assumptions of independence and homoscedasticity of errors were tested using 

visual techniques such as p-p plots for independence of errors and scatterplots of residuals 

for homoscedasticity (Diez, Barr, & Cetinkaya-Rundel, 2017). No violations for the 

independence of errors was observed. However, heteroscedasticity of errors was present in 

some of the models. Because of this reason as well as traditional Ordinary Least Square 

regressions, robustness check using OLS robust standard errors were performed for all the 

regression models, for this the macro for SPSS developed by Daryanto (2018) was used. 

Also, because social network variables tend to violate the assumption of independence of 

observations inflating some of the p-values in the OLS regressions (Borgatti et al., 2012), 

robustness checks were performed using Quadratic Assignment Procedure Multiple 

Regressions (MR-QAP), which provide and unbiased estimation of the significance test in 

social networks indicators (Borgatti et al., 2002). The results presented in the following 

section correspond to the OLS standard regressions; however, they are consistent when 

using both the OLS Robust Standard error procedure and the MR-QAP procedure. 
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Changes over time data analysis 

With the aim of understanding how burnout experience changes over time, the burnout 

profiles of each participant were calculated for each wave, as explained in the section 

Burnout Variables Scoring, such that in each wave the participant was assigned a burnout 

profile depending on his or her scores in burnout dimensions. Once this classification was 

done, only a subsample of the 122 individuals who participated in both waves was used to 

create crosstabs between burnout profiles in Wave 1 and burnout profiles in Wave 2. This 

allowed for the detection of cases that changed their profile across waves (see Table 32). 

 To understand the conditions relevant to individuals who experienced a worse 

burnout profile across waves, a specific focus was given to the sample of 12 individuals 

who changed between not having a burnout profile in Wave 1 and having a burnout profile 

in Wave 2. Their sociodemographic characteristics were analyzed and a parallel control 

group paired using department, sex and occupation was selected from the aforementioned 

subsample. This created three groups: the burned-out group of individuals who burned out 

from Wave 1 to Wave 2, the control group paired by department, gender and occupation, 

and the rest of the subsample. 

 Descriptive statistics were performed for these groups in order to understand their 

characteristics regarding job demands and control, as well as mean comparisons using t-

tests. These analyses (descriptive and mean comparisons) were also performed in order to 

understand the differences in the groups regarding social-network variables such as task 

interdependence, emotional social support, instrumental social support and incivility 

indegree and outdegree. 
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Ethical Considerations 

This research has fully taken into consideration the scientific, technical and administrative 

regulations for research in health established in Resolution No. 8430 of 1993 (Ministerio de 

Salud, 1993). The project considers title II “On research with human beings”, Chapter 1, 

articles 5 through 16.  

Participants in the study received written information about the study and its ethical 

considerations two to seven days before they were invited to participate in the study. Data 

confidentiality was guaranteed for potential participants, specifying that any information 

that may identify them (such as forenames, surname, email) would be erased from the 

databases and a general report with the conclusions of the study would be available for the 

organization, as well as for participants, at the end of the investigation. In case any 

participant felt discomfort related to the survey, they could contact the principal 

investigator who would assess the situation and provide support or, if necessary, refer any 

concerns to a specialist. This did not prove to be the case for any of the participants. 

Participants were asked to give their explicit consent at the beginning of the survey by 

reading the informed consent and selecting the checkbox in the online platform. 

Ethical approval from the Social Sciences Faculty of Universidad de Los Andes and 

from the hospital where the study was carried out was obtained and is available in 

Appendix 2. 
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Results 

This section presents the results of the study. The first subsection presents the descriptive 

statistics for burnout and the control variables of job demands and control in Waves 1 and 2. 

A description of the sociodemographic and job-related variables is presented in the methods 

section. Once these descriptive statistics have been presented, two subsections present the 

results for the hypotheses about task interdependencies and burnout, as well as about 

expressive social relations and burnout. For each of the hypotheses sections, an introduction 

presents the descriptive statistics of the social-network indicators and the bivariate analyses 

used to test the hypotheses. The final subsection of the results is dedicated to the changes of 

burnout across waves and its relation to social-network indicators.  

 

Descriptive Analyses  

Wave 1 

Descriptive statistics for burnout dimensions are reported in Table 5. For respondents of the 

HSS version, the mean for emotional exhaustion was 1.43 (sd= 1.17) and the GS version 

showed a mean of 1.87 (sd=1.62). Depersonalization had a mean of 0.76 (sd= .86) and its 

equivalent in the general survey, cynicism, showed a mean of 1.28 (sd=1.22). Personal 

accomplishment showed a mean of 4.78 (sd=.96) and its equivalent in the general survey, 

professional efficacy, showed a mean of 5.20 (sd=.71). The distribution of MBI variables 

was not normal, but rather skewed; emotional exhaustion and depersonalization-cynicism 

skew to the left, whereas personal accomplishment and professional efficacy skew to the 

right.  
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics for the dependent variables in Waves 1 and 2. 

Wave 1 

 n Mean Median SD Min Max Skewness Kurtosis 

HSS Exhaustion 159 1.43 1.11 1.17 0 5.22 1.05 .66 

GS Exhaustion 22 1.87 1.30 1.62 .20 6.0 .96 .33 

CNT Exhaustion 181 .0036 -.32 1.22 -1.67 4.13 1.02 .65 

         

HSS Depersonaliz. 159 .76 .40 .86 0 4.40 1.67 3.26 

GS Cynicism 22 1.28 1.00 1.22 0 4 .82 -.46 

CNT Cynicism 181 .0042 -.36 .91 -1.28 3.64 1.44 2.23 

         

HSS Pers. Accomp. 159 4.78 5.0 .96 .88 6 -1.14 1.91 

GS Prof. Efficacy 22 5.20 5.33 .71 3.5 6.0 -1.16 1.27 

CNT Prof Efficacy 181 .0036 .216 .93 -3.91 1.22 -1.19 1.99 

Wave 2 

 n Mean Median SD Min Max Skewness Kurtosis 

Emotional Exhaustion 390 2.05 1.80 1.29 .00 5.60 .58 -.37 

Cynicism 390 1.14 1.0 1.07 .00 5.40 1.32 1.65 

Professional Efficacy 390 5.35 5.67 .72 2.0 6.0 -1.65 3.21 

 

 

Note: CNT Exhaustion. CNT Cynicism and CNT Professional Efficacy are the mean centered variables in 

wave 1  

 

 The mean-centered variables (CNT Exhaustion, CNT Cynicism and CNT 

Professional Efficacy) reported in Table 5 allow for an analysis of the whole sample in this 

wave by aggregating the scores of individuals who responded to both the HSS and the GS 

versions. The mean for mean-centered variables is different than 0 because it comprises a 

combination of participants who responded to the GS and the HSS versions. A comparison 

of results for burnout dimensions by gender, department and occupation are available in 

Table 6. There were not any significant differences in the scores for burnout dimensions 

regarding gender. With respect to department, significant differences were found 

(F4,176=2.63, p=.035) for emotional exhaustion. In this wave, the department with the 

highest scores for burnout was the Memory Clinic, while the Psychiatry Department 
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showed the lowest scores. Regarding occupation, significant differences were found for 

emotional exhaustion (F 6,174=2.41, p=.029) and cynicism (F 6,174=2.33, p=.034). The 

category of “other occupations” includes medical physicists (working in radiotherapy), 

occupational therapists, physical therapists, psychologists and technicians. This category 

showed the lowest scores for emotional exhaustion and cynicism, and the highest score for 

professional efficacy. 

Table 6. Differences in Burnout dimensions by sex, department and occupation in Wave 1. 

 n Emotional 

Exhaustion 

Cynicism Professional  

Efficacy 

Burnout 

Cases** 

  Mean* sd Mean* sd Mean* sd n % 
Male 42 -.1395 1.10 .0009 .89 .1034 .75 6 14.28 

Female 139 .0468 1.26 .0052 .91 -.0265 .98 13 9.35 
          
Oncology 87 .1487 1.29 .1439 1.01 .0350 .83 12 13.8 
Memory Clinic 29 .1885 1.28 .1449 1.03 .0390 .88 4 13.8 

Psychiatry 16 -.7825 .62 -.3597 .48 .2709 .69 0 0 
Nephrology 17 -.3761 .89 -.3245 .56 .2677 1.04 1 5.9 
Infectiology 32 .0362 1.23 -.1465 .72 -.3877 1.21 2 6.3 
          

General Doctor 8 .1411 1.02 .6847 1.45 -.0244 .88 2 25 
Spec. Doctor 36 -.1031 1.18 .0190 .81 .0006 .79 5 13.8 
Auxil. Nurse 43 -.3657 1.03 -.1143 .83 -.0698 1.16 3 6.97 
Nurse 31 -.0520 1.31 -.1085 .88 .1228 .96 3 9.67 

Admin. Staff 31 .6777 1.48 .3404 1.04 -.3320 .87 5 16.12 

Technician 11 .0666 .99 .0039 .74 .2730 .85 0 0 
Other Occup. 21 -.0559 1.02 -.0244 .88 .3485 .64 1 4.76 

Note: *Burnout dimensions are reported with the mean centered variables. **Percentage of burnout 
cases for each category. 

 Regarding psychosocial working conditions, the mean for job demands in wave 1 

was 30.51 (sd=6.83), while the mean for control was 72.44 (sd=10.88) and the mean for 

social support was 24.18 (sd=4.25). These values are similar to those reported by 

healthcare workers, especially nurses in Colombia (Gómez Ortiz, 2010a). Job demands 

correlated significantly with burnout dimensions (for emotional exhaustion r=.530, p<.000; 

for cynicism r=.293, p<.000 and for professional efficacy, r=-.183, p<.000). Control was 
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also significantly related to burnout dimensions (for emotional exhaustion r=-.264, p<.000, 

for cynicism r=-.275, p<.000, for professional efficacy r=.471, p<.000). Social support was 

also related to burnout dimensions, as expected for emotional exhaustion (r=-.327, p<.000, 

for cynicism r=-.242, p<.001, for professional efficacy r=.410, p<.000). In line with reports 

in the existing literature (Fernet et al., 2013; Rafferty, Friend, & Landsbergis, 2001), the 

psychosocial conditions (job demands, control and social support at work) were highly 

related to burnout dimensions, and thus they must be controlled in statistical models. 

Regarding classifications of burnout depending on an individual’s profile, the 

critical boundaries proposed in the MBI Manual were used (see the Methods section). 

Individuals with a burnout profile are those who simultaneously experience high emotional 

exhaustion and high depersonalization. Nineteen participants (10.5% of the sample) were 

classified as cases of burnout. This result was expected as previous studies have found 

similar prevalence in healthcare working samples (Grau et al., 2009). Of the nineteen cases 

classified as burnout, twelve worked in the Oncology Department, four in the Memory 

Clinic, one in Nephrology and two in the Infectiology Department. These results are also 

consistent with previous studies in which the Oncology Department showed a higher 

prevalence of burnout (Cañadas-De la Fuente et al., 2018; Eelen et al., 2014). Physicians 

and nurses showed the highest prevalence of burnout within occupations as 25% of the 

general practitioners, 13% of the specialized doctors, and 9.67% of the nurses who 

participated in Wave 1 were classified as burnout cases. 

Wave 2 

The descriptive statistics for burnout dimensions in Wave 2 are reported in Tables 5 and 7. 

In this wave, burnout was measured using the Maslach Burnout Inventory General Survey. 
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On a scale from 0 to 6, emotional exhaustion showed a mean of 2.05 (sd=1.29), cynicism a 

mean of 1.15 (sd=1.07) and professional efficacy a mean of 5.34 (sd=.72).  

Table 7. Differences in Burnout dimensions by sex, department and occupation in Wave 2. 

 n Emotional 

Exhaustion 

Cynicism Professional 

Efficacy 

Burnout 

Cases* 

    
  Mean sd Mean sd Mean sd n % 

Male 97 1.75 1.15 1.12 1.02 5.45 .64 6 6.2 
Female 293 2.15 1.33 1.16 1.09 5.32 .75 27 9.2 
          
Oncology and 

PCU 

143 2.31 1.26 1.26 1.14 5.32 .63 17 11.9 

Memory clinic 20 2.13 1.90 1.34 1.06 5.29 .71 1 5.0 
Psychiatry 15 1.14 .96 1.01 1.10 5.59 .56 1 6.7 
Nephrology 21 1.40 .95 .77 .63 5.61 .61 1 4.8 

Infectiology 21 2.13 1.70 1.45 1.40 4.87 1.04 2 9.5 
ICU 99 2.07 1.19 .95 .87 5.38 .78 5 4.-9 
Int, Medicine 68 2.15 1.31 1.14 1.09 5.43 .70 6 8.8 
          

General Doctor 8 1.82 1.22 1.00 1.23 5.42 .52 0 0 
Specialized 
Doctor 

66 2.10 1.28 1.41 1.20 5.18 .77 12 18.2 

Auxiliary Nurse 133 1.99 1.33 1.13 1.10 5.43 .72 8 6.0 

Nurses 91 1.96 1.17 .89 .88 5.42 .71 5 5.5 
Admin.  Staff 35 2.36 1.39 1.27 1.19 5.17 .75 5 13.2 
Technician 14 2.07 1.39 1.43 .79 5.36 .56 2 14.3 
Other 

Occupations 

39 2.02 1.37 1.08 .91 5.36 .69 1 2.6 

Note: * percentage of burnout cases in each category 

 

Women showed a statistically significant higher mean than men for emotional exhaustion 

(t386=-2.674, p=.008), while no statistically significant differences were found for cynicism 

or professional efficacy. These results were consistent with the existing literature, which 

suggests that women report higher emotional exhaustion than men; although studies also 

report that men show higher scores for cynicism than women (Maslach et al., 2001). 

Regarding department, statistically significant differences were found for emotional 
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exhaustion (F6,383=2.37, p=.029). The departments with the highest emotional exhaustion 

were Oncology and Palliative Care with a mean of 2.13 (sd=190), and the lowest was 

psychiatry with a mean of 1.14 (sd=.96). Infectiology, ICU and Internal Medicine also 

showed high means for emotional exhaustion. Differences regarding department were also 

found for professional efficacy (F6,383=2.52 p=.021). The department with the highest 

professional efficacy was the Nephrology Department, while Infectiology showed a lower 

mean for this particular burnout dimension. No significant differences were found 

regarding participants’ occupations for the dimensions of burnout.  

 Regarding burnout cases, 33 participants (8.5%) showed a burnout profile. 

Seventeen of these cases worked in the Oncology Department and Palliative Care Unit, 6 in 

the Internal Medicine Department, 4 in the Intensive Care Unit, 2 in Infectiology and 1 in 

each of the other departments (Memory Clinic, Psychiatry and Nephrology). Specialized 

doctors and administrative staff showed a higher prevalence of burnout with a prevalence 

within their occupational groups of 16.66% and 17.14% respectively. None of the general 

practitioners were classified as burnout cases in this wave. 

Regarding psychosocial working conditions, the mean for job demands in Wave 2 

was 31.51 (sd=6.17), the mean for control was 71.24 (sd=10.74) and the mean for social 

support was 24.01 (sd=4.00). These values are similar to previous results reported in the 

literature (Gómez Ortiz, 2010a). As in Wave 1, in Wave 2 job demands correlated 

significantly with burnout dimensions (for emotional exhaustion r=.464, p<.000 and for 

cynicism r=.263, p<.000). Control was also significantly related to burnout dimensions (for 

emotional exhaustion r=-.281, p<.000, for cynicism r=-.372, p<.000, and for professional 

efficacy r=.330, p<.000). Social support was also related to burnout dimensions as expected 
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for emotional exhaustion (r=-.352, p<.000, for cynicism r=-.351, p<.001, for professional 

efficacy r=.309, p<.000).  

Task Interdependence and Job Burnout Results 

The descriptive statistics for task interdependence network indicators in Waves 1 and 2 are 

presented in Table 8. On average, in Wave 1 each employee named 11.97 (sd= 9.78) 

coworkers as people they depend on to develop their job-related tasks (outdegree); they 

named 20.68 (sd=23.35) in Wave 2. While this may seem a relevant difference, a t-test for 

related variables showed no statistically significant differences between waves. Regarding 

the number of employees that named an actor as someone they depend on (indegree), in 

Wave 1 on average 10.06 (sd=6.46) coworkers depended on each actor, while this number 

was higher in Wave 2 as 15.92 (sd=8.83) coworkers depended on each actor.  

Table 8. Descriptive statistics for Task Interdependence Network Indicators 

 n Mean Median SD Min Max Skewness Kurtosis 

Outdegree Wave 1 182 11.97 9 9.78 0 40 .708 -.34 

Indegree Wave 1 175 10.06 9 6.46 0 34 1.39 2.48 

Constraint Wave 1 186 .21 .18 .14 .07 1 3.78 18.25 

Outdegree Wave 2 387 20.68 13 23.35 0 121 2.10 5.07 

Indegree Wave 2 387 15.92 15 8.83 0 55 .50 .26 

Constraint Wave 2 384 .13 .10 .08 0 .55 1.79 4.67 

 

A t-test for related variables showed a statistically significant difference (t135=4.93, 

p<.000), such that participants in wave two showed in average of 2.28 more coworkers who 

depended on them to develop their work than they did in Wave 1. For task-interdependence 

constraint, which can have a range of between 0 and 1, a mean of .21 (sd=.18) was found 

for Wave 1 and a mean of .13 (sd=.08) for Wave 2. A statistically significant difference 

was found between the waves (t160=10.11, p<.000). On average, participants showed a 
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difference of .14 in constraint, meaning that in Wave 2 their task interdependence social 

networks were more closed around them than they were in Wave 1.  

 Table 9. Correlations between Burnout Dimensions and Task Interdependence Indicators. 

To test the hypotheses the results will be presented by hypothesis, first by referring 

to the bivariate correlations in Table 9 and then to the results from the OLS regressions. In 

the ordinary least square regression, three models are presented per hypothesis and burnout 

dimension. Model 1 introduces the network indicator. This model aims to evaluate the 

relationship between the network indicator and variable of interest without introducing 

control variables. Model 2 test the explanation capacity of the control variables 

(sociodemographic variables, work characteristics and psychosocial working conditions of 

job demands and control). The aim of this model is to evaluate the effect of the control 

variables on the outcome variable. Finally, model 3 introduces the control variables and the 

predictor variable in the model. This model aims to evaluate the capacity of the predictor to 

explain variance of the burnout variables, after the control variables are considered.  

 

 1.  2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.  

1. Em. Exhaustion 1 1 .56** -.32** 0.14 0.14 -0.15 .66** .47** -.23* 0.17 0.1 -.25** 

2. Cynicism 1  1 -.31** -0.01 0.04 -0.08 .39** .36** -0.11 0.05 0.04 -.19* 

3. Prof. Efficacy 1   1 0.09 -0.01 -0.05 -.27** -.35** .30** -0.01 .022 0.04 

4. TI Oudegree 1    1 .36** -.53** 0.18 0.08 -0.02 .39** .30** -.28** 

5. TI Indegree 1     1 -.57** 0.14 .18* -0.14 0.12 .71** -.43** 

6. TI Constraint 1+      1 -.27** -.18* 0.04 -.32** -.62** .59** 

7. Em. Exhaustion 2       1 .69** -.29** 0.16 .21* -.33** 

8. Cynicism 2        1 -.45** -0.01 0.16 -0.17 

9. Prof. Efficacy 2         1 -0.04 0.1 0.04 

10. TI Outdegree 2          1 .29** -.45** 

11. TI Indegree 2           1 -.77** 

12. TI Constraint 2            1 

Note: * Significant correlation at 0.05 ** Significant correlation at 0.01. + Cases with a constraint equal to 1 were 

filtered out of the analysis. See methods section. 
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Regarding hypothesis H1a, which posits that the higher the number of contacts that 

depend on an actor to develop their own job, the more likely the actor is to experience 

burnout dimensions, no significant correlations were found between indegree in Wave 1 

(which represents the number of contacts that depend on an actor) and burnout dimensions 

in the same wave. A positive correlation was found for indegree in Wave 2 and emotional 

exhaustion in the same wave (r=.211, p<.05), and for indegree in Wave 1 and cynicism in 

Wave 2 (r=.18, p<.5). These correlations are shown in Table 9.  

Table 10. Regression models for Hypothesis H1a in Wave 1 

 Emotional Exhaustion 

 

Cynicism 

 

Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Sex  .089(.23) .084(.24)  .064(.19) .047(.19)  -.116(.17) -.121(.17) 

Age  -.026(.01) -.026(.01)  -.133(.01) -.132(.01)  .012(.01) .012(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .075(.12) .061(.12)  .246(.09) .200(.10)  .114(.09) .100(.01) 

T ime patients  -.001(.01) .002(.01)  -.104(.01) -.094(.01)  .136(.01) .139(.01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .123(.28) .115(.29)  .122(.22) .094(.24  -.187(.21) -.196(.22)* 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.076(.32) -.088(.36)  -.012(.26) -.051(.29)  -.102(.24) -.114(.27) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.068(.32) -.076(.34)  -.066(.26) -.093(.27)  .066(.23) .058(.25) 

Dep 5. Infect.  -.061(.24) -.066(.25)  -.193(.19) -.210(.20)  -.118(.18) -.123(.18) 

General Doctor  .022(.49) .024(.50)  .219(.40) .227(.40)  -.056(.37) -.054(.37) 

Spec. Doctor  .113(.35) .119(34)  .342(.27) .363(.28)  -.252(.25) -.246(.25)* 

Aux. Nurse  -.044(.41) -.037(.42)  .073(.33) .098(.34)  -.312(.31) -.305(.31)* 

Nurse  .082(.35) .082(.35)  .240(.28) .242(.28)  -.189(.26) -.188(.26) 

Admin. Staff  .029(.42) .040(.44)  .026(.34) .064(.36)  -.262(.31) -.250(.33) 

Technician  -.063(.49) -.062(.49)  .044(.40) .048(.40)  .039(.36) .040(.36) 

Demands  .503(.01)** .506(.01)**  .271(.01)** .279(.01)**  -.088(.01) -.086(.01) 

Control  -.128(.01) -.124(.01)  -.185(.01)* -.173(.01)*  .537(.01)** .541(.(01)** 

Indegree .114(.014)  -.027(.02) .015(.01)  -.090(.01) -.012(.01)  -.027(.01) 

          

Intercept  -.23 -2.05 -1.99 -.01 -.286 -.151 .031 -2.77 -2.73 

Adj R2 .007 .291 .287 .006 .180 .179 .006 .299 .294 

Notes:  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard Deviations in parenthesis). *p<0.05 **p<0 .01. 

 

The OLS regressions in Tables 10 and 11 show that no significant relations were 

found for task-interdependence indegree and burnout dimensions in the same wave. So the 

null hypothesis cannot be rejected. As expected from the relevant theory and previous 

research, a significant relationship was found to exist between demands and emotional 

exhaustion in both waves (see models 2 and 3 for each burnout dimension). Control showed 
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a negative relationship to cynicism, such that the lower the control (job resource) the higher 

the cynicism, which is consistent with JD-R. A positive and consistent relationship between 

control and professional efficacy across the two waves was present. 

Table 11. Regression models for Hypothesis H1a in Wave 2. 

 Emotional Exhaustion 

 

Cynicism 

 

Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Sex  .136(.15)** .136(.15)**  .018(.13) .019(.13)  -.107(.09) -.108(.09)* 

Age  -.102(.01*) -.100(.01)*  -.034(.01) -.038(.01)  .082(.01) .085(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .088(.10) .084(.10)  .170(.09) .180(.09)  -.004.06) -.011(.01) 

T ime patients  .015(.01) .014(.01)  -.074(.01) -.073(.01)  -.042(.01) -.043(.01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .083(.29) .081(.30)  .095(.25) .099(.26)  .022(.18) .018(.18) 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.058(.31) -.060(.32)  .028(.27) .033(.28)  .014(.19) .010(.19) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.089(.29) -.091(.30)  -.034(.25) -.029(.26)  .037(.17) .033(.18) 

Dep 5. Infect.  .025(.28) .022(.29)  .058(.24) .064(.25)  -.174(.17) -.18(.17)** 

Dep 6. ICU  -.005(.16) -.001(.17)  -.089(.14) -.101(.15)  .000(.09) .008(.10) 

Dep 7. Inter. M  .013(.18) .013(.18)  .014(.16) .016(.16)  .010(.11) .009(.11) 

General Doctor  -.033(.45) -.032(.45)  -.035(.38) -.039(.39)  .057(.27) .060(.27) 

Spec. Doctor  .029(.28) .030(.28)  .156(.24) .153(.24)  -.197(.17) -.19(.17)** 

Auxiliary Nurse  -.222(.30) -.219(.31)  -.184(.26) -.191(.26)  .150(.18) .155(.18) 

Nurse  -.094(.26) -.092(.26)  -.027(.22) -.031(.22)  .026(.15) .029(.15) 

Admin. Staff  -.061(.35) -.060(.35)  -.111(.20) -.115(.30)  -.003(.21) .000(.21) 

Technician  -.015(.39) -.016(.39)  .025(.33) .027(.33)  .036(.23) .034(.23) 

Demands  .45(.01)** .451(.01)**  .217(.01)** .214(.01)**  .059(.006) .062(.01) 

Control  -.18(.01)** -.18(.01)**  -.380(.01)** -.389(.01)**  .39(.01)** .39(.01)** 

Indegree .059(.03)  -.011(.01) -.017(.01)  .030(-01) -.008(.01)  -.021(.01) 

          

Intercept 1.925 .397 .417 1.177 2.512 2.467 5.36 3.471 3.49 

Adj R2 .001 .292 .290 .002 .214 .212 .003 .18 .177 

Notes:  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard Deviations in  parenthesis). *p<0.05 **p<0.01 

Comparing models 1 and 2 for each burnout dimension, a relevant proportion of the 

variance in burnout dimensions is explained by job demands and control, between 14% and 

28% depending on the dimension. A comparison of models 2 and 3 for each dimension of 

burnout shows that this proportion decreases in some models when including the number of 

employees that depend on an actor (task-interdependence indegree). The gender of the 

participant showed a significant relationship with emotional exhaustion in Wave 2, such 

that being a woman was linked to experiencing emotional exhaustion. In Wave 2, age also 

exhibited a negative relationship with emotional exhaustion, such that a greater age is 
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related to lower emotional exhaustion. These results are consistent with the extant literature 

(Maslach et al., 2001) 

Table 12. Regression models for Hypothesis H1b in Wave 1. 

 Emotional Exhaustion 

 

Cynicism 

 

Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Sex  .089(.23) .101(.22)  .064(.19) .056(.18)  -.116(.17) -.082(.17) 

Age  -.026(.01) -.021(.01)  -.133(.01) -.125(.01)  .012(.01) .032(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .075(.12) .121(.15)  .246(.09) .215(.09)  .114(.09) .151(.09) 

T ime patients  -.001(.01) -.052(.01)  -.104(.01) -.078(.01)  .136(.01) .156(.01)* 

Dep 2. Memory  .123(.28) .153(.28)  .122(.22) .124(.28)  -.187(.21) -.189(.22)* 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.076(.32) -.033(.33)  -.012(.26) -.012(.26)  -.102(.24) -.103(.25) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.068(.32) -.029(.31)  -.066(.26) -.087(.25)  .066(.23) .023(.24) 

Dep 5. Infect.  -.061(.24) -.050(.24)  -.193(.19) -.175(.19)*  -.118(.18) -.121(.18) 

General Doctor  .022(.49) .024(.49)  .219(.40) .223(.40)  -.056(.37) -.041(.38) 

Spec. Doctor  .113(.35) .121(.33)  .342(.27) .332(.27)**  -.252(.25) -.223(.26) 

Aux. Nurse  -.044(.41) -.063(.41)  .073(.33) .071(.33)  -.312(.31) -.327(.31)* 

Nurse  .082(.35) .068(.35)  .240(.28) .233(.28)¨*  -.189(.26) -.180(.26) 

Admin. Staff  .029(.42) .029(.42)  .026(.34) .050(.34)  -.262(.31) -.268(.32)* 

Technician  -.063(.49) -.006(.45)  .044(.40) .032(.37)  .039(.36) -.029(:35) 

Demands  .503(.01)** .482(.01)**  .271(.01)** .264(.01)¨¨  -.088(.01) -.051(.01) 

Control  -.128(.01) -.150(.01)*  -.185(.01)* -.185(.01)  .537(.01)** .562(.01)** 

Outdegree .112(.01)  .099(.01) -.024(.01)  -.024(.01) .10(.01)  .018(.01) 

          

Intercept  -.165 -2.047 -2.035 .031 -.286 .121 -.112 -2.774 -3.409 

Adj R2 .007 .291 .284 .005 .180 .168 .005 .299 .282 

Notes:  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard Deviations in parenthesis) . *p<0.05 

**p<0.01. 

 

For hypothesis H1b, which posits that the higher the number of contacts an actor 

depends on to develop their own work, the more likely this actor is to experience burnout 

dimensions, no significant correlations were found between the network indicator of 

outdegree, which represents the number of contacts an actor depends on, and burnout.  The 

OLS regression models in Tables 12 and 13 show no significant links between the number 

of coworkers that an individual depends on to develop his or her own work (outdegree) and 

the burnout dimensions for waves one and two. The null hypotheses cannot be rejected and 

the hypothesis cannot be accepted. As with the models used to test hypothesis H1a, 

significant relations between job demands and emotional exhaustion and cynicism, control 
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and emotional exhaustion and cynicism, and between control and professional efficacy 

were found. These relations were consistent across both waves. Regarding 

sociodemographic variables, in Wave 2 gender showed a positive relationship with 

exhaustion, such that women were more exhausted. 

Table 13. Regression models for Hypothesis H1b in Wave 2. 

 Emotional Exhaustion 

 

Cynicism 

 

Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Sex  .136(.15)** .133(.15)**  .018(.13) .019(.13)  -.107(.09)* -.106(.09)* 

Age  -.102(.01)* -.107(.01)*  -.034(.01) -.033(.01)  .082(.01) .084(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .088(.10) .097(.10)  .170(.09) .169(.09)  -.004(.06) -.007(.06) 

T ime patients  .015(.01) .014(.01)  -.074(.01) -.074(.01)  -.042(.01) -.042(.01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .083(.29) .087(.29)  .095(.25) .095(.25)  .022(.17) .019(.18) 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.058(.31) -.056(.31)  .028(.27) .028(.27)  .014(.19) .014(.19) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.089(.29) -.085(.29)  -.034(.25) -.035(.25)  .037(18) .036(.18) 

Dep 5. Infect.  .025(.28) .027(.16)  .058(.24) .058(.24)  -.174(17)** -.175(.17)** 

Dep 6. ICU  -.005(.16) -.015(.18)  -.089(14) -.088(.14)  .000(.09) .004(.09) 

Dep 7. Inter. M  .013(.18) .010(45)  .014(.16) .015(.16)  .010(.11) .011(.11) 

General Doctor  -.033(.45) -.035(28)  -.035(.38) -.035(.38)  .057(.27) .057(.27) 

Spec. Doctor  .029(.28) .030(28)  .156(.24) .156(.24)  -.197(.17)* -.198(.17)* 

Aux. Nurse  -.222(.30) -.221(.30)  -.184(.26) -.184(26)  .150(.18) .150(.18) 

Nurse  -.094(.26) -.091(.26)  -.027(.22) -.027(.22)  .026(.15) .025(.15) 

Admin. Staff  -.061(.35) -.067(35)  -.111(.30) -.110(.30)  -.003(.21) -.001(.21) 

Technitian  -.015(.39) -.015(.39)  .025(.33) .025(.33)  .036(.23) .035(.23) 

Demands  .450(.01)** .447(.01)**  .217(.01)** .217(.01)**  .059(.01) .061(.01) 

Control  -.180(.01)** -.187(.01)**  -.380(.01)** -.380(.01)**  .397(.01)** .399(.01)** 

Outdegree .071(.01)  .052(.01) -.048(.01)  -.005(.01) .014(.01)  -.022(.01) 

          

Intercept  1.982(.09) .397(.92) .433(.82) 1.19(.073) 2.512(.79) 2.509(.791) 5.34(.05) 3.471(552) 3.465(.552) 

Adj R2 .002 .292 .292 .000 .214 .212 .002 .180 .178 

Notes:  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard Deviations in parenthesis) . *p<0.05 **p<0.01. 

 

With respect to hypothesis H1c, which proposes that the higher the number of 

contacts in the task-interdependency network that come from disconnected employees, the 

higher the probability that the individual experiences burnout, the results are mixed. A 

significant and negative correlation was found between the connection between an actor’s 

alters (constraint) in Wave 2 and emotional exhaustion in the same Wave (r=-.326, p<.01). 

A negative and significant correlation was also found to exist between constraint in Wave 1 
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and emotional exhaustion in Wave 2 (r=-.274, p>.01) and cynicism in wave 2 (r=-.183, 

p>.05). This implies that the more disconnected an actor’s alters, the more this actor is 

likely to experience emotional exhaustion and cynicism. 

Table 14. Regression analyses for hypothesis H1c in Wave 1 

 Emotional Exhaustion 

 

Cynicism 

 

Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Sex  .089(.23) .133(.22)  .064(.19) .083(.18)  -.116(.17) -.074(.17) 

Age  -.026(.01) -.011(.01)  -.133(.01) -.105(.01)  .012(.01) .048(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .075(.12) .062(.12)  .246(.09) .163(.09)  .114(.09) .132(.09) 

T ime patients  -.001(.01) .003(.01)  -.104(.01) -.047(.01)  .136(.01) .144).01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .123(.28) .109(.28)  .122(.22) .108(.22)  -.187(.21) -.185(.21) 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.076(.32) -.044(.33)  -.012(.26) -.006(.26)  -.102(.24) -.099(.25) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.068(.32) -.042(.33)  -.066(.26) -.069(.27)  .066(.23) .056(:26) 

Dep 5. Infect.  -.061(.24) -.024(25)  -.193(.19) -.173(.20)  -.118(.18) -.124(.19) 

General Doctor  .022(.49) .014(49)  .219(.40) .231(.39)  -.056(.37) -.040(.38) 

Spec. Doctor  .113(.35) .071(33)  .342(.27) .289(.27)  -.252(.25) -.232(.26) 

Aux. Nurse  -.044(.41) -.062(41)  .073(.33) .102(.33)  -.312(.31) -.312(.31) 

Nurse  .082(.35) .053(38)  .240(.28) .215(.27)  -.189(.26) -.178(.26)* 

Admin. Staff  .029(.42) .019(41)  .026(.34) .073(.33)  -.262(.31) -.263(32)* 

Technician  -.063(.49) -.005(45)  .044(.40) .034(.36)  .039(.36) -.022(.35) 

Demands  .503(.01)** .512(.01)**  .271(.01)** .283(.01)**  -.088(.01) -.062(.01) 

Control  -.128(.01) -.137(.01)  -.185(.01)* -.208(.01)*  .537(.01)** .542(.01)** 

Constraint  -.145(.99)*  -.072(1.07) -.076(.73)  .008(.86) -.055(.76)  .003(.82) 

          

Intercept  .350 -2.047 -1.998 .133) -.286 -.299 .116 -2.774 -3.19 

Adj R2 .015 .291 .307 .000 .180 .171 .003 .299 .277 

Notes:  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard Deviations in  

parenthesis). +The sample is filtered for those individuals with a constraint value equal to 1 which are considered outliers. See 

methods section.   *p<0.05 **p<0.01. 

 

 Table 14 shows the results of the OLS regressions for Wave 1. No significant links 

between constraint and burnout dimensions were found. Model 3 for emotional exhaustion 

in Wave 2 (table 15) shows a significant and negative relation between constraint and 

emotional exhaustion (=-.20, p<.01), such that, even when controlling for 

sociodemographic characteristics, work characteristics, job demands and control, there 

exists a negative relationship between the connection of an actor’s alters and this actors 

emotional exhaustion. The change in the proportion of the explained variance when 
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constraint is introduced is .02, such that constraint explains 2% of the variance in the 

model.  

Table 15. Regression analyses for hypothesis H1c in Wave 2 

 Emotional Exhaustion 

 

Cynicism 

 

Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Sex  .135(.15)** .125(.15)*  .021(.13) .013(.13)  -.109(.08)* -.106(.08*) 

Age  -.104(.01)* -.127(.01)*  -.042(.01) -.061(.01)  .081(.01) .090(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .087(.10) .143(.19)  .170(.08) .215(.09)  -.006(.06) -.026(.06) 

T ime patients  .012(.01) .011(.01)  -.076(.01) -.077(.01)  -.043(.01) -.042(.01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .080(.29) .100(.29)*  .087(.25) .103(.25)  .026(.18) .019(.18) 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.058(.31) -.013(.32)  .026(.27) .062(.28)  .014(.19) -.002(.19) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.091(:29) -.042(.31)  -.039(.25) .001(.26)  .039(.18) .021(.18) 

Dep 5. Infect.  .008(.27) .067(.29)  .039(.23) .088(.25)  -.18(.16)** -.199(.17)** 

Dep 6. ICU  -.010(.16) -.086(.17)  -.100(14) -.161(.15)*  .001(.09) .028(.10) 

Dep 7. Inter. M  .007(.18) -.030(.19)  .002(.16) -.029(.16)  .011(.11) .024(.11) 

General Doctor  -.033(.45) -.050(.45)  -.039(.38) -.053(.38)  .062(.27) .068(.26) 

Spec. Doctor  .033(.28) .034(.28)  .158(.24) .159(.24)  -.190(.17)* -.190(.17)* 

Aux. nurse  -.220(.31)* -.234(.30)*  -.191(.26) -.203(.26)  .169(.18) .174(.18) 

Nurse  -.093(.26) -.073(.26)  -.036(.22) -.019(.22)  .039(.16) .032(.15) 

Admin. Staff  -.062(.36) -.092(.35)  -.120(.30) -.144(.30)  .006(21) .017(.21) 

Technitian  -.035(.38) -.030(.38)  .001(.33) .006(.32)  .044(.23) .042(.23) 

Demands  .453(.01)** .433(.01)**  .221(.01)** .205(.01)**  .057(.01) .064(.01) 

Control  -.178(.01)** -.178(.01)**  -.379(.01)** -.379(.01)**  .397(.01)** .396(.01)** 

Constraint  -.219(.81)**  -.20(1.01)** -.076  -.162(.87)* .030(.47)  .071(.60) 

          

Intercept  2.497 .200 .951 1.262 2.557 2.919 5.318 3.463 3.354 

Adj R2 .045 .291 .311 .003 .214 .226 .002 .183 .183 

Notes:  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard Deviations in p arenthesis). *p<0.05 **p<0.01. 

 

There also exists a negative relationship between constraint and cynicism when all 

the control variables are introduced (=-.162, p<.05), such that the more disconnected the 

alters of an actor are between themselves, the higher this actor’s cynicism. However, model 

1 for cynicism shows no significant relationship between constraint and this particular 

burnout dimension. These results provide partial evidence for rejecting the null hypotheses 

and accepting the hypothesized relationship for emotional exhaustion. Regarding 

professional efficacy, no significant relationship was found in either wave. Such mixed 

findings, where the hypothesis cannot be accepted for Wave 1 and can only be partially 
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accepted for Wave 2, may be due to the fact that a bigger sample participated in Wave 2. 

Also, in Wave 2 three departments, each with a lower average for constraint, were 

evaluated. To test if the differences in the samples across waves are responsible for the 

different results, the OLS regression analyses were performed by filtering participants from 

the departments that were not present in Wave 1: Palliative Care, Intensive Care Unit and 

Internal Medicine. When filtering them out, the relationship between constraint and 

emotional exhaustion remained negative and statistically significant (-.259, p=.001), and 

the relationship between constraint and cynicism also remained negative and statistically 

significant (-.162, p=.038). This indicates that the hypothesis can be partially accepted in 

Wave 2, even with a smaller sample. 

 

Expressive Social Networks and Burnout 

Social support networks and burnout 

The descriptive statistics for emotional and instrumental social support network indicators 

in Waves 1 and 2 are presented in Table 16. On average, each employee asked for 

emotional support from 3.13 coworkers in Wave 1 and from 8.31 in Wave 2. Also, in wave 

1 on average each employee received requests for emotional support from 2.51 coworkers 

and 6.78 in Wave 2. Regarding instrumental in Wave 1 employees asked for support from 

12.83 coworkers and received requests from 10.56 on average. For Wave 2 these means 

were higher, such that employees requested support from 15.58 and received requests from 

11.96. As thus, differences exist between the waves, t-tests for related variables were 

performed. One hundred and twenty two participants had social support indicators for 

Waves 1 and 2. Statistically significant differences were found between the waves for 
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emotional social support outdegree (t121=5.31, p<.000), such that participants in Wave 2 

showed on average 8.03 more coworkers that they would ask for emotional support. A 

difference was also found for emotional social support indegree (t121=7.80, p<.000), such 

that on average in Wave 2 participants would receive requests for emotional support from 

6.55 more coworkers than in Wave 1. 

Table 16. Descriptive statistics for Social Support Network Indicators 

 n Mean Median SD Min Max Skewness Kurtosis 

Emotional Social 

Support 

        

Outdegree Wave 1 181 3.13 3.0 2.36 0 13 1.11 1.69 

Indegree Wave 1 181 2.51 2.0 3.14 0 23 2.94 12.07 

Reciprocity Wave 1 175 .20 .00 .26 0 1 1.04 .09 

Outdegree Wave 2 383 8.31 4.0 12.49 0 94 2.91 10.66 

Indegree Wave 2 383 6.78 4.0 7.70 0 33 1.45 1.22 

Reciprocity Wave 2 376 .26 .25 .25 0 1 .49 -.68 

Instrumental Social 

Support 

        

Outdegree Wave 1 181 12.83 11.0 9.60 0 40 .63 -.36 

Indegree Wave 1 181 10.56 9.0 5.15 0 28 .66 .021 

Reciprocity Wave 1 181 .29 .29 .22 0 .83 .33 -.77 

Outdegree Wave 2 382 15.58 8.0 21.28 0 142 2.86 9.69 

Indegree Wave 2 382 11.96 11.0 6.41 0 48 .79 2.14 

Reciprocity Wave 2 380 .26 .28 .18 0 .66 -.02 -.94 

 

To understand the differences mentioned above, descriptive analyses were 

performed by department (Table 17) and these show relevant differences for the indicators 

of emotional social support in the Oncology Department, which in Wave 2 included all 

employees in the Palliative Care Unit. While in Wave 1 emotional support outdegree was 

2.52, in Wave 2 it was 15.49, while indegree mean in Wave 1 was 2.13 and in Wave 2 

13.41. For the rest of the departments that participated in Wave 1, the differences in 

emotional support indicators were lower than 1 unit between waves, which suggests that 

this disparity is due to differences in the configuration of the Oncology Department.  
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Table 17. Descriptive Statistics for Social Support Network Indicators in Waves 1 and 2  

 n ESS Outdegree ESS Indegree ISS Outdegree ISS Indegre 

Wave 1 
 

  Mean sd Mean sd Mean Sd Mean Sd 

Male 42 3.76 2.67 2.93 4.27 11.60 9.08 11.24 6.54 
Female 139 2.94 2.24 2.39 2.72 13.20 9.75 10.35 6.04 

          
Oncology 110* 2.52 2.20 2.13 2.41 11.47 9.43 9.28 6.29 
Memory Clinic 35* 3.72 2.40 2.86 4.76 14.24 10.47 13.83 5.87 

Psychiatry 26* 4.63 3.34 2.50 2.60 12.50 7.19 7.56 3.18 
Nephrology 25* 3.06 1.56 2.47 2.23 11.65 5.22 8.41 4.06 
Infectiology 41* 3.56 2.06 3.28 3.75 16.03 11.45 13.72 5.74 

Wave 2 

 

Male 96 6.16 9.38 7.02 8.43 11.63 14.94 11.97 6.23 
Female 290 8.93 13.26 6.64 7.43 16.70 22.80 11.91 6.49 

          
Oncology & 
Palliative Care 

153* 15.49 17.40 13.41 8.92 14.36 20.53 12.96 7.28 

Memory Clinic 40* 2.76 2.59 3.64 3.82 12.00 10.72 10.72 3.65 
Psychiatry 24* 4.33 3.58 2.27 1.53 11.60 7.95 6.53 2.03 
Nephrology 28* 3.25 2.38 1.90 2.22 9.95 6.75 7.05 3.72 

Infectiology 35* 3.10 2.19 2.19 1.78 13.48 10.88 7.95 3.03 
Intensive Care 129* 4.29 5.11 3.42 3.56 20.04 29.76 15.05 3.73 

Internal Medicine 113* 3.27 2.89 2.69 2.53 12.20 15.24 9.18 3.41 

*n in each department refers to the size of the department. 

The reason for this large difference in emotional support between waves for the Oncology 

Department can probably be explained by the differences in the questionnaires for each 

wave. In the second wave, the Palliative Care Unit was included in the study within the 

Oncology Department questionnaire. The roster presented in Wave 2 for Oncology 

Department and PCU participants included the names of all employees within the two 

departments. This suggests high levels of interrelation between departments. Correlations 

between emotional social support indegree and outdegree across both waves were not 

statistically significant. No statistically significant differences were found for instrumental 

social support indicators and the correlations for these indicators across waves were 

statistically significant: instrumental social support outdegree showed a correlation of .36 

(p<.001) between Waves 1 and 2, and instrumental social support indegree showed a 

correlation of .35 (p<.001) between Waves 1 and 2. Reciprocity for emotional and 
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instrumental support networks in Waves 1 and 2 showed values of between .20 and .29, 

such that between 20 and 29 percent of the ties that were sent were reciprocated. Statistical 

differences were absent for reciprocity between Waves 1 and 2. 

Statistically significant differences were found among the departments for 

emotional social support outdegree (F4,176=4.04, p=.004) in Wave 1. Despite being one of 

the smallest departments, Psychiatry showed on average higher outdegree (4.63), while 

Oncology, which is the largest department, showed a lower outdegree (2.52). In the 

Psychiatry Department employees asked for emotional support from 4.63 coworkers on 

average, while in the Oncology Department they would only ask for help from on average 

2.52 coworkers. In Wave 2 the difference for outdegree emotional support was also 

significant (F6,392=17.825, p=.000), such that in Oncology and Palliative Care Units 

employees asked for emotional support from an average of 15 coworkers, while in the rest 

of the departments’ employees asked for support from an average of less than 5 coworkers. 

There was also a statistically significant difference for instrumental social support indegree 

in Wave 1 (F4,176= 5.89, p=.000). The Memory Clinic showed a larger indegree, such that 

employees would receive requests for instrumental support from an average of 13.83 

coworkers. In the Psychiatry Department, which had the lowest indegree, employees would 

receive requests from 7.56 coworkers on average. In Wave 2, the differences for 

instrumental support indegree were also significant (F6,391=14.374, p=.000). Employees in 

the Intensive Care Unit received requests for instrumental support from 15.05 coworkers on 

average, while in the Psychiatry Department they would receive requests from only 6.53 

coworkers. 
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Table 18 Correlations between burnout dimensions and social support indicators in waves 1 and 2 

  Wave 1 Wave 2 

  

Emotional 

Exhaustion Cynicism 

Proffesional 

Efficacy 

Emotional 

Exhaustion Cynicism 

Proffesional 

Efficacy 

Wave 1 

Ess outdegree -0.073 -0.086 0.049 -.202* -0.167 0.069 

ESS outbeta -.100 -.043 .088 -.129 -.065 .105 

Ess indegree 0.010 -0.055 0.113 -0.021 -0.109 0.071 

ESS inbeta -.023 -.059 .024 -.049 -.025 .010 

Ess reciprocity 0.101 0.040 0.011 -0.012 -0.179 0.131 

Iss outdegree 0.110 0.068 -0.080 0.089 0.013 -0.048 

ISS outbeta .073 .114 .024 .015 .004 -.024 

Iss indegree 0.051 -0.073 0.085 0.076 0.018 -0.086 

ISS inbeta .077 .024 .065 .158 .052 -.008 

Iss reciprocity -0.097 -0.139 0.009 -0.159 -0.102 -0.031 

Ess density -.010 .163* .071 .081 .005 -.014 

Iss density -.186 -.178 -.099 -.233** -.106 -.019 

 Wave 1 Wave 2 

Wave 2 

Ess outdegree 0.159 0.116 -0.024 .136** 0.050 -0.002 

ESS outbeta .224** .159 -.060 .155** .066 -.025 

Ess indegree 0.094 0.080 0.028 .124* .135** -0.057 

ESS inbeta .113 .104 .025 .145** .148* -.062 

Ess reciprocity 0.169 0.101 -0.088 .142** 0.095 -0.046 

Iss outdegree 0.104 -0.006 -0.040 0.037 -0.059 0.057 

ISS outbeta .131 .033 -.063 .035 -.036 .013 

Iss indegree .177* 0.077 0.015 .110* 0.003 0.005 

ISS inbeta .046 .066 -.010 .077 -.010 -.025 

Iss reciprocity 0.001 -0.110 -0.129 0.017 0.043 -0.027 

Ess density -.268** -.137 .221* -.101 -.089 .008 

Iss density -.145 .018 -.016 -.080 .048 -.047 

 

Table 17 also shows descriptive statistics for network indicators in Waves 1 and 2 

by gender. A statistically significant difference was found for emotional social support 

outdegree in Wave 1 between men and women (t179=1.970, p=.050), such that, on average, 

men would ask for support from .81 more coworkers than women. In Wave 2 a difference 

was found for instrumental social support outdegree between men and women (t384=-2.038, 
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p=.042), such that, on average, women asked for instrumental support from 5.07 more 

coworkers than men. 

Table 18 shows bivariate correlations between burnout dimensions and social 

support network indicators for Waves 1 and 2. Correlations between social support network 

indicators and burnout dimensions in Wave 1 are presented in the upper left quadrant. 

Correlations between social support network indicators and burnout dimensions in Wave 2 

are in the lower right quadrant. No significant correlations were found for burnout 

dimensions and social support network indicators in Wave 1, except for the correlation 

between density and cynicism in the emotional support network (r=.163, p<.05).  

In order to test the proposed relations in hypotheses H2a through H2e, OLS 

regression analyses were performed, following the same logic that was used in the task-

interdependence section. That is, controlling for the effect of sociodemographic variables 

(gender and age), job characteristics (hierarchical level, time spent with patients, the 

employee department and occupation), and traditionally measured job demands and control. 

Tables 19 and 20 summarize the results for these analyses. The rows in the table show the 

testing of the predictor variable, while the three main columns show the results for each 

burnout dimension. Information about the regression analysis parameter, its standard 

deviation and significance are also provided, while the amount of variance in the model is 

explained (R2) and the change in the explained variance is delineated when introducing the 

predictor variable to the model (R2). 
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Table 19. Summary of regression analyses of social support predicting burnout dimensions. Wave 1. 

  Emotional Exhaustion  Cynicism Professional Efficacy 
 

Beta 
  

Beta 
  

Beta 
  

 
Sd R2 R2 Sd R2 R2 Sd R2 R2 

  p     p     p     

ESS 
Outdegree 

.087 
  

.011 
  

-.066 
  

(.037) .284 .002 (.030) .167 -.005 (.028) .286 -.001 

p=.231     p=.884     .358     

ESS 
OutBeta+ 

.079 
  

.056 
  

.092 
  

(.000) .284 .000 (.000) .164 -.003 (.000) .287 .002 

p=.319     p=.517     p=.247     

ISS 

Outdegree 

.088 
  

.072 
  

-.106 
  

(.009) .285 .003 (.007) .172 .000 (.007) .292 .006 

p=.203     p=.334     p=.125     

ISS OutBeta .024 
  

.141 
  

-.100 
  

(.000) .280 -.005 (.000) .176 -.004 (.000) .293 .001 

p=.804     p=.170     p=.293     

ESS 

Indegree 

.044 
  

.052 
  

.047 
  

(.029) .279 -.003 (.023) .169 -.003 (.022) .283 -.003 

p=.560     p=.522     p=.535     

ISS 
Indegree 

.016 
  

-.052 
  

.076 
  

(.012) .277 -.005 (.010) .168 -.004 (.009) .286 .000 

p=.841     .553     p=.349     

ESS 
Reciprocity 

.084 
  

.055 
  

.013 
  

(.337) .289 .002 (.269) .186 -.003 (.260) .281 -.005 

p=.240 
  

.474 
  

.860 
  

ISS 
Reciprocity 

-.016     .038     -.076     

(.511) .277 -.005 (.409) .167 -.005 (.388) .285 -.001 

p=.860     .699     .408     

ESS Density .042     .188     .025     

(.521) .287 -.003 (.414) .213 .03 (.385) .241 -.005 

p=.586     p=.014*     .339     

ISS Density -.090     -.084     -.191*     

(.436) .281 -.001 (.350) .170 -.002 (.328) .301 .015 

p=.335     p=.401     p=.039     

Note: Beta parameters. standard deviations and significance are presented for the predictor variable. Adjusted R2 is 

presented for the complete regression. R2 represents the change in adjusted R2 once the predictor variable is introduced. 

+ This model included OutBeta centrality as the main predictor and degree as an additional control variable  

Hypothesis H2a proposes that the higher the number of direct (outdegree) and 

indirect (outbeta) connections that bring support to an individual, the lower the experience 

of burnout dimensions. Regarding this hypothesis, correlation analyses show unexpected 
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results (see Table 18). Outdegree, which represents the number of direct contacts an actor 

asks for support, is positively related to emotional exhaustion in Wave 2 (r=.136, p<.01) in 

the emotional support network in the same wave, such that the higher the number of direct 

coworkers an individual asked for emotional social support, the higher this individual’s 

emotional exhaustion. Outbeta centrality in Wave 2, which measures the extent to which an 

individual has access to support through indirect connections, also shows a positive 

correlation with emotional exhaustion in the same wave (r=.155, p<.01). These results 

suggest that the higher the number of indirect connections an individual can reach out to 

using its direct connections, the higher the emotional exhaustion. These results are contrary 

to what was expected in hypothesis H2a, which proposed that the higher the number of 

direct (outdegree) and indirect (outbeta centrality) connections an actor could ask for 

support, the lower their experience of burnout. 

The results from the ordinary least square regressions used to test hypothesis H2a 

are presented in Tables 19 and 20. No significant relations were found in Wave between 

outdegree and outbeta centrality and burnout dimensions. In Wave 2 a significant and 

positive relationship was found between the number of individuals someone asked for 

emotional support (ESS Outdegree) and emotional exhaustion (.114, p=.03), such that 

the more exhausted an individual is, the higher the number of contacts he/she requests 

emotional support from. The direction of this relation runs contrary to the proposed 

hypothesis. In Wave 2, instrumental social support outbeta centrality, which measures 

access to resources through indirect connections, was negatively related to professional 

efficacy (-.381, p=.027). In this case, the more an actor has access to instrumental  
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Table 20. Summary of regression analyses of social support predicting burnout dimensions. Wave 2. 

  Emotional Exhaustion 
Wave 2 

Cynicism Wave 2 Professional Efficacy 
Wave 2  

Beta 
  

Beta 
  

Beta 
  

 
Sd R2 R2 Sd R2 R2 Sd R2   R2 

  p     p     p     

ESS 

Outdegree 

.114* 
  

.057 
  

-.039 
  

(.005) 0.287 0.007 (.005) .215 .000 (.003) .165 -.001 

p=.030     p=.301     p=.492     

ESS 

OutBeta+ 

.175 
  

.085 
  

-.054 
  

(.000) .286 .002 (.000) .214 -.001 (.000) .163 -.002 

p= .187     p=.542     p=.709     

ISS 
Outdegree 

.000 
  

-.056 
  

.045 
  

(.003) .273 -.002 (.002) .216 .001 (.002) .166 .000 

p=.993     .243     p=.362     

ISS OutBeta .065 
  

.290 
  

-.381* 
  

(.000) .271 -.002 (.000) .221 .005 (.000) .175 .009 

p=.401 
  

p=.082 
  

p=.027     

ESS Indegree .036 
  

.089 
  

-.065 
  

(.011) .275 -.002 (.010) .216 .001 (.007) .166 .000 

p=.581     p=.198     .356     

ISS Indegree .108 
  

.072 
  

-.033 
  

(.011) .280 .005 (.010) .216 .001 (.007) .164 -.002 

p=.056     .221     p=.592     

ESS 
Reciprocity 

.044 
  

.037 
  

-.001 
  

(.249) .277 .000 (.209) .221 -.001 (.149) .166 -.002 

p=.354     .454     .990     

ISS 

Reciprocity 

.035 
  

.053 
  

-.008 
  

(.367) .287 -.001 (.302) .215 .000 (.213) .165 .003 

p=.479     .313     .884     

ESS Density -.043     -.043     .005     

(.351) .269 -.001 (.292) .191 -.001 (.211) .136 -.003 

p=.437     p=.464     p=.940     

ISS Density -.042     .050     -.005     

(.348) .271 -.001 (.295) .215 .000 (.208) .159 -.003 

p=-.877     p=.313     .928     

Note: Beta parameters. standard deviations and significance are presented for the predictor variable. Adjusted R2 is 

presented for the complete regression. R2 represents the change in adjusted R2 once the predictor variable is introduced. 

+ This model included OutBeta centrality as the main predictor and degree as an additional control variable  

support through indirect connections because he or she asks for support from individuals 

who themselves have instrumental support ties with other coworkers, the lower the actor’s 
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professional efficacy. The direction of this relation is inverse to that proposed in hypothesis 

H2a. When analyzing correlations between network indicators and burnout dimensions 

across waves, a negative correlation between the number of contacts an individual asks for 

emotional support (outdegree) in Wave 1 and emotional exhaustion in Wave 2 is present 

(r=-.202, p<.05). This result supports hypothesis H2a, such that asking for emotional 

support in Wave 1 is related to a lower experience of exhaustion in Wave 2. 

Hypothesis H2b, which proposed that the higher the number of connections that ask 

for support from an actor (indegree), the higher this actor’s emotional exhaustion and 

professional efficacy, is supported by the correlation analyses of the second wave (see 

Table 18, lower right quadrant), but not by the regression models. Positive and significant 

correlations were found between emotional social support indegree and emotional 

exhaustion in Wave 2 (r=.124, p<.01), and between inbeta centrality and emotional 

exhaustion in Wave 2 (r=.145, p<.01). Indegree in the instrumental support network was 

also positively correlated with emotional exhaustion in Wave 2 (r=.11,p<.05). These results 

indicate that the higher the number of contacts that ask for support through direct and 

indirect connections to an individual, the higher this individual’s emotional exhaustion. No 

significant correlations were found for social support indicators and professional efficacy. 

When performing the OLS regressions presented in Tables 19 and 20, no significant 

relations were found between emotional and instrumental indegree network indicators 

(which measure the number of direct contacts asking for support from an actor), and 

burnout indicators of emotional exhaustion and professional efficacy, even without 

introducing the control variables. These results contrast with the correlation analyses 

presented above, where instrumental and emotional social support indegree show 
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significant links to emotional exhaustion, such that the higher the number of actors asking 

for support was related to higher exhaustion. Thus, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 

With respect to hypothesis H2c, which proposes that the higher the cynicism of an 

individual the lower the number of contacts that would identify the individual as someone 

to ask for support, the same indicators of instrumental and emotional support indegree are 

used. A positive and significant correlation was found between emotional support indegree 

and cynicism (r=.135, p<.01), and between emotional support inbeta centrality and 

cynicism (r=.148, p<.05). This result runs contrary to hypothesis H2c, which proposes that 

the higher the cynicism, the lower the number of contacts that would identify this 

individual as someone they could ask for support. In the regression analyses, no significant 

relations were found between these network indicators and burnout dimensions in Waves 1 

or 2, such that there is not any support for hypothesis H2c. 

Hypothesis H2d proposes that reciprocity in social support relations is related to the 

experience of burnout dimensions. A positive correlation in the emotional social support 

indicator of reciprocity and emotional exhaustion in Wave 2 was found (r=.142, p<.01). No 

significant correlation for this indicator in the instrumental social support network or with 

other burnout dimensions was found. These results run contrary to what was expected: the 

higher the reciprocity (meaning that individuals both ask for support and are asked to give 

support to the same alters), the higher the experience of emotional exhaustion. The 

regression analyses presented in Tables 19 and 20 show no significant relations in Wave 1 

or Wave 2 between social support indegree or inbeta centrality and cynicism. These results 

do not allow for a confirmation of the hypothesis. 

Finally, hypothesis H2e, which proposes that individuals in highly cohesive 

networks would experience lower burnout was tested using density indicators. Correlation 
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analyses presented in Table 18 show that a positive correlation between density is present 

in Wave 1 and cynicism in the same wave (r=.163, p<.05), such that individuals with more 

cohesive networks experienced higher cynicism. This is contrary to hypothesis H2e; in 

Wave 2 no significant correlation was found for density and burnout indicators. Results 

from OLS regressions in Wave 1, presented in Table 19, show a positive relation between 

density in the emotional social support network and cynicism (=.188, p=.014), such that 

individuals in networks where their connections are more connected, thus provoking greater 

emotional support (more cohesive networks) between them, would experience higher 

cynicism. This result runs contrary to the proposal presented in the hypothesis. Also, a 

negative and significant relation was found between density in the instrumental social 

support network and professional efficacy in Wave 1 (=-.191, p=.039), such that 

individuals in networks that are more connected for bringing information and instrumental 

support would experience lower professional efficacy. No significant results were found 

between density indicators and burnout dimensions in Wave 2. 

Considering the results outlined above, where no support for the hypotheses was 

provided, and a long tradition in research showing that there are significant relations 

between perceived social support and burnout dimensions (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; 

Greenglass, Fiksenbaum, & Burke, 1996; Halbesleben, 2006); ordinary least square 

regression analyses were performed using a measure of perceived social support which was 

administered to the whole sample as part of the Job Content Questionnaire.  Results from 

these analyses are presented in Table 21 for Wave 1 and Table 22 for Wave 2.  
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Table 21. Regression models for the relation between social support and burnout dimensions in wave 1 

 Emotional Exhaustion Cynicism Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model3 

Sex  .108(.22) .107(.22)  .054(.18) .054(.18)  -.081(.17) -.081(.17) 

Age  -.024(.01) -.030(.01)  -.124(.01) -.126(.01)  .032(.01) .047(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .101(.12) .105(.12)  .220(.09) .221(.09)  .147(.09) .137(.09) 

T ime patients  -.038(.01) -.031(.01)  -.081(.01) -.078(.01)  .158(.01) .138(.01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .128(.028) .128(.28)  .130(.22) .130(.22)  -.193(.21) -.193(.21)* 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.061(.32) -.053(.32)  -.005(.25) -.002(.26)  -.108(.24) -.130(.24) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.049(.30) -.035(.32)  -.082(.24) -.076(.26)  .019(.23) -.022(.24) 

Dep 7. Inter. M  -.065(.24) -.061(.24)  -.172(.19) -.170(.19)  -.123(.18) -.134(.18) 

General Doctor  .022(.49) .025(.50)  .223(.39) .225(.39)  -.042(.38) -.052(.37) 

Spec. Doctor  .128(.33) .133(.34)  .33(.27)** .332(.27)  -.221(.25) -.237(.25)* 

Aux. Nurse  -.060(.41) -.063(.41)  .070(.33) .069(.33)  -.327(.31) -.318(.31)* 

Nurse  .084(.34) .085(.34)  .23(.28)* .230(.28)  -.177(.26) -.181(.26) 

Admin. Staff  .015(.42) .014(.42)  .053(.33) .053(.34)  -.271(.31) -.268(.31) 

Technician  -.013(.45) -.007(.46)  .033(.36) .036(.37)  -.030(.35) -.046(.34) 

Demands  .497(.01) .482(.01)**  .26(.01)** .26(.01)**  -.049(.01) -.006(.01) 

Control  -.136(.01) -.102(.01)  -.19(.01)* -.175(.01)  .564(.01) .47(.01)** 

Perceived  

Support+ 

-.33(.02)**  -.062(.03) -.24(.02)**  -.025(.21) .41(.02)**  .179(.02)* 

          

Intercept  2.298 -2.016 -1.802 1.272 -.270 -.206 -2.183 -3.406 -3.875 

Adj R2 .102 .281 .279 .053 .173 .168 .163 .286 .299 

Notes:  + Perceived social support as measured by the JCQ. DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. 

Standard Deviations in parenthesis. *p<0.05 **p<0.01 

 

Results from these analyses show, in contrast to the analyses performed with social-

network indicators, that perceived support from coworkers and superiors is significantly 

related to burnout dimensions. In Wave 1, perceived social support was negatively related 

to emotional exhaustion (=-.327, p<.01) and to cynicism (=-.242, p<.01); these relations 

were no longer significant when introducing job demands and control. However, in Wave 2 

these relations were consistent and did remain significant when introducing demands and 

control; with exhaustion in Wave 2 (see model 3) the relation was significant and negative 

(=-.228, p<.01) and with cynicism it was also negative and significant (=-.233, p<.01). 

Regarding professional efficacy, a significant and positive relation was found between 
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perceived social support and efficacy in both waves even when controlling for demands and 

control (for Wave 1 =.179, p<.05; for Wave 2 =.159, p<.05). These results contrast with 

the previous ones where social support network indicators did not show a relationship with 

burnout dimension, or the results contradicted the expected outcome. However, they are 

consistent with previous literature that suggests that perceived social support protects the 

individual from burnout (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). 

Table 22. Regression models for the relation between social support and burnout dimensions in wave 2 

 Emotional Exhaustion Cynicism Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model3 

Sex  .131(.15) .119(.14)*  .016(.13) .004(.12)  -.106(.09)* -.098(.09) 

Age  -.113(.01) -.142(.01)**  -.033(.01) -.063(.01)  .088(.01) .108(.01)* 

Hierarch. level  .059(.10) .081(.10)  .182(.08) .205(.08)  .018(.06) .002(.06) 

T ime patients  .021(.01) .011(.01)  -.083(.01) -.093(.01)  -.050(.01) -.043(.01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .084(.29) .099(.29)*  .091(.25) .106(.25)  .018(.17) .008(.17) 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.058(.31) -.048(.31)  .027(.27) .037(.26)  .014(.19) .008(.18) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.087(.29) -.065(.29)  -.038(.25) -.016(.25)  .035(.17) .020(.17) 

Dep 5. Infect.  .011(.27) -.006(.27)  .040(.23) .023(.23)  -.180(.16)** -.169(.16)** 

Dep 6. ICU  -.006(.16) -.008(.16)  -.096(.14) -.098(.13)  -.003(.09) -.002(.09) 

Dep 7. Inter. M  .009(.18) .023(.18)  .009(.16) .024(.15)  .010(.11) .000(.11) 

General Doctor  -.031(.459 -.003(.44)  -.037(.38) -.009(.38)  .054(.27) .035(.27) 

Spec. Doctor  .029(.28) .071(.28)  .151(.24) .194(.24)  -.199(.16)* -.228(.17)* 

Aux. Nurse  -.191(.29) -.161(.29)  -.197(.25) -.166(.25)  .128(.18) .106(.18) 

Nurse  -.092(.26) -.072(.25)  -.030(.22) -.010(.22)  .024(.15) .010(.15) 

Admin. Staff  -.043(.34) -.055(.34)  -.123(.29) -.135(.29)  -.020(.20) -.012(.20) 

Technician  -.029(.38) -.038(.37)  .002(.32) -.007(.32)  .031(.22) .037(.22) 

Demands  .450(.01)** .424(.01)  .217(.01)** .190(.01)**  .059(.01) .077(.01) 

Control  -.178(.01)** -.040(.01)**  -.382(.01)** -.240(.01)**  .394(.01)** .297(.01)** 

Perceived  

Support+ 

-.35(.02)**  -.228(.02)** -.37(.01)**  -.233(.02)** .31(.01)**  .159(.01)* 

          

Intercept  -.111 .511 1.355 3.416 2.561 3.260 4.052 3.462 3.138 

Adj R2 .119 .290 .314 .133 .213 .239 .093 .181 .191 

Notes: + Perceived social support as measured by the JCQ.  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard 

Deviations in parenthesis). *p<0.05 **p<0.01 

Incivility networks and burnout 

 Descriptive statistics for incivility network indicators for Waves 1 and 2 are presented in 

Table 23. In Wave 1, on average each participant named almost four coworkers (3.99, sd= 

5.98) as behaving with incivility towards them, and each participant received on average 
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3.38 (sd=4.56) nominations. In Wave 2, participants named on average 3.92 (sd=8.39) 

nominations and received 2.99 (sd=3.39) nominations from their coworkers. A statistically 

significant difference exists between waves for both network indicators. In outdegree for 

the common sample of the two waves, participants in Wave 2 reported on average 1.64 

more coworkers as behaving with incivility towards them (t120=-2.55, p<.012). A 

significant difference was also found for indegree, such that in Wave 2 participants 

received on average 1.19 more nominations for behaving with incivility towards their 

coworkers than in Wave 1 (t120=-4.26, p<.000). 

Table 23. Descriptive statistics for incivility network indicators 

 n Mean Median SD Min Max Skewness Kurtosis 

Incivility         

Outdegree Wave 1 181 3.99 2.00 5.98 0 49 3.33 18.19 

Indegree Wave 1 181 3.38 2.00 4.56 0 25 2.43 7.08 

Outdegree Wave 2 381 3.92 1.0 8.39 0 80 4.58 27.87 

Indegree Wave 2 381 2.99 2.00 3.39 0 19 1.98 4.76 

 

 Descriptive statistics by gender and department in both waves are presented in 

Table 24. In both waves, women nominated on average more coworkers as behaving with  

Table 24. Descriptive statistics for incivility network indicators by sex and department 

 Wave 1  Wave 2 

 n Incivilty 
Outdegree 

Incivility 
Indegree 

n Incivilty Outdegree Incivility Indegree 

  Mean sd Mean sd  Mean Sd Mean Sd 

Male 42 2.81 4.04 3.60 5.21 97 2.54 6.52 2.75 3.36 
Female 139 4.35 6.42 3.32 4.36 289 4.38 8.89 3.07 3.41 

           
Oncology** 110* 5.28 7.39 4.57 5.52 153 2.90 4.94 2.68 3.81 
Memory Clinic 35* 2.17 3.15 1.72 3.22 40 0.64 1.04 1.04 2.01 

Psychiatry 26* 0.81 1.17 0.25 0.42 24 1.00 1.73 0.40 0.63 
Nephrology 25* 2.76 2.31 1.88 2.21 28 2.25 2.36 1.55 1.39 
Infectiology 41* 4.38 5.44 4.00 3.32 35 2.52 3.68 1.76 1.45 

UCI      129 7.24 13.06 5.05 3.90 
Internal Med.      113 3.18 8.07 2.72 3.02 

*n in each department refers to the size of the department. ** In wave 2 the oncology department includes the palliative  care unit  
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incivility towards them than men, however, no statistically significant differences were 

found across gender for outdegree indicators in either wave. Regarding received  

women showed a higher mean for behaving uncivilly. These differences are not statistically 

significant. 

Table 25 shows the bivariate correlation between burnout dimensions and incivility 

network indicators for Waves 1 and 2. Across waves, a significant correlation between 

incivility indegree in Wave 1 and emotional exhaustion was found (r=.184, p<.05), such 

that the higher the number of individuals that named someone as behaving with incivility at 

time one, the higher the score of exhaustion in Wave 2. More interesting are across-wave 

correlations between burnout dimensions in Time 1and incivility outdegree in Time 2. 

Emotional exhaustion at Time 1 showed a positive and significant correlation with 

incivility outdegree at Time 2 (r=.292, p<.001), while cynicism at Time 1 also showed a 

positive correlation with outdegree at Time 2 (r=.259, p<.01). Finally, professional efficacy  

Table 25. Correlations between burnout dimensions and incivility network indicators for waves 1 and 2  

 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

1. Em. Exhaustion 1 1 .576** -.313** 0.111 0.086 .647** .467** -.216* .292** 0.011 

2. Cynicism 1 
 

1 -.278** 0.05 -0.024 .378** .355** -0.095 .259** -0.078 

3. Proff. Efficacy 1 
  

1 -.185* -0.023 -.255** -.335** .300** -.222* -0.022 

4. Inciv. Outdegree 1 
   

1 .172* 0.125 0.091 -0.177 .263** .248** 

5. Inciv. Indegree 1 
    

1 .184* 0.076 -0.103 0.085 .806** 

6. Em. Exhaustion 2 
     

1 .606** -.230** .145** 0.029 

7. Cynicism 2 
      

1 -.302** 0.048 -0.01 

8. Proff. Efficacy 2 
       

1 -.105* -0.02 

9. Inciv. Outdegree 2 
        

1 .181** 

10. Inciv.Indegree 2 
         

1 

 

at Time 1 showed a negative correlation with incivility outdegree at Time 2 (r=-.222, 

p<.05). These correlations suggest that the higher burnout in Time 1 is related to perceiving 

a higher number of coworkers as behaving with incivility at Time 2. Although these results 
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are not part of the hypothesized relations, they suggest that burnout experience may be 

related to a change in the perceptions of coworkers as behaving with incivility.  

Hypothesis H3a (Tables 26 and 27) proposed that the higher the number of contacts 

that behave with incivility towards an actor (outdegree), the higher emotional exhaustion 

and cynicism and the lower the professional efficacy of this actor. A statistically significant 

and negative correlation (Table 23) was found between incivility outdegree in Wave 1 and 

professional efficacy in the same Wave (r=-.185, p<.05), such that the higher the number of 

coworkers a participant named as behaving with incivility toward him or her, the lower  

Table 26. Regression models for Hypothesis H3a in wave 1 

 Emotional Exhaustion Cynicism Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model3 

Sex  .108(.22) .109(.22)  .054(.18) .054(.18)  -.081(.17) -.085(.17) 

Age  -.024(.01) -.017(.1)  -.124(.01) -.127(.01)  .032(.01) .015(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .101(.12) .099(.12)  .220(.09) .221(.09)  .147(.09) .154(09) 

T ime patients  -.038(.01) -.038(.01)  -.081(.22) -.081(.01)  .158(.01)* .158(.01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .128(.28) .135(.28)  .130(.22) .127(.22)  -.193(.21)* -.211(.21) 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.061(.32) -.050(.32)  -.005(.25) -.009(.26)  -.108(.24) -.134(.24) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.049(.30) -.044(.31)  -.082(.24) -.084(.25)  .019(.23) .006(.23) 

Dep 5. Infect.  -.065(.24) -.061(.24)  -.172(.19)* -.173(.19)  -.123(.18) -.133(.18) 

General Doctor  .022(.49) .026(.49)  .223(.40)* .222(.40)  -.042(.38) -.053(.37) 

Spec. Doctor  .128(.33) .133(.34)  .330(.27) .328(.279  -.221(.25) -.234(.25) 

Aux. Nurse  -.060(.41) -.063(.41)  .070(.33) .071(.33)  -.327(.31)* -.319(.31) 

Nurse  .084(.34) .077(.35)  .230(.28)* .232(.28  -.177(.26)* -.160(.26) 

Admin. Staff  .015(.42) .020(.42)  .053(.33) .051(.34)  -.271(.32) -.282(32) 

Technitian  -.013(.45) -.007(.46)  .033(.36) .031(.36)  -.030(.35)* -.044(.34) 

Demands  .497(.01)** .496(.01)**  .261(.01)** .261(.01)**  -.049(.01) -.047(.01) 

Control  -.136(.01) -.131(.01)  -.189(.01)** -.191(.01)*  .564(.01)** .553(.01) 

Outdegree .111(.02)  .050(.01) .05(.01)  -.018(.01) -.185(.01)*  -.118(.01) 

          

Intercept  -.087(.11) -2.016(.22) -2.134(1.2) -.026(.08)  -.238(.97) .119(.08) -3.406(.91) -3.194(.17) 

Adj R2 .007 .281 .279 .003 .173 .168 .029 .286 .294 

Notes:  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard Deviations in parenthesis). *p<0.05 **p<0.0 

his/her professional efficacy. A similar result was found for Wave 2, where professional 

efficacy in this wave showed a significant and negative correlation with incivility outdegree 

(r=-.105, p<.05). In Wave 2, a statistically significant and positive correlation between 

incivility outdegree and emotional exhaustion was found (r=.145, p<.01), such that the 
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higher the number of individuals reported as behaving with incivility, the higher the 

emotional exhaustion. These correlative results run in the direction of the proposed 

hypothesis. However, the OLS regressions in Tables 24 and 25 show no significant 

relations between the indicators of incivility outdegree and the dimensions of burnout in 

Waves 1 or 2.  

Table 27. Regression models for hypothesis H3a in wave 2 

 Emotional Exhaustion Cynicism Professional Efficacy 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model3 

Sex  .137(.15) .135(.15)  .013(.13) .014(.13)  -.105(.08) -.103(.08) 

Age  -.100(.01) -.100(.01)  -.034(.01) -.035(.01)  .083(.01) .083(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .083(.11) .091(.11)  .199(.09) .196(.09)  -.019(.06) -.027(.06) 

T ime patients  .010(.01) .009(.01)  -.085(.01) -.084(.01)  -.039(.01) -.037(.01) 

Dep 2. Mem  .083(.29) .084(.29)  .094(.25) .094(.25)  .021(.18) .020(.18) 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.059(.32) -.057(.32)  .027(.27) .026(.27)  .014(.19) .013(.19) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.087(.31) -.088(.31)  -.037(.26) -.036(.26)  .036(.17) .037(.18) 

Dep 5. Infect.  .023(.28) .024(.28)  .055(.24) .054(.24)  -.175(.09) -.176(.17) 

Dep 6. ICU  -.002(.16) -.013(.16)  -.090(.14) -.085(.14)  -.001(.09) .010(.09) 

Dep 7. Inter.  .014(.19) .011(.18)  .014(.16) .015(.16)  .008(.11) .011(.11) 

Gen. Doctor  -.031(.48) -.028(.48)  -.035(.41) -.036(.41)  .054(.28) .051(.28) 

Spec. Doctor  .029(.28) .036(.28)  .164(.24) .162(.24)  -.202(.17) -.209(.17) 

Aux. Nurse  -.217(.31) -.218(.31)  -.201(.27) -.201(.27)  .158(.18) .159(.18) 

Nurse  -.091(.26) -.087(.26)  -.016(.23) -.018(.23)  .029(.16) .025(.16) 

Admin. Staff  -.052(.36) -.056(.36)  -.113(.31) -.112(.31)  .000(.21) .004(.21) 

Technician  -.014(.39) -.011(.39)  .022(.34) .021(.34)  .037(.23) .035(.23) 

Demands  .443(.01)** .44(.01)**  .209(.01)** .210(.01)**  .061(.01) .063(.01) 

Control  -.181(.01)** -.17(.01)**  -.38(.01)** -.388(.01)**  .39(.01)** .38(.01)** 

Outdegree .149(.01)**  .054(.01) .048(.01)  -.022(.01) -.105(.01)*  -.054(.01) 

          

Intercept  1.988 .447 .458 1.129 2.55 2.6 5.383 -3.05 -3.19 

Adj R2 .019 .286 .287 .000 .214 .214 .008 .180 .181 

Notes:  DV: Burnout dimensions. Emotional Exhaustion. Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. Standard Deviations in parenthesis) . *p<0.05 **p<0.01 

Regarding hypothesis H3b, which proposed that cynicism would be positively 

related to the number of actors that identify someone as behaving with incivility (indegree), 

no significant relation between indegree and cynicism was found either in the correlation or 

in the regression models presented in Table 28. This hypothesis is not supported by the 

data. 
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Table 28. Regression models for hypothesis H3b in wave 1 and 2 

 Cynicism Wave 1 Cynicism Wave 2 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Sex  .054(.18) .054(.18)  .013(.13) .013(.13) 

Age  -.124(.01) -.119(.01)  -.034(.01) -.034(.01) 

Hierarch. level  .220(.09) .192(.09)  .199(.09) .196(.09) 

T ime patients  -.081(.01) -.085(.01)  -.085(.01) -.085(.01) 

Dep 2. Memory  .130(.22) .123(.22)  .094(.025) .093(.26) 

Dep 3. Psych.  -.005(.25) -.015(.26)  .027(.27) .026(.27) 

Dep 4. Nephr.  -.082(.24) -.090(.25)  -.037(.26) -.037(.26) 

Dep 5. Infect.  -.172(.19)* -.174(.19)*  .055(.24) .054(.24) 

Dep 6. ICU     -.090(.14) -.086(.14) 

Dep 7. Inter. M     .014(.26) .014(.16) 

General Doctor  .223(.39)* .224(.39)  -.035(.41) -.035(.41) 

Spec. Doctor  .330(.27)** .327(.27)  .164(.24) .163(.24) 

Auxiliary Nurse  .070(.33) .086(.34)  -.201(.27) -.200(.27) 

Nurse  .230(.28)* .228(.28)**  -.016(.23) -.016(.23) 

Admin. Staff  .053(.33) .072(.35)  -.113(.31) -.113(.31) 

Technitian  .033(.369 .037(.37)*  .022(.34) .022(.34) 

Demands  .261(.01)** .262(.01)**  .209(.01) .210(.01)** 

Control  -.189(.01)* -.192(.01)*  -.383(.01) -.384(.01)** 

Indegree -.024(.015)  -.041(.01) -.01(.02)  -.012(.02) 

       

Intercept  .020(.085) -.270(.96) -.172(.98) 1.163(.07) 2.553(.79) 2.572(.80) 

Adj R2 -.005 .173 .169 -.003 .214 .212 

 

Changes overtime in burnout and social networks 

A total of one hundred and twenty-two respondents participated in both Waves 1 and 2 and 

results were reported for one hundred and twenty-one participants in the dimension of 

emotional exhaustion. The descriptive statistics for each wave are presented at the 

beginning of the results section and in Tables 5 to 8. Regarding differences in burnout from 

Wave 1 to Wave 2 t-test for differences in the mean in related samples was performed. No 

statistically significant differences were found in any of the burnout dimensions between 

waves.  

Table 29 shows a correlation matrix between burnout variables in Wave 1 and Wave 

2. As expected, there are positive correlations between emotional exhaustion and cynicism 

in both Waves 1 and 2, and negative correlations between these variables and professional 
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efficacy in both waves. The only non-significant and small correlation found was between 

cynicism in Wave 1 and professional efficacy in Wave 2. Correlations for emotional 

exhaustion in Waves 1 and 2 are high (r=.647, p<0.01), whereas correlations for cynicism 

in Waves 1 and 2 remain moderate (r=.355, p<0.01). As expected, these results show that 

burnout dimensions are related, even across the two waves.  

Table 29. Correlations between burnout dimensions in waves 1 and 2 

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

1. Em. Exhaustion 1 1      

181      

2. Cynicism 1 .576** 1     

181 181     

3. Prof. Efficacy 1 

 

-.313** -.278** 1    

181 181 181    

4. Em. Exhaustion 2 .647** .379** -.255** 1   

121 121 121 388   

5. Cynicism 2 .467** .355** -.335** .607** 1  

122 122 122 388 390  

6. Prof. Efficacy 2 -.216* -.095 .300** -.230** -.302** 1 

122 122 122 387 389 389 

 

To analyze changes over time in burnout I used a latent profile approach, which 

focuses on categorizing the burnout experience of each participant according to their scores 

in each dimension. A distribution of cases by profile is presented in Table 30 for each 

wave. Results from this categorization suggest that a large proportion of the sample 

experience some kind of burnout; 89.5% in Wave 1 and 73.4% in Wave 2 were categorized 

as having a burnout profile. The most frequent profile in both waves is the ineffective 

profile, which accounts for more than 40% of the sample in both waves. The least frequent 

profile is the disengaged profile, in which individuals only experience high cynicism (1.1% 

and 2.1% in each wave). Regarding the burnout profile, 10.5% of the sample in Wave 1 and 
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8.5% of the sample in Wave 2 were categorized as exhibiting the most extreme form of 

burnout, which is characterized by simultaneous high emotional exhaustion and high 

cynicism. 

Table 30. Distribution of burnout cases according to profiles in wave 1 and 2 

 Wave 1 Wave 2 

 n % n % 

Overextended 55 30.4 83 21.3 

Disengaged 2 1.1 8 2.1 

Ineffective  86 47.5 162 41.5 

Burnout 19 10.5 33 8.5 

Total 162 89.5 286 73.4 

 

Table 31 presents a distribution of each burnout profile in Waves 1 and 2, as well as 

the proportion of cases that remained in their profiles or changed profiles between waves. 

Changes between profiles across waves, which suggests a deterioration in burnout 

experience from experiencing one dimension only to the full syndrome in the sample, 

varies depending on the profile prevalent in Wave 1. Of the 38 cases that were classified as 

exhibiting an overextended profile in Wave 1, nine cases (23.68%) presented a burnout 

profile in Wave 2. From the two cases that were classified as exhibiting a disengaged 

profile in Wave 1, one case was classified as a burnout case in Wave 2 (50%). From the 60 

cases that were classified as demonstrating an ineffective profile in Wave 1, 10 cases 

(16.67%) were classified as burnout profile in Wave 2. Also, from the 111 cases that did 

not present a burnout profile in Wave 1, 12 cases (10.81%) didn’t show a burnout profile in 

Wave 2, and only one case that was classified as exhibiting a burnout profile in Wave 1 

remained a burnout case in Wave 2. These proportions suggest a high variation in burnout 
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experience over the ten months that passed between Wave 1 and Wave 2. Yet this variation 

doesn’t necessarily imply a worsening experience of burnout as time goes by. Ten of the 

cases that exhibited burnout syndrome in Wave 1 were classified as non-cases in Wave 2, 

suggesting a qualitative improvement in their burnout experience. 

Table 31. Crosstabs of burnout profiles between wave 1 and 2 

  Overextended 

Wave 2 

Disengaged 

Wave 2 

Ineffective 

Wave 2 

Burnout 

Wave 2 

Total 

Wave 1 

  No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes  

Overextended 

Wave 1 

No 72 12 81 3 55 29 80 4 84 

Yes 23 15 38 0 15 23 29 9 38 

           

Disengaged 

Wave 1 

No 93 27 117 3 69 51 108 12 120 

Yes 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 

           

Ineffective 

Wave 1 

No 49 11 59 1 42 20 62 3 62 

Yes 39 12 49 2 28 32 47 10 60 

           

Burnout 

Wave 1 

No 88 23 108 3 60 39 99 12 111 

Yes 7 4 11 0 5 5 10 1 11 

           

Total Wave 2  95 27 119 3 70 52 109 13 122 

 

A description of the 12 cases that changed from not being classified as burnout 

cases in Wave 1 to being classified as burnout cases in Wave 2 is available in Table 32. 

Eight of these cases were female, eight worked in the Oncology Department and seven 

were specialized doctors. This information was used to select a control group that was 

paired using these sociodemographic characteristics. All of the cases were paired except for 

the case from Infectiology, which did not have a male pair; a female pair was selected 

instead.  

Descriptive analyses for individual burnout dimensions in these samples are 

presented in Table 33. In both waves the means for emotional exhaustion and cynicism are 

higher in the burnout sample than in the control group and the rest of the sample, and the 
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means for professional efficacy were lower. Statistically significant differences were found 

between the control group and the burnout group in the scores for emotional exhaustion in 

the second wave (t22= 7.709, p=.000), cynicism in the first wave (t22= 2.194, p=.04) and 

second wave (t22=9.771, p=.000), and professional efficacy in the first wave (t22=-2.275, 

p=.034). 

Table 32. Demographic variables of participants who changed from not burnout to burnout across waves 

 Male Female 

 Physician Nurse Admin Tech Physician Nurse Admin Tech 

Oncology 2    1 2 2 1 

Memory Clinic     1    

Psychiatry 1        

Nephrology     1    

Infectiology 1        

 

Table 33. Burnout dimensions descriptive statistics for the burnout sample, the control sample and the rest of 

the group 

 n Emotional 

Exhaustion 

Cynicism Professional 

Efficacy 

  Wave 1 

  Mean sd Mean Sd Mean Sd 

Burnout Sample 12 2.41 1.06 1.36 .61 4.11 1.07 

Control group 12 1.53 1.32 .70 .86 4.97 .73 

Rest of the sample 82 1.33 1.15 .67 .78 4.86 .94 

  Wave 2 

Burnout Sample 12 4.30 1.01 3.52 .63 4.91 .95 

Control group 12 1.35 .86 1.00 .63 5.18 .62 

Rest of the sample 82 1.93 1.38 1.06 .82 5.38 .70 

 

Taking into account the results outlined the previous sections of this dissertation, 

where job demands and control show a significant relationship to burnout dimensions, thus 

explaining a relevant proportion of their variance, numerous analyses were performed in 

order to describe and understand these variables within the three groups. Descriptive 
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analyses in the variables of job demands and control are presented in Table 34. Demands in 

the burnout sample are higher in both waves and control is lower. A statistically significant 

difference between the burnout group and the control group was found for job demands in 

Wave 1 (t22= 2.076, p=0.5), job demands in Wave 2 (t22=2.119, p=.047), and control in 

Wave 2 (t22=-2.554, p=.021). 

Table 34. Job demands and control descriptive statistics for the burnout sample, control sample and the rest of the group  

 n Demands 

wave 1 

Control  

wave 1 

Demands 

wave 2 

Control 

 wave 2 

  Mean sd Mean sd Mean Sd Mean Sd 

Burnout Sample 12 35.75 5.97 69.0 5.14 35.73 5.12 62.55 10.81 

Control group 12 29.75 8.03 76.83 10.11 30.00 7.68 76.00 9.69 

Rest of the sample 98 30.06 7.19 73.08 9.87 30.76 6.29 72.54 10.50 

 

Table 35 shows the descriptive statistics for social-network indicators by group. The 

values of these statistics appear to be similar across groups in most of the indicators, with a 

variation of 1 to 2 points depending on the indicator. As an exception, in the task 

interdependence networks, the burnout group shows a mean outdegree of 16.75, while the 

control group shows a higher outdegree (20.33) and the rest of the sample a lower 

outdegree (12.12). These results show that in comparison with the rest of the sample, on 

average the burnout group has a higher outdegree, while in comparison with the control 

group, which is paired by gender, department and occupation, burned out individuals 

depend on fewer coworkers to develop their own job than non-burned out individuals with 

similar characteristics. In addition, in the incivility network the burned out group showed a 

lower outdegree in Wave 1 (3.67) than the control group (7.92). When performing analyses 

to test the difference in the means of the groups for these network indicators (task 
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interdependence outdegree and incivility outdegree), no significant differences were found 

between the burnout group and the control group. 

Table 35. Social Network descriptive statistics for the burnout sample, control sample and the rest of the 
group 

 Burnout group 

n=12 

Control Group 

n=12 

Rest of the sample 

n=110 

 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Task Interdependence       

Outdegree wave 1 16.75 11.89 20.33 11.62 12.12 9.46 

Outdegree wave 2 21.17 16.18 18.75 10.81 13.55 16.47 

Indegree wave 1  14.92 8.55 15.08 8.76 9.71 6.17 

Indegree wave 2 17.25 7.78 17.33 6.83 12.00 7.09 

Constraint wave 1 .13 .054 .14 .054 .19 .105 

Constraint wave2 .12 .051 .11 .040 .17 .079 

Emotional Social Support       

Outdegree wave 1 2.17 2.13 3.17 3.38 3.35 2.48 

Outdegree wave 2 13.58 16.61 13.17 11.39 9.68 16.58 

Indegree wave 1  3.0 2.66 4.67 4.48 2.58 3.12 

Indegree wave 2 15.08 9.14 14.92 9.34 8.24 8.79 

Instrumental Social Support       

Outdegree wave 1 14.92 10.44 17.67 14.01 12.63 9.44 

Outdegree wave 2 17.58 18.82 20.50 17.19 13.04 16.17 

Indegree wave 1  13.17 4.99 12.67 7.10 10.64 6.18 

Indegree wave 2 14.42 4.58 14.58 3.26 11.61 6.47 

Incivility       

Outdegree wave 1 3.67 4.52 7.92 14.57 3.95 5.19 

Outdegree wave 2 4.42 7.76 4.42 7.78 2.16 3.21 

Indegree wave 1  4.92 5.99 3.67 3.23 3.20 4.56 

Indegree wave 2 3.33 3.26 2.42 2.54 2.06 3.07 

 

Finally, analyses were performed to test hypothesis H4, which proposes that 

changes in social-network indicators of task interdependence, social support and incivility 

are related to burnout profile changes over time. The analyses were made in two steps. The 

first step aimed to explore differences in network indicators across waves for the burnout 

group, to achieve this t-tests were performed for related samples. The second step aimed to 

compare these results with the control group by exploring whether in the control group 
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those differences were also found using t-tests for related samples. If differences in social-

network indicators for the burnout group are found but are not found in the control group, 

then we can assume that changes in the profiles of the individuals are related to changes in 

their social networks. 

T-tests for paired groups in the network indicator presented in Table 35 showed a 

significant difference for emotional support outdegree in the burnout group (t11=-2.305, 

p=.042). In the burnout group for Wave 1, on average employees asked for emotional 

support from 2.17 coworkers (sd=2.13) and in Wave 2 they asked for support from 13.58 

coworkers (sd=16.61). This difference was also significant for the control group (t11=-

2.822, p=.017), where on average employees asked for emotional support from 3.17 

coworkers (sd=3.38) in Wave 1 and from 13.17 (11.39) coworkers in Wave 2. A significant 

difference was also found for emotional support indegree for the burnout group (t11=-4.274, 

p=.001), such that employees received requests from 3 coworkers (sd=2.66) in Wave 1, and 

from 15.08 coworkers in wave 2 (sd=9.14). However, this difference was also significant in 

the control group, such that on average they received requests from 4.67 coworkers in 

Wave 1 (sd=4.48) and from 14.92 coworkers in Wave 2 (sd=9.34). No other significant 

differences in network indicators across waves were found for the burnout group, thus there 

is not enough evidence to support hypothesis H4. 

A summary of the results presented in this section is presented in Table 36. As a 

conclusion from the analyses in the sample that changed burnout profile from Wave 1 to 

Wave 2, there is not enough evidence to conclude that the changes in burnout profiles are 

related to the social relations that individuals hold across waves. Rather, the differences in 

burnout seem to be more related to the differences in job demands and control than to other 

aspects.  
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Table 36. Summary of results 

Hypothesis Main Result 

Task interdependence 

H1a The higher the number of contacts that 
depend on an actor to develop his/her 

own job, the more likely he/she will 
experience burnout dimensions. 

 

No support 

H1b The higher the number of contacts that 
an actor depends on to develop his/her 

own job, the more likely he/she is to 
experience burnout dimensions. 
 

No support 

H1c The higher the number of contacts in 
the task interdependency network 

coming from disconnected employees, 
the higher the probability the individual 
experiences burnout. 

Partial support. A significant relation was found 
with emotional exhaustion and cynicism in wave 2 

exclusively. No relation with professional efficacy 

Social support 

H2a The higher the number of direct and 

indirect connections that bring support 
to an individual, the lower the 
experience of this individual’s burnout 

dimensions. 

Mixed results.  

Cross-sectional opposite results in wave 2: the 
higher the number of individuals an actor requests 
emotional support to, the higher emotional 

exhaustion; and the more instrumental resources an 
actor has access through indirect relations, the 

lower professional efficacy. 
Correlations across waves support the hypothesis. 
The number of coworkers an individual ask for 

emotional support in wave 1 is related to lower 
exhaustion in wave 2. 
 

H2b The higher the number of direct and 
indirect connections asking for support 

to an individual. the higher this 
individual’s professional efficacy and 
the emotional exhaustion. 

No support in the OLS. Significant correlations are 
found between emotional and instrumental social 

support indegree and emotional exhaustion in wave 
2, such that higher number of individuals indirectly 
connected and asking for support is correlated to 

higher emotional exhaustion. 
 

H2c The higher the cynicism of an 

individual. the lower the number of 
contacts that identify an actor as 

someone they can ask for support 
 

No support 

H2d The higher the reciprocity in social 

support relations in the working 
environment. the less likely that actors 
involved in those relations experience 

high emotional exhaustion. high 
cynicism and low professional efficacy. 

No support in the OLS. There is a positive 

correlation between emotional social support 
reciprocity and emotional exhaustion in wave 2. 
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Table 376. Continuation. Summary of Results. 

Social Support 

H2e The higher the cohesion of an 
individual’s social support network is 
related to lower burnout dimensions.   

 

Opposite results were fund in OLS in wave 1. There 
is a positive relation between density and cynicism 
and a negative relation between density and 

professional efficacy in wave 1. No significant 
results were found in wave 2. 

Incivility 

H3a The higher the number of contacts that 
behave in an incivil manner to an actor. 

the higher emotional exhaustion and 
cynicism and the lower professional 

efficacy. 
 

No support 

H3b The higher the number of contacts that 

name someone as being uncivil to them. 
the higher the probability that this 
person is experiencing the cynicism 

dimension of burnout. 
 

No support 

 

Changes in Burnout over time 

H4 Changes in social network indicators of 
task interdependence, social support and 
incivility are related to burnout profile 

changes over time 

No support 
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Discussion 

The aim of this dissertation has been to examine the relationships between the patterns of 

three types of social relationship in a healthcare organization, and the experience of burnout 

syndrome among employees. To achieve this, I used a two-wave panel study to explore the 

position that employees occupied in task interdependence, social support and incivility 

networks in their workplace and their experience of burnout understood as a 

multidimensional syndrome composed of emotional exhaustion, cynicism and professional 

efficacy.  

There are four major findings regarding this project. First, the position individuals 

occupy in task interdependency networks is related to the experience of burnout dimensions 

of exhaustion and cynicism. Individuals who bridge across unconnected coworkers in task 

interdependence networks are at higher risk of experiencing exhaustion and cynicism. 

Thus, further attention should be payed to employees who, occupy these positions, for 

example employees with a role of coordination. Second, the positions that individuals 

occupy in their expressive social networks of social support and incivility do not act as 

predictors of burnout dimensions as was hypothesized. However, and third, the experience 

of burnout seems to modify the way individuals perceive their social relations at work and 

make individuals more likely to look for support and experience more incivility. Fourth, the 

experience of burnout shows qualitative changes over time such that a worse experience of 

burnout is not only represented by an increase in each dimension, but also to changes in the 

prominence of the dimensions individuals experience. However, there is not enough 

evidence to conclude that these changes are related to social relations in the organization.  
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Regarding the first finding of this project, the results from this study provide 

evidence for one of the hypothesized relationships between the position in task 

interdependence networks and burnout dimensions of exhaustion and cynicism. Thus 

occupying a position in a task interdependence network, where the focal employee depends 

on coworkers who do not depend on each other, is related to experiencing higher emotional 

exhaustion and cynicism. This result contrasts with the lack of evidence for the hypotheses 

that proposes that the number of task interdependent contacts is related to burnout. When 

analyzing the overall results from the task interdependence component, a possible 

interpretation is that it is not the number of interdependence relations that the employee 

manages, but the variety of those task interdependencies that may increase the experience 

of burnout.  

Seen from an organizational perspective in terms of designing work (Brass, 1981), 

occupying a brokerage position in a task-interdependence network is demanding for 

employees because they would need to manage different sets of tasks and social 

relationships with coworkers who have different types and levels of knowledge, 

expectations and sets of behavioral rules. Accordingly, individuals occupying brokerage 

positions in task interdependency networks face a higher variety of social relations, and 

also greater variety in the tasks they have to develop. This variety of social relations and 

tasks is what implies an increase in cognitive, social and emotional demands. These results 

are aligned with the findings of Wong et al. (2007), which state that managers experience 

greater role stress, understood as role conflict and role ambiguity, when they face 

conflicting expectations from their interdependent contacts and that the effect of task 
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interdependency on role stress varies as a function of the clarity of interdependence.6 In 

agreement with Wong et al.’s (2007) results, one interpretation for the results of this project 

is that employees that occupy brokerage positions where the actor is interdependent upon 

disconnected alters face conflicting interests from the different task-interdependent 

contacts. By contrast, individuals who are interdependent with multiple coworkers may 

face multiple demands, but these might be similar and non-conflicting, thus they do not 

represent a risk factor for burnout. 

Task-interdependence relations form a central component regarding the social 

dimension of work and comprise the social relations that individuals are required to manage 

in their work settings. Results from this project show that the positions individuals occupy 

in task-interdependence networks place additional demands upon each individual above and 

beyond traditional job demands, the latter of which only refer job contents. Consequently, 

this position might imply negative outcomes for employee wellbeing. These results are an 

invitation to develop a deeper exploration of burnout from the perspective of work design, 

including the coordination of work and how individuals must relate to one another as part 

of their job (Okhuysen & Bechky, 2009).  

Regarding the second finding, the results from this study were not able to provide 

evidence that expressive social relations act as conduits that allow for the transferring of 

resources and demands, thus diminishing or increasing the experience of burnout, as was 

hypothesized. This was the case both in social support and incivility networks. Additional 

analyses performed with traditional social support indicators where individuals assess the 

perceived support they receive from coworkers and superiors did show a positive and 

                                                             
6 Clarity of interdependency is defined by Wong et al (2007) as the degree to which an individual is certain 
about whom he or she depends on and for what purposes. 
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significant relation between perceived social support and burnout dimensions, as previous 

theoretical studies and evidence has shown (Halbesleben, 2006). These results were 

consistent even when controlling for demands and control. What these results suggest is 

that perceived social support in the workplace does matter for the prevention and 

diminishing of burnout dimensions, but not necessarily because social support relations act 

as conduits that provide access to resources. Following the logic of this study, if social 

support relations help preventing burnout because they act as conduits providing access to 

resources that other coworkers have, then, connecting to these coworkers through directs or 

indirect paths would increase the access to resources and diminish the risk of experiencing 

burnout. However, this was not the case in this study, and the question about what is the 

relevant aspect of social support that matters to prevent burnout arises. 

A possible explanation for this finding resides in the fact that social network 

measures used in this study do not capture the substantive aspect of social support that 

protect individuals from experiencing burnout dimensions, while other measures of social 

support, such as the JCQ social support scale does. When examining the items from the 

JCQ social support scale (Gómez Ortiz, 2010a) it is possible to see that the content of the 

items refer to the communication of concern, interest and value that employees receive 

from their superiors and coworkers. As an example of this, two items in the scale are “My 

supervisor pays attention to what I am saying”, and “People I work with take a personal 

interest in me”. These aspects of social support are not accurately captured by the social 

network items used in this study, which asked to select those individuals who one would 

request for emotional support in case of need, or how frequently they asked for 

instrumental support to each coworker. In comparison to the SNA measure, the JCQ Social 
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Support Scale refers not only to the provision of emotional or instrumental support in case 

of need, but also to a general environment of interpersonal interest and concern.  

What this suggest is that the aspect of social support that prevents the experience of 

burnout dimensions is not having specific contacts that provide aid and relieve but working 

on a friendly environment that shows interest in one’s wellbeing. Thus, the effect of social 

support on preventing burnout does not come from specific social relations acting as 

conduits to access resources, but social relations that signal concern and interest may be a 

resource in itself that boost wellbeing and prevent burnout. This idea is related to the 

construct of appreciation proposed by Semmer et al (2019), which is understood as a 

communication of value and worth for someone else. Communicating appreciation 

indicates a sense of respect, recognition or esteem which contributes to a positive 

experience at work (Stocker et al., 2018). Appreciation is highly correlated with social 

support (Stocker et al., 2018), and it is considered to be a core element of it (Semmer et al., 

2019). Social networks indicators referring to the number of contacts that provide support 

do no capture the resourceful element of social support that would prevent the individual 

from experiencing burnout dimensions. According to this new suggestion, social support 

relations matter to prevent burnout dimensions not because they allow access to other 

resources, but because they show appreciation, boosting a sense of self-worth. However, 

this proposition that the key element of social support that matters to prevent burnout is 

appreciation still needs to be examined in greater depth in future studies. 

A third finding is based on results from the social support analyses showing that, , 

contrary to what was proposed, a positive relation exists between the number of direct 

alters that an actor identifies as coworkers that he or she could ask for support and the same 

actor’s experience of emotional exhaustion. In addition, a negative relation was found 
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between the number of indirect connections an actor identifies as people he or she could 

request instrumental support from and professional efficacy. Thus, actors who experience 

high exhaustion and actors who experience low professional efficacy identify more 

coworkers as people they could ask for support. Following there results, and combined with 

findings in the extant literature, social support could act as a resource that individuals 

activate as a coping mechanism once they perceive stressors (Thoits, 1995). As such, 

employees could start identifying sources of social support as soon as they feel the effects 

of being exposed to chronic stressors.  

In relation to this finding, results from correlation analyses across waves in the 

incivility section suggest that there is a relationship between incivility and burnout, but in a 

different direction than predicted. Consequently, the experiencing of burnout dimensions in 

Wave 1 was related to perceiving more coworkers as behaving with incivility later in time. 

These findings contrast with the previous literature, which clearly suggests that 

experiencing hostile and uncivil environments in the workplace increases the experience of 

burnout dimensions (Miner-Rubino & Reed, 2010; Nicholson, Leiter, & Laschinger, 2014). 

This adds new questions to research into the relationship between burnout and incivility in 

the workplace. In this case, the focus might not only turn to how incivility may predict 

burnout, but also to how burnout may enhance perceptions of incivility in the workplace. 

Thus, when employees feel exhausted, cynical and ineffective about their jobs, they might 

be more attentive to uncivil behaviors and more aware of social behaviors that have 

ambiguous intentions. 

This second finding invites to inquire new research questions regarding the 

relationships between expressive social relations in the workplace and burnout. Past 

research has consistently found that perceived social support is related to a lower 
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experience of burnout (Greenglass et al., 1996; Halbesleben, 2006; Woodhead et al., 2016) 

and the perception of workplace mistreatment and incivility is related to a worse experience 

of burnout (Day & Leiter, 2014; Nicholson et al., 2014). In general, research on the topic 

propose that expressive social relations act as antecedents of burnout dimensions. However, 

results from this study suggest that the experience of burnout might trigger coping 

strategies based on identifying sources of social support and might also change the way 

employees perceive incivility in the workplace, making them more vulnerable and sensitive 

to uncivil behavior in the workplace. In this sense, social relationships in the workplace 

might not only be antecedents of individual outcomes such as burnout, but also individuals 

might shape their social networks by looking for support or interpreting others’ behaviors 

as unpleasant. This proposal is congruent with a perspective of social networks where 

individuals are not passive subjects of the structures of their social networks, but are also 

active agents who build and shape their social networks (Borgatti, Brass, & Halgin, 2014).  

The fourth finding of this project is related to burnout development over time. This 

study has provided evidence that burnout is a multidimensional syndrome that qualitatively 

evolves over time, and individuals may experience either a deterioration or an improvement 

in their burnout experience as time goes by. However, there was not enough evidence to 

conclude that these changes are related to changes in employees’ social relations in the 

organization. Profile analyses based on the prominent experience of one or more 

dimensions showed that a large proportion of the sample experiences a simple form of 

burnout where the individual only manifests one of the burnout dimensions, with a higher 

frequency in the mildest form of burnout, namely the ineffective profile (Leiter & Maslach, 

2016). A complex experience of the syndrome in which individuals suffer more than one 

dimension at the same time is less frequent – around 10 percent of the sample exhibited this 
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profile. These results were opposite to those presented in Mäkikangas and Kinnunen’s 

(2016) systematic review of the person-oriented approach to burnout, where the most 

frequent experience of burnout included the co-occurrence of its three dimensions. Results 

from the current study allow for the conclusion that high mobility from one profile to 

another is present, such that individuals might exhibit a more complete experience of 

burnout as times goes by or also present a better experience (reduced presence of one of the 

dimensions). This coincides with Mäkikangas and Kinnunen’s (2016) conclusion that the 

vision of burnout as a stable phenomenon over time is questioned due to changes in burnout 

profiles over time.  

Nevertheless, it has not been possible in the current study to identify a clear trigger 

that improves or worsens burnout experience, driving individuals to change their burnout 

profile from a simpler to a more complex one during the ten months that passed between 

the first and second waves. Changes in the positions that individuals occupy in task 

interdependence, social support and incivility networks did not prove to be related to 

changes in this complex experience of burnout, even when different relations were found 

between network indicators and burnout dimensions separately and across the entire study. 

What does seem consistent across the whole study is that the conditions of high job 

demands and low job control are related to a worse experience of burnout, as the JD-R 

model purports (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017).  

This project has tried to understand burnout syndrome and burnout development 

based on the proposition that it comprises the three dimensions of exhaustion, cynicism and 

professional efficacy. It has also tried to understand how interpersonal stressors in the 

workplace might contribute to burnout experience, as one of most cited definitions of 

burnout proposes (Maslach et al., 2001). Results from the present study suggest that the 
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positions individuals occupy in their task-interdependence networks is related to emotional 

exhaustion and cynicism. The experience of exhaustion may trigger the search for 

emotional social support and the experience of burnout dimensions is related to a 

perception of individuals behaving with incivility in the workplace. Nonetheless, the social 

relations that individuals sustain and maintain in the workplace are not sufficient predictors 

for explaining the complex syndrome of burnout where it is understood as the concurrent 

experience of its three dimensions. Understanding burnout as such a complex experience 

requires a consideration of job demands and control in the first place, and also individual 

variables that might shape individual trajectories in the experience of burnout as the person-

oriented approach to burnout suggests (Mäkikangas & Kinnunen, 2016). Research into the 

relationship between social relations and burnout can move forward in three directions.  

First, understanding the role of coordination in organizations through task 

interdependencies and how they might increase demands and resources, thus also 

increasing the probability of burnout. Second, the idea that expressive social relations act as 

conduits for demands and resources can be reexamined to focus on how they do not 

transmit demands and resources as pipes, but rather they might create a general 

environment of concern and support, becoming resources in themselves that boost 

wellbeing and prevent burnout. In this sense, greater attention should be payed to the 

concept of appreciation (Semmer et al., 2019) and how it may prevent burnout. Third, new 

focus is open to examine the consequences that burnout can have over expressive social 

relations in organizations and how individuals perceive those social relations.  
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Practical implications 

From a practical perspective, past research has focused its attention on individual variables 

or the occupational characteristics of the job that make some individuals or economic 

sectors more vulnerable to burnout. While this approach suggests a means for intervention 

and the prevention of the syndrome, scope has been limited to the individual and to very 

expensive treatments (Hätinen et al., 2009), or to an organizational perspective directed at 

changing working conditions (for example, shifts, variety and quantity of tasks). Results 

from this study suggest that aspects of the job design, work coordination and expressive 

social relations matter for experiences of burnout, independent of individual and job-related 

characteristics. According to these findings, the position that an individual occupies in a 

task-interdependence network may indeed worsen the experience of emotional exhaustion 

and cynicism.  

Using these findings, the prevention of burnout would imply analyzing not only 

task-related characteristics, but also the socio-structural design of the departments and 

organizations. A preventive focus would be guided by the recognitions that there are 

positions in these networks where workers bring together individuals or groups who are not 

related to each other through other paths, and clarify their risk of burnout. Coordination 

positions, where workers need to communicate to unconnected alters, might face a higher 

risk of burnout. These individuals should then receive additional resources to prevent, 

identify and manage burnout early on, in case they should experience some of its 

dimensions.  
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Limitations 

While the results of this study partially support one of the proposed hypotheses and shine a 

fresh light onto the study of social relations in the workplace and the experience of burnout 

syndrome, some limitations within the study must be acknowledged. First, the current study 

limited its focus to a single healthcare organization and did not consider other types of 

organization that may have different characteristics, including experiences of burnout 

among employees, occupations and psychosocial working conditions, such as job demands 

and control. In order to increase the variability of these aspects, a large sample gathered 

from seven different departments in the hospital was invited to participate. This allowed for 

more occupations with different working conditions to be included (for example, night 

shifts and working in different settings). However, each of these departments was treated as 

a single unit and although the study intended to examine connections between the 

departments, this was not the case, since participants did not identify participants in the 

other departments as part of their networks (except for the case of the Oncology 

Department and Palliative Care Unit). While studying single social units as departments or 

organizations is a common practice in social-network studies that aims to analyze whole 

social networks (Borgatti et al., 2012; Schorch & Quintane, 2018), the results of this study 

cannot be generalized until replication is achieved across more organizations in the 

healthcare sector and in different economic sectors.  

Second, the results of the project are subject to measurement error due to the self-

reporting nature of the questionnaires, the use of single items in social-network 

questionnaires and changes in the surveys from Wave 1 to Wave 2. In the organizational 

setting, self-reported measures are subject to the effects of social desirability as individuals 

want to present themselves in the best possible shape because they think their responses are 
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going to be known by their employers (Donaldson & Grant-Vallone, 2002b). In the study, 

several procedures were used to reassure participants about the confidentiality and 

anonymity of their results, including the presentation of principal investigator and data 

collectors as third parties with no involvement in the organization, and a verbal and written 

explanation of the procedures followed in order to render responses anonymous. The use of 

single-item questionnaires for social-network measurement may put into question the 

reliability and validity of these surveys, since its psychometric properties cannot be 

assessed. To prevent problems related to reliability and validity, the items were tested in a 

pilot study and focus groups, which allowed modifying the items according to participant 

needs. 

Finally, some changes were implemented in the surveys between Wave 1 and Wave 

2, including the change of the MBI version to assess burnout and the inclusion of the 

Palliative Care Unit employees in the oncology rosters. Although these changes may 

modify the participant responses between waves, using the same MBI survey in Wave 2 

allowed for a better comparison of the burnout experience across the sample, and the 

centered variables used to compare results across versions in Wave 1 and between Waves 1 

and 2 behaved in the same way that the original variables did. Regarding the inclusion of 

Palliative Care Unit participants in the oncology rosters, this change allowed for a better 

representation of these departments’ socio-structural properties and multiple relationships 

across participants were seen in Wave 2. To prevent the aforementioned problems future 

studies should use non-self-reporting measures, which may include the assessment of task 

interdependencies based on the design and organization of work in departments. They 

should use consistent measures of burnout across waves and they should use the same items 

that were tested in this study to assess social support and incivility networks. 
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A third shortcoming of this study comes from the data. Although this is a 

longitudinal study the tested relations were not consistent across the waves, which advises 

caution in the interpretation of the results and demands their presentation as a conservative 

test of the proposed hypothesis. This aspect may be due to the fact that the sample size in 

the first wave of the study is smaller than it was in the second wave, where more relations 

were tested. However, the changes implemented in the burnout measurement method and 

the inclusion of more departments with different working conditions may also play a role in 

explaining these differences in the results across waves. 

Future directions for the research  

Further research is required to clarify the questions that remain open in this project, while 

aiming to provide robust evidence for some of these aspects. The relationship between task 

interdependence, the coordination of work and job burnout is a foremost aspect that should 

be studied in the future. Results from this project suggest that occupying a brokering 

position is related to a worse experience of burnout. In this project, it was hypothesized that 

this is so because task interdependencies increase demands on employees. However, this 

project did not test whether brokerage effectively increases job demands. Future research 

should include mediational models in order to understand whether the relationship between 

brokerage in task-interdependence networks and burnout is due to an increase in job 

demands, such that occupying brokering positions may affect the quantity and quality of 

role-related demands, such as role conflict. This would provide empirical evidence for the 

proposed hypotheses and allow for the development of a strong theory about the design of 

work from a coordination of jobs perspective and job burnout. 
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A deeper examination of the relations between expressive social relations and job 

burnout from a social-network perspective is also encouraged for future research. Special 

attention should be payed to the relations between burnout dimensions and the perception 

of uncivil behaviors, considering the fact that incivility is an oft-reciprocated behavior in 

organizations (Andersson & Pearson, 1999). Thus, the relationships found in this project 

raise questions about the starting point before incivility spirals, since they might begin with 

a combination of uncivil behavior from the instigator combined with a refined perception 

on behalf of the individual who experiences burnout and may be more attentive to these 

behaviors.  

Finally, further research should thoroughly examine the development of burnout 

syndrome as a whole, which includes the three dimensions of exhaustion, cynicism and 

professional efficacy. Special attention should be paid to the component of professional 

efficacy as it seems to be the less detrimental burnout dimension (Ahola & Hakanen, 2014); 

in this study, this was the most frequent experience of the syndrome. Understanding 

whether there are social, personal or work-related variables that trigger the change from one 

profile to another would allow for an understanding of the syndrome as a whole and the 

making of inferences that go beyond any increase or decrease in select burnout dimensions. 

A deeper examination of burnout cases would allow for a better understanding of these 

changes. Since these cases are not frequent, the qualitative methods used to examine the 

cases in depth could be used to understand the changes in the profiles as time goes by. 

Conclusions 

This study used an innovative research paradigm and methodology, namely social-networks 

analysis, to study the links between the social dimension of work and job burnout. This 

approach allowed for an examination of different types of social relations in the same 
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setting and how the positions that individuals occupy in such networks are related to 

increases in the experience of burnout dimensions. While extant research acknowledges the 

role of positive and negative social relations as demands and resources that affect the 

experience of burnout, this is the first study to examine the role of social relations that are 

created because of the way work is designed, as well as how the positions employees’ 

occupy in such networks may be related to burnout. Thus, this study proposes that social 

relations are related to burnout experience not only because they are able to boost positive 

feeling about the self, as social support relations seem to do, but because in instrumental 

social networks they represent work on themselves. In spite of the methodological 

constraints to calculating single measures of burnout, this project aimed to understand how 

changes in social relations could be related to qualitative changes in the experience of 

burnout, and not just to isolated dimensions. More research is required in the future to 

understand whether social relations can actually be related to profile changes in burnout 

syndrome. However, this study has taken an important first step towards unveiling the 

relationship between social networks in organizations and burnout changes over time. 
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Appendix 1. Social Network Items 

Task Interdependence Item 

En el siguiente listado, seleccione a aquellas personas de las cuales usted depende 

para realizar su trabajo. Es decir aquellas personas de las cuales usted necesita insumos, 

información o relacionarse para poder cumplir con las responsabilidades que le han sido 

asignadas.   

Si esa persona  trabaja de manera eficiente, la calidad de su propio trabajo mejorará. 

Por el contrario, si la persona no hace su trabajo eficientemente (por ejemplo, no realiza sus 

tareas de manera competente o no le brinda a usted información necesaria), entonces usted 

tendrá dificultades para llevar a cabo sus actividades laborales.  

Emotional Social Support Item 

Por favor seleccione en el siguiente listado a aquellas personas a las cuales usted 

acudiría en caso de requerir apoyo emocional, por ejemplo, cuando usted busca 

desahogarse o consuelo frente a una preocupación.  

Instrumental Social Support Item 

Por favor, marque con qué frecuencia suele pedir ayuda a las personas de la lista. 

Por ejemplo cuando usted requiere que hagan algo por usted, que le hagan un favor, le den 

información, un consejo, o retroalimentación acerca de cómo está haciendo las cosas. Si 

usted nunca pide ayuda a esta persona (porque no la conoce o no interactúa con ella) usted 

puede seleccionar nunca o no seleccionar ninguna opción. 
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Incivility Relations Item 

Indique con qué frecuencia cada una de las personas en la lista se comporta 

incívicamente con usted.  El incivismo es un comportamiento poco respetuoso, rudo o 

grosero que no está de acuerdo con las reglas del medio social. Por ejemplo, la persona no 

saluda, no contesta cuando se le dirige la palabra, usa un tono de voz inapropiado o no 

presta atención en las reuniones. 
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